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Abstract  

Agriculture is a well-known contributor to greenhouse gas emissions as well as a consortia 

of other environmentally damaging consequences; ecosystem pollution, eutrophication, 

habitat degradation, decline in biodiversity and water quality to name just a few. While a 

huge global effort and a fundamental restructuring of our unsustainable production chains 

are necessary in the long-term fight again global warming and environmental degradation, 

the quickest and easiest areas to begin focussing efforts on are simply to reduce waste and 

increase efficiencies. Nutrient use in agriculture is often very inefficient. Large rates of 

nitrogen fertiliser are frequently applied to promote maximum productivity but there is still a 

lack of information about how to maximise this nutrient use efficiency. More than 85 % of 

applied nitrogen fertiliser is lost to the environment due to such inefficiencies. It can be lost 

via air pollution emissions pathways such as ammonia (NH3) volatilisation or in the form of 

nitrous oxide emissions (N2O), or it can be lost to terrestrial and water pollution pathways 

via leaching and run-off. 

This research aims to address nutrient use efficiency by investigating the key nutrients; 

carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus relative to one another and the effect that imbalanced 

nutrient supply has on N2O emissions. To first address if there was in fact any effect to be 

observed, two short-term incubation experiments were set up using soils of high and low 

phosphorus concentrations which were taken from a long-term cut field trial. The soils were 

incubated in a climate controlled chamber and treated with a typical field rate of N fertiliser, 

further a split treatment of carbon was added such that the microcosms in the first 

incubation did not receive carbon and those in the second incubation received both carbon 

and nitrogen. The results of these incubations clearly demonstrated that carbon deficiency 

inhibited all activity with negligible CO2 and N2O emissions being recorded from the carbon-

omitted microcosms at both phosphorus levels, whereas P deficiency had an impact on 

nitrogen cycling in particular. When both carbon and nitrogen were added to soils of low 

phosphorus there was a 70-fold increase in N2O emissions compared to the high 

phosphorus microcosms with no significant difference between CO2 levels. This was a very 

important result as it suggested a separation between activity and process-based inhibition, 

both of which are essential to balance for a healthy soil system.  

Expanding on this research led to a third incubation experiment, carried out on soils taken 

from the same field trial, incubated under the same climate conditions and treated with the 

same rates of C and N fertiliser. The nitrogen fertiliser applied however, carried an isotopic 

15N label to identify the applied nitrogen from the more abundant 14N present in the 

atmosphere, such that the mineral nitrogen and N2O results could be used to trace the 
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nitrogen transformation processes occurring in these soils in order to establish the dominant 

pathways contributing to N2O production. This experiment identified a previously 

unreported pathway of oxidation of labile nitrogen via heterotrophic nitrification being the 

dominant transformation rate occurring in both phosphorus levels but at a significantly 

greater rate in the low phosphorus soils. 

Alongside all of these incubations, subsamples from the microcosms were collected and 

stored for molecular analysis. The genetic abundance of key nitrogen cycling genes as well 

as bacterial, archaeal and fungal community identifying genes were quantified by extracting 

DNA from the soil samples and quantifying genetic abundance using qPCR analysis. This 

revealed varying abundances of different genes between phosphorus levels with nitrifier 

genes found to be most abundant in low phosphorus soils and denitrifier genes to be more 

abundant at high phosphorus soils. Furthermore, this analysis revealed a positive 

correlation between the fungal community and N2O emissions from the low phosphorus 

soils, which was the only correlation observed in the low phosphorus soils. 

The final experiment up-scaled this research to the field level and carried out N2O 

measurements from static chambers which were installed in another long-term phosphorus 

trial under a grazed management regime. The results of this trial confirmed those of the 

laboratory in that low phosphorus results in greater N2O emissions and lower nutrient use 

efficiency.  

The results of this thesis offer an immediately implementable area of nutrient management 

that can be used to maximise efficiency, and reduce wastage which benefits both 

environmental mitigation goals as well as financial savings. These results also highlight 

further areas to direct future research to, broadening the knowledge base on nutrient 

interactions can offer further mitigation and efficiency-based land management which 

contribute to national and international environmental improvement goals and emission-

reducing targets. 
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Chapter 1 Literature Review 

1.1. Overview 

The aim of this review was to identify gaps in the current knowledge about soil nutrient 

management on N-loss as N2O from temperate grassland soils in Ireland. Also covered in 

this review is the background to N-cycling in such soils, the microbial drivers of this cycling 

and the wider context in terms of environmental and economic impact globally and more 

specifically to Ireland. The main objective of this review is to collectively analyse the current 

understanding of the impact of soil P in particular on N2O emissions with full regard to the 

history of this importance and the best techniques required to address this research 

question. With P being such a costly and finite resource and N emissions posing the most 

significant threat to our ozone, the benefits of achieving maximum use efficiency between 

these two vital elements offers a mitigation potential of great importance.  

1.2. Nitrogen in the environment 

Nitrogen, like all elements exists in a natural equilibrium but the intensification of human 

activities has disrupted this and increased levels can adversely affect human, animal and 

ecosystem health (Canfield et al., 2010). For example; excess nitrogen in water supplies 

can result in methemoglobinemia which can be especially dangerous for infants (Fewtrell, 

2004), ecosystem decline through eutrophication in water bodies (Brady and Weil, 2002), 

and global warming, especially via N2O which is also the single most depleting substance 

of stratospheric ozone (Fernandez et al., 2014). Advances in the production industry in 

particular have caused exponential increases in nitrogen emissions. N2O levels have rapidly 

risen since the 1750 industrial revolution, with values surpassing the highest concentrations 

recorded in ice cores during the past 800,000 years (Clough et al., 2017) and atmospheric 

concentrations increasing by about 120%, from 270 ppb in 1750, to new heights in 2020 

333.2 ppb (Wang et al., 2014, WMO, 2020). The ‘Green Revolution’, where investments in 

the agricultural industry boomed after the Second World War has further added to this 

increase (Pingali, 2012). The demand for nitrogen fertiliser has also increased exponentially 

and it is estimated that by the beginning of the 21st century over half the world’s population 

relied on nitrogen fertiliser for food supply (Selbie et al., 2015b), an intensification which is 

constantly fuelled by the ever increasing demand for food from a rapidly rising global 

population (Pingali, 2012).  
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More than 99 % of nitrogen present in its inert di-nitrogen (N2) form is unavailable to more 

than 99 % of all living organisms (Galloway et al., 2003). As such, it needs to be transformed 

or ‘fixed’ by microorganisms into reactive nitrogen (Nr), i.e. ‘those nitrogen compounds that 

support, or are products of, cellular metabolism and growth’ (Stein and Klotz, 2016). Prior 

to the impacts from anthropogenic activity, reactive nitrogen did not accumulate in 

environmental reservoirs because microbial N fixation and denitrification processes were 

approximately equal (Ayres et al., 1994). However, reactive nitrogen is now accumulating 

in the environment at exponential scales due to the promotion of biological fixation through 

increasing agricultural intensity, combustion of fossil fuels and the development of the 

Haber-Bosch process of artificially fixing N2 (Galloway et al., 2003). This build-up of nitrogen 

reservoirs is a serious issue, as previously N-fixation and full denitrification (complete 

reduction of N2O to N2) were approximately balanced, but with these huge spikes in 

inorganic forms of N such as ammonia (NH3) and N2O and other NOx gases, due to 

increasing anthropogenic activity, environmental degradation is increasing rapidly (Ayres 

et al., 1994). 

1.3. The N-cycle  

The nitrogen cycle is a process in which nitrogen undergoes many different transformations 

in the ecosystem, changing from one form to another as organisms use it for growth and 

energy and can be considered to begin and end in its inert gaseous di-nitrogen (N2) form 

(Bernhard, 2010a). As shown in figure 1-1, atmospheric N2 is fixed into ammonia (NH3) by 

free-living and symbiotic bacteria and archaea (diazotrophs), using the nitrogenase enzyme 

to break the N2 triple bond. In soil, NH3 can be converted into ammonium (NH4
+) with rates 

of conversion responding to other soil factors, in particular increasing pH inhibiting NH4
+ 

production, resulting in more NH3 lost via volatilisation (Rochette et al., 2013). Once this 

conversion takes place, NH4
+ can be oxidised to nitrate (NO3

-), in a 3-step process called 

nitrification. Nitrate and nitrite (NO2
-) ions are generated during nitrification and they may 

then be reduced during the denitrification process; the stepwise reduction of nitrate to 

dinitrogen (N2) by four enzymes, generating the intermediate products: nitrite (NO2
-), nitric 

oxide (NO), and nitrous oxide (N2O). (Cerri et al., 2013).                                                                                                                                          
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Figure 1-1. An overview of the stages of N transformation during the nitrogen cycle. Image taken from Cerri et 
al., 2013. 

 

1.3.1. Immobilisation and mineralisation  

Mineralisation and immobilisation are opposite processes, and generally occur 

simultaneously in the soil depending on the requirements and activity of the various soil 

microbes present. Before N-containing compounds become bioavailable, depolymerisation 

must occur which involves extra-cellular enzymes cleaving large compounds to release 

monomers (amino acids, amino sugars, nucleic acids etc.) that may be used by plants and 

microorganisms (Schimel and Bennett, 2004, Chapin et al., 2011a). Mineralisation is the 

process by which organic N is converted to mineral N (eventually releasing ammonia), and 
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involves the decomposition of complex proteins to amino acids though a series of reactions 

driven by soil microbes increasing the bioavailability of N to plants. As a rule of thumb net 

mineralisation only takes place if the concentration of N exceeds the needs of the 

decomposer for biosynthesis or storage. If the decomposer requires the nutrient then 

immobilisation will take place (McLaren  and Cameron, 1996).  

Carbon-nitrogen (C:N) ratios can be used to determine the net process occurring, as carbon 

is the dominant substrate required by most organisms in order to gain the energy required 

to access soil N, i.e. total C may limit the functioning of a system, while actual growth may 

be nutrient (e.g. N) limited (Schimel and Weintraub, 2003). When organic material has a 

high N content (e.g. 3%N) then the C:N ratio is low (e.g. a C:N ratio <25:1) and more mineral 

N is produced than is required by microbes, thus net mineralisation occurs (Brady and Weil, 

2002). Net immobilisation occurs when the organic material has a low N content (e.g. C:N 

> 25:1) and the N produced is insufficient for microbial N requirements. Net immobilisation 

results in the reduction of N available for plant uptake as well as for the loss via leaching 

and gaseous emissions (Selbie, 2014b). Thus highlighting the frequently met ‘catch 22’ 

nature of N management.  

Bacteria that decompose high carbon, low-N residues, such as corn stalks or small grain 

straw, need more N to digest the material than is present in the residue. Immobilisation 

occurs when NO3
-—N and/or NH4

+-N present in the soil is used by growing microbes to 

build proteins. The actively growing bacteria that immobilise some soil N also break down 

soil organic matter to release available N during the growing season. (Fernandez et al., 

2014).  

1.3.2. Plant uptake and loss 

Over 90% of the nitrogen plants take up is in NH4
+ and NO3

- forms, made available by 

fertiliser addition or microbial mineralisation, which is absorbed from the soil solution, 

through the root, to the xylem. NH4
+ is rapidly converted to amino acids and amides, 

whereas NO3
- must first be converted to NH4

+ in a two-step process called ammonification 

which requires considerable energy from photosynthesis (Simon and Klotz, 2013).  

Ammonia volatilisation is the gaseous loss of NH3 from the soil surface, reducing the 

amount of N available for plant uptake. The concentration of NH3 in soil is dependent on 

equilibrium with NH4
+. Hydroxide ions (OH-) increase the soil pH where gaseous NH3 

production is favoured and consequently N loss via volatilisation is enhanced (Selbie, 

2014b). 
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N-leaching, the removal or loss of N from the soil in drainage water, can involve organic N 

particulate and dissolved forms, but the predominant form of N leached is nitrate (NO3
-). 

This is because NO3
-, a negative, is repelled by the net negative charge of most soils. On 

the other hand, ammonium (NH4
+), a positively charged ion, may be absorbed by negatively 

charged clay particles, certain clay minerals (e.g. illite, vermiculite), and organic matter 

(Selbie, 2014b). This N runoff is extremely environmentally detrimental to biodiversity and 

water quality, such that nutrient spreading to land is strictly regulated (Humphreys, 2008, 

Giraud et al., 2021). 

1.3.3. Nitrification 

Nitrification is the aerobic oxidation of ammonium (NH4
+) to nitrate (NO3

-) in what was 

traditionally thought to be purely a two-step process carried out by distinct microbial groups; 

ammonia oxidiser and nitrite oxidisers (Fowler et al., 2018). N2O can also be a product of 

nitrification through chemical decomposition of hydroxylamine (NH2OH) and/or nitrite (NO2
-

) (intermediates of nitrification), or through reduction of nitrite under limited O2 conditions 

(Firestone and Davidson, 1989, Mehnaz and Dijkstra, 2016). The oxidisation of NH4
+ to 

NO2
- is carried out by the ammonia monooxygenase enzyme (AMO) associated with 

ammonia oxidising bacteria (AOB), such as Nitrospira and Nitrosomonas, the final 

oxidisation of NO2
- to NO3

-
 is carried out by Nitrobacter (Selbie, 2014b). More recently, the 

contribution of AMO-containing archaea has been recognised with increasing importance 

(Konneke et al., 2005), as well that of Nitrospira with the capacity to carry out complete 

nitrification via the newly discovered comammox gene (Daims et al., 2015, van Kessel et 

al., 2015). This biological process proceeds most rapidly under moist, warm and well-

aerated soils. The nitrate-N produced is a negatively charged ion and is not attracted to soil 

particles or soil organic matter which can lead to pollution issues as it is easily leached from 

soils (Fernandez et al., 2014). 

1.3.4. Denitrification 

Denitrification can occur via several different pathways but the most dominant is often 

referred to as ‘true denitrification’ and is biologically mediated (Butterbach-Bahl et al., 

2013). Other abiotic processes contributing to N2O are listed below. Denitrification is the 

anaerobic reduction of NO3
- to molecular nitrogen (N2), predominantly conducted by 

heterotrophic anaerobes, where a variable fraction of N can be released as NO and N2O 

(intermediates of denitrification) when the process is incomplete (Mehnaz and Dijkstra, 

2016). Facultative anaerobic bacteria can use NO3
--N instead of oxygen as an electron 

acceptor and in a series of reactions convert NO3
- to NO, N2O and N2. Each step in the 

sequence shown in figure 2-2 below, requires a specific reducing enzyme, e.g. N2O 
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reductase. While most denitrifying bacteria possess all the reducing enzymes, some do not, 

and often this results in N2O being released into the atmosphere before it can be converted 

to N2 (Selbie, 2014b). Denitrification takes place in waterlogged soil with ample organic 

matter to provide energy for bacteria. For these reasons, denitrification is generally limited 

to topsoil and proceeds rapidly when soils are warm and saturated (Fernandez et al., 2014). 

 

 

Figure 1-2. Schematic representation of the microbial nitrogen cycle and genes. Image taken from (Waldow, 
2017). 

 

1.3.4.1. Codenitrification 

Denitrification occurs when a single N source is used to produce N2O such as NO2
- or NO3

-

. However, other forms of denitrification can also result in N2O and N2 production. By the 

end of the 19th century it was reported that N gas production during microbial nitrate 

reduction significantly exceeded the amount of nitrate N supplied to the microorganisms, 

further studies (e.g. (Knowles, 1982) continuing in the late 20th century, helped to term this 

phenomenon as ‘Codenitrification’ (Spott et al., 2011, Zumft, 1997). Codenitrification occurs 
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when individual atoms of the N2O or N2 molecules are derived from two distinct N sources, 

resulting in hybrid N2 (Phillips et al., 2017).  

Different organisms have been associated with being more prone to produce N2O or N2. 

For example, the bacterium Streptomyces antibioticus B-546 was found to produce 

gaseous nitrogen (N2 and N2O) through both denitrification and codenitrification. The 

predominance of codenitrification over denitrification along with O2 tolerance was found to 

be key for nitrate metabolism in this actinomycete (Kumon et al., 2002). Fungi, are mainly 

associated with N2O production (Maeda et al., 2015a), but some strains (e.g. Talaromyces, 

Fusarium, Cylindrocarpon and Chaetomium), when operating under codenitrification, 

produce N2 (Shoun et al., 1992a). Incubation experiments with pure cultures and soils have 

highlighted the significant role of fungi in soil N trace gas production. Fungi not only denitrify 

to N2O but may also codenitrify to form N2. When O2 is not available, some fungi (e.g. 

Fusarium oxysporum) reportedly co-metabolise organic forms of N to reduce NO2
- or NO3

- 

and form hybrid N2 (Phillips et al., 2017). 

Isotopic 15N tracing techniques can reveal this hybrid N-N species, where the N-N bond 

formed from a combination of an N atom from NO2
- and an N atom from a co-metabolised 

compound. Concomitantly, N2 gas can also be formed in a non-hybrid conventional way 

(Spott et al., 2011a). 

1.3.4.2. Chemodenitrification 

Chemodenitrification is another form of denitrification, occurring through nitrosylation when 

reduced forms of inorganic N react with a metal centre to form N2O in the absence of 

oxygen. Nitrosylation may also drive abiotic formation of N2, given high concentrations of 

metal and NO2
- (Phillips et al., 2017). Studies to elucidate the mechanisms of 

chemodenitrification and factors affecting this process have shown that nitrite 

decomposition in soils is controlled largely by soil pH and organic matter content and is due 

to self-decomposition of nitrous acid with formation of NO and the reaction of nitrite with 

organic soil constituents with the formation of N2O, N2 and NO (Bremner, 1997). 

1.3.4.3. Nitrifier-Denitrification 

Nitrifier denitrification is the pathway of nitrification in which ammonia (NH3) is oxidised to 

nitrite (NO2
-) followed by the reduction of NO2

- to nitric oxide (NO), nitrous oxide (N2O) and 

molecular nitrogen (N2) (Wrage-Monnig et al., 2018). 
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1.3.4.4. Dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium (DNRA) 

DNRA is a microbial process which competes with denitrification for NO2
- and NO3

- in the 

environment (van den Berg et al., 2016). When nitrate is reduced by denitrification, the 

nitrogen is released as gaseous products either as inert N2 or as the intermediates NO and 

N2O, while DNRA retains the nitrogen in the habitat in the form of NH4
+ (van den Berg et 

al., 2016). 

1.4. Soil factors affecting N2O emissions 

Although it is well established that soils are the dominating source of N2O accounting for 

approximately 69% of anthropogenic atmospheric N2O loading (Baggs, 2008), there is still 

uncertainty as to the independent levels of contribution from the drivers and processes. 

Major influences are soil density, soil aeration, soil temperature, soil biota and other 

characteristics such as carbon and metal cofactor requirements by denitrifying enzymes 

and pH (Cerri et al., 2013). Links between irrigation, soil carbon and increasing N2O 

emissions have been found. While a healthy water supply promotes plant growth and 

therefore leads to a higher input of carbon into the soil, higher moisture also enhances 

microbial activity and leads to greater CO2 emissions from respiration. This can increase 

soil anaerobicity and in turn, positively enhance N2O emissions (Trost et al., 2013).  

However, soil fertility, and thus nutrient availability, is dependent on a combination of the 

above factors. Any one of them, if out of balance with the others, can reduce or even entirely 

prevent plant production. Furthermore, the factor which is most limiting will determine the 

success of crop production, nutrient uptake and subsequent emissions levels (Brady and 

Weil, 2002). 

1.4.1. Nitrogen and phosphorous interactions 

Nitrogen is an integral component of many essential plant and microbial compounds, a 

major part of all amino acids and enzymes and is also critical for nucleic acids (Brady and 

Weil, 2002). A good supply of nitrogen is needed for growth and development, as well as 

the uptake of other nutrients (Brady and Weil, 2002). The relative abundance of N to other 

critical nutrients such as P is vital, especially as N and P are the dominant rate-limiting 

nutrients in most natural systems (Guignard et al., 2017). However, their natural sources 

and rates of supply are very different with N being ubiquitous in its presence in the 

atmosphere, while P is considered a finite resource (Schoumans, 2015). 

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is frequently dubbed the ‘currency of life’ as it is at the core 

of all known life forms (Dunn and Grider, 2021, Raffaella et al., 2016b). ATP provides the 
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energy or store for all organism activity and is responsible for a range of critical functions 

such as DNA synthesis and cellular motility. The five main elements of life behind the 

structure and function of ATP can be considered to be oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, 

phosphorus and nitrogen. The relative abundance of these elements dictates most of the 

productivity on earth both beneficial and damaging. Nitrogen is the most abundant, making 

up 78% of the earth’s atmosphere in its inert di-nitrogen (N2) form (Cerri et al., 2013), so 

often those nutrients which are required in smaller amounts relative to N, such as P, are 

the rate-limiting factors (Davidson and Howarth, 2007).  

Carbon is a key nutrient for active N and P cycling as it provides the substrate that acts as 

the energy source for organisms in the acquisition of N and P (Cerri et al., 2013, Cleveland 

and Liptzin, 2007). Carbon exists in a balance with nitrogen, in a model first described by 

Firestone and Davidson in 1989, known as the ‘hole in the pipe’ model (Firestone and 

Davidson, 1989). The rate of N flowing through the pipe is the first level of control of NO 

and N2O emissions and roughly presents the N cycling in the system. Amounts of NO and 

N2O lost by the holes in the pipe are the second level of emission control, and are mainly 

related to soil moisture (Firestone and Davidson, 1989). The emissions of such gases 

depend on the balance between production, consumption and diffusive transport in soils, 

with this balance in production and consumption largely driven by the availability of C for N-

cycling microbes (Cerri et al., 2013).  

Phosphorus remains poorly understood in its interactions with N-cycling, though is 

recognised as an important influence on N2O emissions due to its role as one of the primary 

macronutrients (Mori et al., 2013b). Several studies have found contrasting effects of soil 

phosphorus on N2O emissions. For instance, some studies have found P addition to 

increase N2O emissions and this was attributed to a stimulation of N cycling and related 

nitrification and/or denitrification where P addition could have relieved the P shortage for 

these bacteria thus resulting in an activity increase (Wang et al., 2014, Mori et al., 2010, 

Mehnaz and Dijkstra, 2016). Phosphorus addition can stimulate soil microbes and increase 

microbial biomass which exacerbates N2O emissions, however, if P addition instead 

stimulates plant uptake of soil N and water it could then lead to a reduction in soil N2O 

emissions (Mori et al., 2013a). These contrasting results indicate the differing soil 

responses especially regarding nutrient availability resulting from whether plant uptake 

and/or microbial mineralisation or immobilisation are occurring. Also indicated is the relative 

effect of soil N and P (N:P ratio), for example, bacteria were found to be more abundant 

when decomposition was N-limited, while fungi are more dominant at high N:P ratios, when 
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decomposition was P-limited (Gusewell and Gessner, 2009). This reinforces the importance 

of the relative abundance of N and P to one another as well as an adequate energy supply 

for microbes and plants to capitalise on such nutrient availability. The existence of a 

‘Redfield-like ratio,’ for C:N:P has been suggested for soil and microbial biomass based on 

a global literature analysis conducted by Cleveland et al., (2007), where atomic C:N:P ratios 

in both the soil (186:13:1) and soil microbial biomass (60:70:1) were well-constrained 

across most soil types (Cleveland and Liptzin, 2007; Redfield, 1934).  

 

Figure 1-3. Simplified overview of N and P flows highlighting major present-day anthropogenic sources, the 
cascade of reactive N and the associated environmental concerns. Modified from (Sutton et al., 2013). 

1.4.2. Microorganisms 

N2O emissions are directly affected by N availability and the species composition of 

denitrifiers, number of individual cells per unit soil, activity of denitrifying enzymes (DEA) 

which is believed to be closely linked to the amount of denitrification reductase, and 

amounts of energy releasing substrates available to the denitrifiers (Simek and Cooper, 

2002). Species composition and those soil factors which influence the species present is 

especially important with regards to those which contain the N2O reductase enzyme and 

the nosZ gene which enable the full breakdown of N2O to N2 (Horn et al., 2006). For 

example, fungi have been identified as a putative source of N2O (Maeda et al., 2015a). 
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Maeda et al. (2015), characterised 207 strains of fungi, and found no presence of nitrous 

oxide reductase, thus assuming N2O as the end product from fungal denitrification.  

The response of N2O emissions to soil P availability is directly mediated through the 

structure and function of the soil microbial community and their relationship with plant 

biomass. Available P is generally low in the rhizosphere, even in fertile soils as  the major 

proportion becomes fixed either by plant roots, or mycorrhizal symbiosis (Johri et al., 2015), 

equally under high P-availability, consistent with the optimal foraging theory, plants form 

fewer Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) associations because available P is directly 

absorbed from soil (Bolan, 1991). Many studies have shown an increase in root colonisation 

associated with decreasing inorganic P availability (Antunes et al., 2012; Gange and West, 

1994; Gange and Ayres, 1999; Borowicz, 1997). As AMF lack nosZ, fungal-dominated 

communities have been reported to result in higher N2O emissions (Okiobe et al., 2019; 

Maeda et al., 2015a). This is important to consider for N2O mitigation, as soils are frequently 

nutrient limited with filamentous fungi usually forming the dominant component of microbial 

communities as a result (Boswell et al., 2007). Fungi also tend to have a greater C-demand 

than bacteria and can often outcompete bacterial species for resources, further 

strengthening their dominance in nutrient poor soils (Griffiths et al., 2012; Cassman  et al., 

2016). As such, changes in the balance of microbial community structure have the potential 

to alter the balance of available nutrients and subsequent GHG fluxes, particularly CO2 and 

N2O production (Blagodatskiy et al., 2008).  
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Figure 1-4. Schematic of codenitrification, anammox, and known chemical denitrification pathways taken from 

Phillips, et al., 2017. Closed circles are biotic and open circles are abiotic reactions. 

 

1.4.3. Water-filled pore space (WFPS), aeration and temperature  

Nitrification is a source of N2O until WFPS reaches about 70 %, after which denitrification 

dominates. Between WFPS of 45-70 % a mixture of nitrification and denitrification occurs 

(Cardenas et al., 2017). Soil moisture affects the WFPS, thus regulating the O2 availability 

to microbes and dictating which N2O production process dominates (nitrification under 

aerobic conditions and denitrification under anaerobic conditions). Soil temperature affects 

the Q10 of denitrification, i.e. the stimulation of denitrification following an increase in 

temperature by 10̊C, exceeds the Q10 (which represents the factor by which a rate of a 

reaction increases with every 10°C rise in temperature) of soil CO2 emissions. This fact can 

be attributed to a tight coupling between the microbial C and N cycle (Butterbach-Bahl et 

al., 2013). 

1.4.4. pH 

Global meta-analysis carried out by Wang et al. (2018) confirms pH to have a dominant role 

in controlling soil N2O emissions (Wang et al., 2018b). The enzyme, N2O-reductase, is 

inhibited by low pH and the presence of O2. If denitrification is the main source of N2O higher 

pH values decrease the soil N2O emissions, but if nitrification is the main process of N2O 

production then an increase in the soil pH stimulates the N2O (Cerri et al., 2013). While the 
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concept of an optimum pH for denitrification has been frequently proposed, such a term has 

little to no meaning without reference to other specific soil attributes (Simek and Cooper, 

2002). However, it is widely agreed that when pH is reduced, i.e. in more acidic soils, 

denitrification releases more N2O and the N2O: N2 ratio is increased (Cuhel et al., 2010). 

Most of the uncertainty surrounding optimum pH for N2O reduction is due to a lack of 

understanding of denitrifying prokaryotes, which are phylogenetically and functionally 

diverse (Dorsch et al., 2012). Incubations have observed similar NO concentrations from 

soils receiving different pH treatments, but striking differences in N2O concentrations 

suggesting a direct pH influence on denitrification (Dorsch et al., 2012). It was also noted, 

however, that while this pH influence resulted in a direct response from all three distinct 

denitrifying communities studied, the response varied depending on community 

composition which was attributed to depend on the communities’ denitrification regulatory 

phenotype (DRP), which in turn may be a function of how the native pH has affected the 

community composition (Dorsch et al., 2012; Hallin et al., 2009; Philippot et al., 2009). 

Research such as this may explain why contrasting results between the effect of pH on 

denitrification and N2O production has been observed in natural pH gradients (Philippot et 

al., 2009, Weslien et al., 2009)  and short-term field manipulation trials (Baggs et al., 2010; 

Cuhel et al., 2010). 

1.4.5. Fertilisation 

Most of the N2O emissions that take place in soils are related to agricultural activities, so a 

thorough understanding of these processes is fundamental to developing strategies to 

reduce N emissions (Cerri et al., 2013). It is important to have a precise knowledge of the 

soil type in question and how it and the biota present will react to management, 

predominantly fertiliser application.  

Knowledge of the soil type allows the most appropriate fertiliser to be utilised in order to 

ensure the soil and crops are getting the exact minerals they require instead of a surplus of 

one and a deficiency of another. The type and rate of fertiliser application influences the 

subsequent emissions, for example, ammoniacal fertilisers increase N2O emissions more 

slowly than nitric fertilisers, as nitric sources can be denitrified immediately, while ammonia 

must still go through nitrification prior to denitrification (Cerri et al., 2013).  

Timing and rate of application is also essential, Tan et al. (2009) found that splitting the 

doses of N fertiliser increased efficiency and reduces loss via leaching and denitrification.  

Other N-emission reducing practices include, using slow-release fertilisers, application 
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depth of more than 5 cm, stabilising fertilisers with nitrification inhibitors and the use of 

cover crops (Cerri et al., 2013). 

1.5. N2O quantification 

1.5.1 Flux measurement 

The chamber method is the most common technique used to quantify GHG fluxes from 

soils. At the field scale this involves placing a steel static chamber over a specific area, then 

sealing it with an airtight lid to allow gaseous build-up over a set period of time which can 

be measured with samples taken manually via a septa using a syringe (Clough et al., 

2020b). This method can be adapted to laboratory incubations using a similar technique.  

1.5.2. 15N isotope tracing 

The use of stable isotopes in ecosystem analysis can help to understand both source-sink 

relationships and provide process information (Peterson and Fry, 1987). Nitrogen is an 

element with more than one isotope, and isotopic compositions of it can be measured with 

a mass spectrometer (Peterson and Fry, 1987). Figure 1-5 below depicts the 15N on the 

central (α) and end (β) of the linear N2O molecule, i.e. the site preference of N2O (Mander 

and Zaman, 2015), where a 15N atom substitutes for the most abundant 14N atom at either 

the central or terminal position.  

 

Figure 1-5. Site preference of 15N isotopes, image taken from (Butterbach-Bahl and Wolf, 2017). 

 

Site preference is defined as the difference of the relative abundances of 15Nα-N2O and 

15Nβ-N2O (Butterbach-Bahl and Wolf, 2017). N2O mitigation strategies are usually 

developed with total N2O exchange rates arising predominantly from nitrification and 

denitrification, this however does not account for the relative contributions of these two 

processes to the total emission. Thus, characteristic isotopic signatures have been 

identified, so that the analysis of the four main isotopic N2O species 
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(14N15N16O/15N14N16O/14N14N18O/14N14N16O) represents a tool for the allocation of emission 

sources (Butterbach-Bahl and Wolf, 2017). 

As no nitrous oxide reductase has been identified in fungi, N2O has always been the end 

product of denitrification in the few characterised fungal strains (Maeda et al., 2015a). 

However, it has been found that when 15N nitrite was used as a substrate, several strains 

of fungi were found to be capable of evolving 14N15N as well as 15N2O and 15NO (Shoun et 

al., 1992a). This highlights the need for further investigation via 15N tracing to identify the 

organisms and conditions best able to result in N2 being the end-product of denitrification.  

In aerobic soils, nitrification is the dominant N-consuming process, while denitrification 

becomes dominant under wetter conditions promoting anaerobicity. These two processes 

may occur simultaneously in different microsites of the same soil but there is often 

uncertainty associated with which process dominates in a particular soil under specific 

conditions. Thus, 15N tracing can be used to identify the pathways and dynamics of N2O 

production (Loick et al., 2017). 

1.5.1.1. The main methodical approaches of 15N tracing techniques 

1. Natural abundance techniques 

Natural abundance techniques do not require isotope labelling, because they are based on 

differences in natural isotope fractionation caused by the processes involved in N2O 

formation (Sutka et al., 2006; Zaman et al., 2021). The natural 15N abundances are 

expressed in delta notation relative to the 15N concentration in the air. Due to enzymatic 

discrimination, natural 15N abundances change slightly in microbially mediated reactions in 

soil. Apart from δ values, the site preference of 15N and 14N (isotopomers) for the inner or 

outer position within the nitrous oxide molecule has been used to determine its sources 

(nitrification of denitrification) (Köster et al., 2011, Zaman et al., 2021).  

2. Enrichment techniques 

When nitrogen substrates are artificially enriched (labelled) with 15N, the product of a 

reaction can directly be linked to its substrate (Baggs, 2008). In contrast to natural 

abundance techniques, 15N labelling allows to precisely calculate reaction rates. The 

amendment of additional nitrogen can also be a bias by changing natural nitrogen 

transformations. In agricultural soil, however, application of 15N enriched tracers with 

ammonium and nitrate, resembles conventional fertilisation practice. Nitrogen 

transformation rates in soil can be quantified by suitable data analysis tools that combine a 
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realistic N cycle in combination with a parameter optimization technique, e.g. Ntrace is one 

of those tracing tools (Rütting and Müller, 2008; Zaman et al., 2021).  

3. Site preference techniques 

This technique is termed as the difference between α-15N between the central and outer N 

atoms. It can be used to determine the relative importance of microbial sources of N2O 

without disturbing the system, as different microbial processes and functional groups have 

been shown to have distinct 15N site preferences which can be used to distinguish microbial 

sources of N2O in the soil (Baggs, 2008).  

 

1.6. Current environmental and economic situation 

1.6.1. Global N2O emissions  
 

 

Figure 1-6. (a) Global greenhouse gas emissions by sector (EPA, 2010), (b) Global N2O emissions by sector 
(Ritchie and Roser, 2016). 

 

Although it has been known for more than 50 years that nitrous oxide (N2O) is a major 

constituent of the atmosphere (Adel, 1939), it was not considered to be of any importance 

until the early 1970s, when atmospheric scientists hypothesized that N2O released to the 
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atmosphere through denitrification of nitrate in soils and natural waters may trigger 

reactions in the stratosphere leading to partial destruction of the ozone layer  

(Crutzen, 1974; Johnston, 1972), cited in Bremner, 1997).  

Agriculture is a major contributor to all GHG emission (Figure 1-6 (a)) and the largest source 

of N2O (Figure 1-6 (b)). The IPCC estimate that agriculture contributes about 60% of total 

global anthropogenic N2O emissions, mainly due to N-fertiliser used and emissions from 

animal waste (AGRI-I, 2016). However, N2O fluxes from agricultural soils remain one of the 

most uncertain emission sources due to large spatial and temporal variability (Galloway et 

al., 2003).  

1.6.2. Nitrogen and global food security 

Nutrient use efficiency and encouraging techniques, such as precision farming, are key 

areas to ensure its environmental viability while simultaneously planning for present and 

future food security. One such precision technique, which this thesis aims to examine, is 

the more targeted use of fertilisers, maximising nutrient use efficiency and applying only 

that which is required by the soil and crop in question and thus moving away from uniform 

application rates. Coupling precision farming techniques with structural reconfiguration, 

such as reducing the amount of land used to grow animal feed and diverting it instead to 

crops used for human food, strengthens these environmental practices whilst maintaining 

and potentially improving financial stability for land managers. Capitalising on branding and 

marketing opportunities to fund greener, more plant-based food production is a further way 

in which agricultural land-use intensity could be re-orientated to be less environmentally 

damaging but remaining profitable. This would allow for the juxtaposition to be changed 

from instead of viewing environmental mitigation as a limitation, seeing it as an area for 

growth. As consumer awareness and subsequent demand for greener food production is 

increasing as well as changing diets moving towards more demitarian and flexitarian styles, 

this fuels and funds the move towards more sustainable food production.  

The map below (Figure 1-7) taken from National Geographic shows the proportion of land 

(green) used directly for food and that (purple) used for animal feed and fuel. This article 

asks the pertinent question; ‘how can the world double the availability of food while 

simultaneously cutting the environmental harm caused by agriculture.’ 

(National.geographic, 2018). It offers a 5-step management plan in an attempt to solve this 

conundrum. The research presented in this thesis focuses specifically on step 3. 

1. Step one is to freeze agriculture’s footprint, i.e. halting all expansion of agricultural 

land.  
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2. Close yield gaps by offering support and investment to less productive, lower 

income farms.  

3. Increase efficiency through precision farming, tailoring practices to exact soil 

conditions and timing of applications to reduce runoff.  

4. Shift diets away from meat-rich and allocate more land used for animal feed to be 

used as crops for direct human consumption 

5. Finally, reduce waste, ‘an estimated 25% of the world’s food calories and up to 50% 

of total food weight are lost or wasted before they can be consumed.’ In rich 

countries most of that waste occurs in homes, restaurants, or supermarkets. In poor 

countries, food is often lost between the farmer and the market, due to unreliable 

storage and transportation. Of all of the options for boosting food availability, waste 

would be the most effective. (National.geographic, 2018) 

Currently, 36% of the calories produced by the world’s crops are being used for animal 

feed, and only 12% of those feed calories ultimately contribute to the human diet (Cassidy 

et al., 2013). Cassidy et al. (2013), found that growing food exclusively for direct human 

consumption could, in principle, increase available food calories by as much as 70%, thus 

feeding an additional 4 billion people. Restructuring diets and crop production in ways such 

as this could not only be instrumental in meeting the challenges of ensuring global food 

security, it also includes the added benefits of improving health and therefore reducing 

healthcare costs. For example, meat-rich diets have been linked to various cancers, 

diabetes and cardiovascular diseases, not to mention the costs associated with obesity 

(Ranganathan et al., 2016). The global economic cost of obesity was estimated to be 

around $2 trillion in 2012 which is roughly the equivalent to the global cost of armed conflict 

or smoking, which is especially linked to overconsumption of protein (Ranganathan et al., 

2016). In 2009, the average person in more than 90% of the world’s countries and territories 

consumed more protein than estimated requirements (Ranganathan et al., 2016). In light 

of this, the evolution of agriculture to become a more sustainable industry offers a plethora 

of health and financial benefits as well as environmental ones. Cost savings in production, 

pollution and health reductions can create a positive feedback with these recovered funds 

being redirected into further areas of sustainability.  

Food security has been a predicted issue for centuries, Thomas Malthus was among the 

first to express concern in 1798 stating that, populations tend to grow geometrically while 

food production increases only arithmetically (Sachs, 2008). However, in tandem with any 

technical solution offered, to succeed entirely requires a ‘fundamental extension in morality,’ 
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as to achieve food security would result in forsaking maximum profits for a sustainable 

procedure. Hardin phrased this complication as ‘each man is locked into a system that 

compels him to increase his herd without limit – in a world that is limited. Ruin is the 

destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that 

believes in the freedom of the commons. Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all. Therein 

lies the tragedy’ (Hardin, 1968). This highlights the need to find economically viable 

solutions, to encourage maximum uptake of sustainable practices. The pressure of 

delivering increasing food supply in a sustainable manner will rely on increasing efficiency 

and to capitalise on changing diets and changing consumer and societal demands (DAFM, 

2021).  

 

 

Figure 1-7. Proportion of global agricultural land used for human consumption versus proportion used for 
animal feed and fuel crops (National Geographic, 2018). 

1.6.3. Ireland’s N2O emissions  

Although man-made CO2 accounts for 76% of global emissions, agricultural emissions are 

dominated by CH4 and N2Owhich contribute 16 and 6% respectively towards man-made 

warming (Sampathkumar and Cockburn, 2017). The EU has set emissions reduction 

targets, with Ireland allocated 30% reduction in emissions by 2030. Recently the 

Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment (DCCAE) published the 

National Mitigation Plan Consultation, which aims to set out Ireland’s roadmap to reducing 
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emissions. Teagasc has submitted a response to this consultation outlining both the 

challenges and options available for emissions reduction in the agricultural and land-use 

sector. This is a challenge due to the fact that agriculture accounts for about 1/3rd of 

Ireland’s national GHG emissions (and nearly all of our N2O emissions) and also because 

it is a fundamental and expanding (e.g. post quota removal) industry on which the national 

economy relies. Increasing global population and food demand also is a strong driver. 

Teagasc’s strategy for reducing agricultural emissions is:  

a. To stabilise GHG emissions, particularly CH4, by enhanced efficiency measures,  

b. To further reduce emissions, particularly N2O.  

c. To offset GHG emissions with carbon sequestration from afforestation and agricultural 

land management.  

d. Displace fossil fuel emissions with wood fuel and biogas. (Lanigan, 2017).  

While nitrogen pollution is a global issue, it also has serious consequences for Ireland due 

to its heavy reliance on agriculture for its contribution to our economy. According to the 

Central Statistics Office (CSO) the agri-food sector is one of Ireland’s most important 

indigenous manufacturing sectors, accounting for 5.7 % of GDP (Teagasc, 2017a), 

providing 14-15 % of total employment (UCD, 2011), and occupies 64 % of total land area 

(Humphreys, 2008). Agriculture also accounts for 90% of total Irish N2O emissions making 

it equally one of the most costly sectors (Teagasc, 2017b). These emissions reflect our 

intensive grass-based beef and dairy farming compared with other countries’ emphasis on 

forestry and grains. Ireland is not currently on track to meet its carbon budgets for 2030 and 

it is most likely that other sectors may have to make up for the discrepancies in the 

agricultural sector and make a greater contribution to the budget e.g. transport sector would 

be required to reduce its emissions by at least 40% if agriculture cannot make a greater 

contribution (Burke-Kennedy, 2017). Despite approximately 29% of Ireland’s GHG 

emissions (of which N2O comprises half (Casey et al., 2008)), coming from the agri-food 

sector, offsetting these emissions with cuts from other sectors is a likely outcome due to 

the economic importance of the agri-food sector contributing over €24 billion per year to our 

economy (EPA, 2017). 

The agri-food strategy 2030, is a recognition that agriculture, fisheries, and forestry can 

negatively impact on environmental conditions and stresses that meeting targets means 

simultaneously reducing emissions from all of these sectors cohesively (Arnold, 2021). This 

highlights how offsetting and trading emissions is not a viable option and it needs to be an 

effort spread evenly across the sectors. A number of agri-environmental strategies such as 
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GLAS (green, low-carbon, agri-environment scheme) as well as others under the European 

Union’s Rural Development Fund, and European Innovation Partnerships, stress that one 

of the most effective and urgent areas of GHG mitigation is through maximising efficiency. 

One of the key ways to do this is to maximise applied fertiliser efficiency. Reducing nutrient 

loss to the environment via run off, leaching and emissions is vital not only for reducing their 

detrimental ecosystem impact but also to reduce the costs of applying these nutrients in 

excess to account for that which is lost through wastage. Fertilisers account for more of 

Irish farmers spend on inputs than any other farmers in EU Member States (Moran, 2015), 

coupled with the price of fertilisers increasing, better nutrient use efficiency is of both 

environmental and economic importance (IFA, 2021). The mild climate of Ireland is ideal 

for agricultural production and also offers a robust basis for trialling new technologies to 

improve farming efficiency. Due to the financial hardship of farming as a career, there is a 

changing demographic resulting in an ageing workforce (CSO, 2018). Maximising 

efficiency, reducing costs, and improving funding incentives to younger farmers on rewards 

based payments schemes (RBPS) for environmental actions are ways of increasing farm 

uptake by younger generations by making it more financially viable. Tailoring management 

programs to individual farms, such as is being attempted by the new farm plan scheme will 

further aid GHG mitigation efforts.  

In order to achieve optimum N-use efficiency (NUE), the interactions between N and other 

key nutrients, such as C and P, need to be understood and managed as total nutrient-use 

efficiency. These nutrients form the backbone to plant and microbial health and thus soil 

fertility and productivity. As soil ecosystems are one of the most diverse environments in 

the world and can vary drastically from one another it is vital to tailor nutrient addition to 

soils on an individual requirement basis. What is the optimum treatment for one soil might 

not be correct for its neighbour (O'Neill, 2021). To gauge these varying levels we must 

understand how plants and microbes utilise nutrients. Microbes remain a widely 

undiscovered group of organisms that thrive in most places on earth, and span across all 

three domains of life (Archaea, Eukaryota, Bacteria). However, it is the structure and 

function of the stimulated microbial community that is crucial, not merely the abundance of 

fauna. A community that facilitates the reduction of N2O to N2 but does not impede plant 

growth and productivity is fundamental when striving to achieve nitrogen-use-efficiency.  

Although incentives may be needed to initially enforce green development while profitability 

is still being established, the wider benefits are much larger than the direct costs involved, 

thus proving a strong economic case in favour of NUE programs (Sutton et al., 2014). 
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Currently, agriculture in particular is an extremely wasteful user of nitrogen resources, with 

an estimated 82 % of nitrogen in harvests going to feed livestock and less than 20% feeding 

humans directly (Sutton et al., 2014). At the same time, the average human diet is 

unbalanced with approximately 70 % more protein than is necessary being consumed 

(Reay et al., 2011). Therefore, combining NUE and N2O reduction strategies with those that 

foster behavioural changes to avoid excessive consumption of animal products is a priority 

(Sutton et al., 2014).  

 

2.7. Mitigation options 

 

 

Figure 1-8. The ‘Nutrient Nexus’. Nutrient cycles represent a key nexus point between global economic, social 
and environmental challenges. Improving full-chain Nutrient Use Efficiency becomes the shared key to 
delivering multiple benefits (Original graphic taken from (Meers, 2016).  

Incorporating nitrogen balances into full-chain NUE calculations further contributes to the 

simultaneous mitigation of not only N2O emissions but also of other N-pollutants such as, 

NO3
-, NH3 and nitrogen oxides (Sutton et al., 2014). This endeavours to avoid ‘pollution 

swapping.’ With regard to reducing such N loss, improving N-use efficiency by just 20%, 

was reported to have the potential to lead to a global saving of 23 million tonnes of nitrogen, 

worth an estimated 18-28 billion US dollars when projecting for the period 2008 to 2020 
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alone (Sutton et al., 2014). Looking at the full-chain effect, the added benefits to human 

health, climate and environment could save a further 40-400 billion US dollars with the 

estimated mitigation cost at 5-35 billion dollars (Sutton et al., 2014). 

Maximising phosphorus efficiency is also crucial to global food security. Only 20 % of the 

phosphorus in mined phosphate rock reaches food consumed, with the majority lost to 

rivers, lakes and oceans through agricultural runoff causing serious eutrophication issues 

estimated to cost the United States alone $2.2 billion a year (Cho, 2013). This wastage and 

lack of efficiency results in huge costs both economically and through environmental 

damage. One way to mitigate such losses is, like NUE, to maximise the impact of P 

fertilisers and minimise the ‘on the ground’ wastage by making fertiliser application more 

precise, targeted to specific nutrient requirements of selected land and crops, and not on a 

‘one size fits all’ rate (Schneider et al., 2019). Due to the nature of P being required in small 

but critical amounts by organisms, there are many chemical, physical and biological 

processes that affect its availability (Schneider et al., 2019). As such, furthering research 

directed at elucidating the complex dynamics of nutrient cycles and impacts on their relative 

availability is a critical area to maximise efficiency and reduce loss.  

Maximising efficiency offers the option to maintain the productivity levels on which our 

economy and industry depend, while providing ‘breathing room’ for such areas to further 

develop greener and even neutral precision farming techniques (O'Neill, 2021). 

The 4 R’s are an N-use efficiency maximising suggestion by Doll et al. (2014), and could in 

practice be applied to any nutrient. The critical factor is knowledge of how the various 

nutrients interact with each other.   

1. Right N application rate: carry out trials to determine the maximum return to N rate 

(MRTN), which is the rate at which adding any additional N is not repaid by higher 

yields. This aids emissions and leaching losses as N-applied is not exceeding crop 

demand, this also reduces costs.  

2. Right formulation: use the correct fertiliser for specified crop types, for example, 

corn-soybean rotations can have 2-4 times greater emissions following anhydrous 

ammonia than urea ammonium nitrate or broadcast urea in the USA. Fertiliser 

additives can also help reduce emissions via nitrification inhibitors (e.g. nitrapyrin), 

thus delaying soil nitrate formation until closer to the time which plants can use it. 

Urease inhibitors can delay urea fertilisers dissolving in soil and slow-release 

formulations can similarly be used by applying a polymer coating.  
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3. Right timing of application: correct timing, i.e. avoiding periods of little growth/high 

rainfall, can result in the optimum uptake by plants and reduce the amount lost to 

the surrounding environment.  

4. Right placement: placing fertiliser close to plant roots can reduce emissions as 

opposed to broadcasting for example. Precision fertiliser application can also 

improve NUE (as discussed below) by tailoring N application to soil spatial 

variability. Adding less N to parts of a field with low yield potential and avoiding 

wasting fertiliser on areas less likely to respond.  

Among these mitigation strategies are also techniques such as, applying winter cover crops 

to avoid N-loss from bare soils and leaching, reduced tillage, improved irrigation 

management (Doll et al., 2014). Application of N fertiliser more frequently and at lower rates 

will reduce the NO3
- concentrations in soil and increase the conversion rate of N2O to N2. 

The addition or presence of an easily decomposable substrate in soil when soil water 

contents are high will increase anoxic conditions and again increase the conversion rate of 

N2O to N2. Both of these practices may result in less N2O entering the atmosphere (Weier 

et al., 1993). However, it is crucial to couple these mitigation strategies to conditions which 

promote microbial communities with the capacity to carry out this full reduction i.e. nosZ-

containing organisms.  

Exiting the recent COVID19 pandemic offers a rare opportunity to accelerate environmental 

progress by using the huge reductions seen from the lack of travel and lower activity of 

many industries as a springboard for further action. With regard to this, there has 

concurrently been a huge increase in public awareness of the importance of biodiversity 

and the social and environmental value of promoting greener ways of life. Coupling peoples’ 

increased interest in environmental action with direct knowledge transfer on more efficient 

and sustainable options is important to ensure a re-orientation of societal practices on a 

global scale. To harness this momentum, environmental efforts must be made co-

operatively to cross the boundaries between economic sectors and geographic borders to 

share best practices and to address the current and substantial barriers that currently limit 

adoption of such practices (Sutton et al., 2013). 
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1.8. Research context 

1.8.1. Irish geography, soils and climate 

Ireland has a mild, wet climate often producing conditions that promote high agricultural 

productivity (Paul et al., 2018). The dominant influence on Ireland’s climate is the Atlantic 

Ocean. Consequently, Ireland does not suffer from extremes of temperature experienced 

by many other countries at similar latitudes thanks to the warm North Atlantic Drift 

(Met.Eireann). Ireland receives a monthly average rainfall of 90.4 mm with temperatures 

averaging 7.3°C during the winter months (Nov-Feb) and 58 mm and 13.9°C during the 

summer months (May-Aug), respectively (Met.Eireann, 1981-2010).  

The geology of Ireland is diverse. Different regions contain rocks belonging to different 

geological periods, dating back almost 2 billion years. Ireland was formed in two distinct 

parts and slowly joined together, uniting about 440 million years ago (GSI, 2020). The 

variation between these two regions, along with the differences between volcanic areas and 

shallow seas, led to a wide range of soils. This has resulted in the most common soil types 

in Irish dry mineral lowlands being dominated by podzols and brown earths formed over 

mainly carboniferous limestone (Gardiner and Ryan, 1969), hence, 64% of the total land 

mass in Ireland is used for agriculture (Ask.About.Ireland, 2021). The General Soil Map of 

Ireland (Appendix A.1) provides a simplified overview of the nine major soil types in Ireland 

(Creamer et al., 2020).  

The soils used in this study are sampled from trials based on grass swards dominated by 

Lolium perenne, and classed as moderately drained brown earths (Sheil et al., 2016).  

 

1.9. Knowledge and research gaps 

N dynamics in grassland soils are highly complex due to their various and often 

simultaneously occurring fluxes, transformations and interactions with other key nutrient 

cycles (Giraud et al., 2021). Soil presents a huge challenge as most of the main nutrient 

cycling and N2O production is a direct result of microbial activity. Soil microorganisms are 

arguably the most diverse and abundant group of organisms on earth (Fierer and Jackson, 

2006) with a single gram containing up to one billion bacterial cells, several yards of fungal 

filaments, thousands of protozoa and scores of nematodes (Merrifield, 2010). In light of the 

many interacting processes it is well acknowledged that simultaneous information on soil 

and environmental parameters and microbial responses is needed to identify and assess 
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the mechanisms regulating the production and reduction of N2O (Saggar et al., 2013, Elser 

et al., 2007, Vitousek and Howarth, 1991).  

In soil, complete denitrification of NO3
- to N2 predominantly occurs through the synergistic 

activities of microbial consortia (Zumft, 1997). Promoting this complete reduction by 

reducing the N2O:N2 product ratio is a mitigation option, thus future research needs to focus 

on evaluating the N2O-reducing ability of the denitrifiers to accelerate N2O conversion to N2 

(Saggar et al., 2013). Although N2O can be produced through a number of different 

pathways (e.g. co-denitrification, nitrifier-denitrification), biological denitrification is the 

primary process producing N2O in temperate grassland soils (Saggar et al., 2009) and 

accounts for over 60% of total N2O emissions to the atmosphere globally (Mosier et al., 

1998). Many denitrifiers, most fungi as well as approximately one third of sequenced 

bacterial denitrifiers (Philippot et al., 2011; Maeda et al., 2015a) lack one or more of the 

enzymes required to fully complete the N-cycle to the inert end-product of N2 and 

consequently evolve N2O as the final product (Saggar et al., 2013). Thus, knowledge of 

how to stimulate communities to fully reduce N2O offers a mitigation opportunity for the 

reduction of this greenhouse gas.  

C, N and P are intrinsically linked in their interactive roles in the foundation of productivity 

and growth as they provide the necessary components to the main currency of life in ATP, 

nucleic acid and protein biosynthesis (Elser, 2012). Denitrifiers require a readily available 

C source before the reduction of any NO3
- can occur (Akunna et al., 1993). This is energy 

intensive requiring 30 mol of C for the full denitrification of 24 mol of NO3
- to N2 (Saggar et 

al., 2013). Therefore, if microorganisms are C-deficient, this impedes most productivity and 

access to N and P. The extent of how these cycles interact with one another and their 

stoichiometric effects on microbial community structure and function is not well understood. 

The fluxes, feedbacks, and availability of N and P fundamentally impact biota at all levels 

from genes to ecosystems, reshaping ecological and ultimately ecosystem processes. It is 

therefore crucial to elucidate how N and P impact all levels of biological organisation to 

mitigate the bioavailability of N and P to support biodiversity and ecosystem services, such 

as productivity and GHG reduction (Guignard et al., 2017). Such research could 

dramatically improve both the efficacy of biodiversity conservation and the development of 

more sustainable farming systems with lower N and P demands.  

Due to the multiplicity of the interactions between biological and physical processes and 

their impact on soil gas fluxes, it is necessary to apply techniques that can capture rapid 

changes and explore synergistic experimental and modelling approaches (Kim et al., 2012). 
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Linking gas fluxes to soil, plant and animal processes and accounting for them in models is 

the most feasible way to consider simultaneously occurring nutrient cycling (Bolan et al., 

2004). Frequently, N2O process-based models suffer from a lack of information which 

cannot be accurately addressed without in-depth studies evaluating the underlying 

processes, which can then be fed into the model in the simplest way to avoid over-

parameterisation (Cox et al., 2006).  

The research covered in this thesis attempts to address some of these gaps in the literature 

primarily through taking full advantage of investigating soils under long-term management 

(>25 year and >50 year nutrient management regimes). Using this precious resource we 

have addressed the research gaps highlighted here, specifically;  

 The long-term P effect on N2O emissions.  

 The effect of C-limitation and the impact of soil P on N2O emissions. 

 How long-term P management interacts with N-cycling.  

 Comparing the effect of long term P between grazed and cut grassland 

management.  

1.10. Premise for this research 

Agriculture in Ireland utilises 63 % of total land area and has a big environmental impact 

accounting for 70 % of phosphorus and 82 % of nitrogen in surface waters, and for 97 % of 

ammonia, over 90 % of N2O and 86 % of methane emissions to air (Krol, 2020, Humphreys, 

2008).  

Reducing N2O would provide a multitude of benefits not least of which is an economical 

one. A ‘Green Profit’, where environmental actions can offer more cost-effective strategies 

while simultaneously putting less strain on our ecosystems. In 2014, Sutton et al., published 

a paper outlining the potential strategies and implications for N2O mitigation. They 

described the barriers between a ‘Sector View’ and a ‘Societal View’ approach, where 

actions taken to reduce N2O emissions should be considered with the aim to overall improve 

profits or considering both the direct and indirect costs associated with reducing N2O 

emissions respectively. A societal view approach acknowledges financial benefits of 

reducing emissions on climate, human health, and biodiversity as well as business 

profitability (Sutton et al., 2014).  

Enhanced nitrogen Use Efficiency (NUE) is one proposed method to reduce overall 

emissions. At its simplest, NUE is defined as the ratio of nitrogen in an intended product 
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divided by the amount of nitrogen used to make that product (Sutton et al., 2014). A focus 

on a ‘full-chain nitrogen use efficiency’ is the most thorough strategy as it looks at sources 

of nitrogen input in relation to products consumed by humans, thus accounting for the entire 

chain of production (Sutton et al., 2014). This method should be adopted for other critical 

nutrients, such as P, and mainstreamed, such that all fertiliser application is tailored to soil 

and crop requirements in a more precise manner. Ireland has a strong dependence on 

agricultural productivity, but is currently not meeting its emissions targets outlined by the 

EU, and is facing numerous biodiversity and ecosystem quality infringements (O'Sullivan, 

2021). As agriculture is responsible for nearly all of Ireland’s N2O emissions and is a large 

contributor to many other environmentally damaging practices, it is a key industry on which 

to focus sustainability and efficiency improving practices, in accordance with ambitious 

goals such as those laid out in the Climate Target Plan 2030 and the EU’s Green Deal 

(European.Commission, 2021). Hence, this research aims to support the goal of improving 

Ireland’s agricultural sustainability by investigating improving NUE and reducing N2O 

through simple management practices. 

 

1.11. Summary and research objectives  

Summary 

Similar to the Redfield ratio suggested in 1934 for marine plankton, it has been suggested 

that similar stoichiometric homeostasis exists for soil microbial communities (Cleveland and 

Liptzin, 2007, Redfield, 1934). It has been found that the molar ratios of C:N:P in microbial 

biomass remained homeostatic regardless of large changes in soil nutrient ratios (Griffiths 

et al., 2012). It has also been observed that C:N:P ratios in the soil and soil microbial 

biomass are well constrained (Cleveland and Liptzin, 2007). As P is required in the smallest 

proportion relative to C and N it is often the most limiting nutrient, which is important to 

consider for total nutrient management (Agren et al., 2012).  

Phosphorus is a finite resource required by all living species on Earth (Schoumans, 2015), 

and it is predicted that P mineral reserves will decay over this century if P-demand continues 

at the current rate (Fink et al., 2016). Since P is essential for food production, it is critical to 

minimise P-wastage for both environmental and financial purposes, as the price of 

phosphate rocks has increased since 2008 by approximately 800% (Fink et al., 2016). 

While the replenishment of soil P reserves has significant productivity benefits, its impact 

on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is less well understood. P-addition to soils has been 
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reported to both stimulate and reduce N2O emissions depending on the response from 

either increasing microbial N-cycling activity due to nutrient relief, or else stimulating 

nutrient uptake by plants and immobilisation by microbes, thus reducing N available to be 

transformed to N2O (Mori et al., 2014, Mori et al., 2013b). Previous long-term studies on 

cultivated crop soils receiving P fertiliser treatment found P addition to boost soil fertility and 

N2O emissions (Meng et al., 2005), but that total N in soils was, as might be expected, a 

better indicator for predicting N2O emissions (Ding et al., 2013).  

However, the effect of long-term soil P on N2O emissions from a temperate grassland soil 

has not been investigated. To fully elucidate the effect of soil P in a whole-system view of 

grassland N-cycling, the interactions between soil P and other key limiting nutrients, and 

this subsequent collective influence on soil N-transformations, N-cycling communities and 

resulting N-emissions need to be considered together. 

Therefore, the overall objectives of the research described in this thesis were to assess the 

interacting key soil nutrients and conditions that influence N2O emissions from soils by 

investigating the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis #1: Phosphorus-deficient soils would result in increased N2O emissions from 

a temperate, permanent grassland soil.  

Hypothesis #2: There would be an interactive effect of soil phosphorus with soil carbon 
and nitrogen on nitrogen transformations in a temperate, permanent grassland soil.  
 
Hypothesis #3: There would be an interactive effect of soil phosphorus with soil carbon 
and nitrogen on the abundance of functional N-cycling genes, and that this abundance 
would reflect the nitrous oxide emissions observed from a temperate, permanent 
grassland soil  
 
Hypothesis #4(a): The effect of soil phosphorus on N2O emissions from in situ field 
conditions would support the observations from the laboratory incubations.  
 
Hypothesis #4(b): The N2O response to different forms of applied N would vary between 

high and low phosphorus soils.  

In light of these research questions three incubation experiments and one field-based trial 

were carried out over the course of three years. These experiments were carried out on two 

existing long-term P trials (one under a cut and the other under a grazed management 

regime) located in Johnstown Castle, Wexford. These trials were initially established to 

investigate grass yield response to varying rates of P addition. The first incubation 

experiment consisted of a climate controlled microcosm design using soils sampled from 
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the long-term, cut P-trial, treated with the equivalent field rate of N-fertiliser. The second 

incubation experiment was a direct replication of the first except with an additional +/- 

carbon treatment to the N-fertiliser. The third incubation repeated this C and N treatment 

but incorporated an isotopic 15N label in order to trace this applied form of N to quantify the 

simultaneous gross N-transformations rates occurring in these soils. The last experiment 

was field-based, carried out on the long-term, grazed P trial. The aim of this final experiment 

was to establish if the laboratory results were constrained at the field scale and if the grazing 

regime was sufficient to offer the same nutrient relief as adding carbon to the microcosms.  

A review of the literature identifies the gaps in existing knowledge and establishes the 

research objectives and hypotheses in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 is composed of the published 

manuscript describing the results found by the first and second incubation as highlighted in 

hypothesis #1. Chapter 3 is composed of the published manuscript describing the results 

of the third incubation in regard to hypothesis #2. Chapter 4 is composed of the submitted 

manuscript describing the findings of N-cycling gene abundance in relation to these soils 

as per hypothesis #3. Chapter 5 is composed of the submitted manuscript describing the 

effect of P on N2O emissions from a long-termed grazed pasture as per hypotheses #4a 

and b. The concluding chapter 6 evaluates the hypotheses, discusses experimental 

limitations, implications of the research findings and recommendations for future research.  
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Chapter 2 The effect of carbon availability on N2O emissions is 

moderated by soil phosphorus 

 

 

 

Note: This chapter was adapted from a manuscript prepared for and submitted to Soil 

Biology and Biochemistry. The paper was accepted and published online in March 2020. 

The reference to the journal article is as follows: 

1O’Neill, R. M., Girkin, N. T., Krol, D. J., Wall, D. P., Brennan, F. P., Lanigan, G. J., 

Renou-Wilson, F. Müller, C., Richards, K. G., (2020). ‘The effect of carbon availability 

on N2O emissions is moderated by soil phosphorus’, Soil Biology and Biochemistry, 

142, p. 107726.  

DOI: 10.1016/j.soilbio.2020.107726 

 

  

                                                
1 Please note that Experiment (II) in this chapter is referred to as ‘Incubation 1’ for the remainder of 
the thesis as no further work was carried out on experiment (I).  
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2.1. Abstract  

This research investigated the effect of long-term phosphorus (P) addition relative to carbon 

(C) availability on nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions from a cut grassland soil via two incubation 

experiments. Gas samples were collected from incubated soils after receiving KNO3 applied 

at a rate of 40 Kg N ha-1, with a -/+ glucose (C) addition. No significant effect of soil P on 

N2O was found under C-limited conditions, while under added-C, cumulative N2O was 

significantly higher from low-P (p<0.05) rather than high-P soils. CO2 was not significantly 

different between P-levels. This highlights the influence of soil P on N2O emissions under 

non C-limiting conditions. This is one of the first studies demonstrating available-C 

moderating the effect of P on N2O emissions from temperate grassland soils.  

 

2.1.1 Keywords: N2O, phosphorus, carbon-nitrogen-phosphorus interaction, 

denitrification, temperate grassland 
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2.2. Introduction  

Nitrogen (N) is an essential soil element, concomitantly; it is also a potent greenhouse gas 

(GHG) in its nitrous oxide (N2O) form, with agriculture being the largest contributing sector 

globally (Brady and Weil, 2016, Duffy et al., 2018a). Most N2O production pathways are 

mediated microbially and therefore are dependent on substrate - carbon (C) and key 

regulatory nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus (N and P) (Spott et al., 2011b, 

Weegaerssens et al., 1988, Rex et al., 2018). Heterotrophic denitrification has been 

demonstrated to be the dominant N2O production pathway in temperate grassland soils with 

differences in the end N-product depending on the type of dominant denitrifying community 

present (Saggar et al., 2009). Fungi lack the enzyme N2O-reductase which mediates the 

reduction of N2O to N2, leading to higher N2O production in fungal-dominated soils (Maeda 

et al., 2015b). Previous work has shown that fungi are more dominant than bacteria in 

nutrient-low (e.g. low phosphorus) environments (Bardgett and Shine, 1999; Parfitt et al., 

2010; Chen, 2012b). Although arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) can reduce N2O 

emissions through symbiotically aiding plant N-uptake (Okiobe et al., 2019), many other 

fungal species (e.g. Fusarium oxysporum) are known to increase N2O emissions as they 

do not fully complete the N-cycling process due to their lack of N2O-reductase (Mothapo et 

al., 2015). Therefore, we hypothesised increased N2O emissions at low P concentrations in 

the permanent grassland soil, and that the added C treatment would stimulate greater 

emissions.  

2.3. Materials and methods 

2.3.1. Site description 

Soils were sampled from a long-term cut temperate grassland P trial (established in 1995 

in Co. Wexford, Ireland) on a grass sward dominated by Lolium perenne. The site is a fine 

loamy textured soil, classified as a moderately drained brown earth (Sheil et al., 2016). The 

plots received one of three P application rates, 0 (P0), 30 (P30) and 45 (P45) kg P ha-1 

year-1 of 16% superphosphate. Aboveground plant material was harvested eight times per 

year. After each harvest, all plots received 40 kg N ha-1 as calcium ammonium nitrate 

(CAN), and potassium was also applied as potash (KCl) at a rate of 125 kg K ha-1 year-1 

(Massey, 2012a). Following the observation that the site was carbon limited, due to the 

intensive cutting regime, a split-plot treatment of cattle slurry was applied once annually at 

a mean rate of 37432 kg ha-1 beginning in 2016 (Massey et al., 2016).   
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2.3.2. Soil sampling and preparation 

Composite soils samples (comprised of 3 cores taken randomly across the plot) were taken 

with an auger to a depth of 10 cm from each experimental plot in 2018 (samples were taken 

in January for experiment (I), and in August for experiment (II). Samples used in experiment 

(I) were taken from the P0, P30, and P45 treatments from both slurry amended and slurry 

excluded plots and treated with a potassium nitrate (KNO3) fertiliser applied at a rate of 40 

Kg N ha-1. Soils for experiment (II) were selected from P0 and P45 plots (due to P30 not 

showing significant differences in P concentration from P0) which were not amended with 

slurry and were sampled and incubated as in experiment (І) for 10 days. To investigate the 

effects of C-limitation, each soil was subject to two treatments comprising (1) N (again in 

the form of KNO3) or (2) combined C (glucose) and N addition (C+N). Nitrogen was added 

as in experiment (І) and C was added in the form of glucose at a rate of 0.1 mg C g-1 soil. 

Headspace GHG fluxes were sampled and calculated as in experiment (І).  

Soils were air-dried for three days and sieved through a 4 mm sieve to exclude roots and 

small stones. The minimum starting water filled pore space (WFPS) was 49%. Gravimetric 

soil moisture was determined by calculating the difference between wet and dry weights of 

20 g of soil subsamples oven-dried at 105 °C for 24 hours (Haney and Haney, 2010). WFPS 

was calculated using the approach of Haney and Haney (2010), and following Eq. (1): 

Equation 1:  

WFPS = (Soil water content × Bulk density)/ [1 − Bulk density / Particle density] 

Experimental set up  

Soils were adjusted to 70% WFPS and 100 g fresh weight (mean equivalence of 67.85 g 

dry weight) was then added to an acid-washed 0.5 L glass Kilner jar (10% HCl solution) 

and compacted to a soil bulk density of 1 g cm-1. Kilner jars with soil were placed in an 

incubation chamber set at 15C and 70% humidity to represent average natural spring 

conditions for the site. WFPS was maintained throughout the experiment by monitoring jar 

weights and addition of water when required. N was added in the form of potassium nitrate 

(KNO3) at a field equivalent rate of 40 kg N ha-1, meaning each jar received 0.257 g KNO3 

(0.036 g N per jar) in a 2 ml solution. Jars had a rubber seal on the lid ensuring an air tight 

seal, and rubber septa to allow gas sampling using a needle syringe. Background fluxes 

were measured before fertiliser-addition to simulate an in-field fertilisation event. Gas 

sampling was carried out immediately following lid closure and after 15 and 30 minutes on 

days 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10 16, 18, 19, 23 and 25. A syringe was inserted into the septa of 
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each closed and sealed jar at 30 second intervals; headspace was mixed twice before 

collection of a 10 ml sample, which was then injected at overpressure into pre-evacuated, 

helium-flushed 7 ml glass vials (Labco Ltd, UK).  

GHG concentrations were analysed using a gas chromatograph (Bruker Scion 456, USA) 

connected to a Combi-Pal auto-sampler (CTC Analysis, Switzerland). CO2 CH4 and N2O 

concentrations were determined using a single injection system with a 1 ml sample loop 

that passed the gas sample using He2 as a carrier gas through a non-polar methyl silicone 

capillary column. Thermal conductivity (TCD), and electron capture (ECD) detectors were 

used to measure CO2 and N2O concentrations respectively. GHG fluxes were calculated 

assuming the linear accumulation of headspace gases and according to the ideal gas law 

(de Klein and Harvey, 2012) using the formula outlined in Eq (2) below.  

2.3.3. N2O analysis/gas sampling   

Daily fluxes (F (daily) in µg N2O-N Kg1 d−1) were calculated for each treatment from the 

increase in headspace concentration from the initial N2O jar concentration (T0) to the final 

N2O jar concentration (taken at T30 min after enclosure) following Eq. (2).   

 

Equation 2:  

F(daily) = (ΔC/Δt) × ((M × P)/(R × T)) × (V/A) 

 

Where: ΔC/Δt is the slope of the line of the change in N2O concentration from T0 to T30 

(Saggar et al., 2007), ΔC is the change in gas concentration in the chamber headspace 

during the enclosure period in ppbv, Δt is the enclosure period expressed in minutes, M the 

molar mass of N2O-N(28 g mol−1), P and T the atmospheric pressure (Pa) and temperature 

(K) (maintained in the growth chamber at 15C), R the ideal gas constant (8.314 J K−1 

mol−1), V the headspace volume of the closed chamber (m3) and A the area covered by the 

base of the glass jar (m2). This flux per jar area was extrapolated to flux on a ug kg−1 d−1 

basis. The cumulative N2O emissions (for the incubation duration) were determined by 

integrating the calculated daily N2O fluxes from Eq. (1) using the trapezoidal integration 

method (de Klein and Harvey, 2012), and presented in terms of g N2O-N Kg− 1 on a dry soil 

weight basis. 

Cum Flux N2O-N = Cumulative N2O-N emissions in g N2O-N Kg− 1  
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2.3.4. Soil property analyses 

Physiochemical properties were characterised using subsamples collected within each plot 

(Table 2-1). All soil properties were only characterised at the beginning of the experiment, 

with the exception of mineral nitrogen which was measured at the beginning and end of 

sampling. Organic matter content was determined as the mass lost after ignition for 7 hours 

at 550 °C. The pH was measured in a 1:2 ratio soil to de-ionised water solution using a 

WTW pH 526 pH meter (Labsource, US). Total carbon (TC) and total nitrogen (TN) were 

measured using a TrueSpec C/N analyser (LECO, USA). 

Hot water extractable organic carbon (HWC) and nitrogen (HWN), indicating labile pools, 

were extracted with 30 ml deionised water from 6 g dried soil incubated for 16 hours in a 

water-bath (85 °C). Samples were shaken for one hour, centrifuged, filtered (Whatman No. 

42), before total organic carbon (TOC) and nitrogen (TN) were measured using a Shimadzu 

TOC–V analyser (Ghani et al., 2003).  

Plant available P was measured using the Morgan’s P method. P was extracted from 5 g 

dry soil using 15 ml 0.62 M NaOH and 1.25 M CH3COOH, adjusted to pH 4.8. The extract 

was shaken for 30 minutes, filtered, and quantified using a spectrophotometer (Camspec 

UK).  

Total soil phosphorus and metal availability (Copper, Iron, Magnesium, Manganese, and 

Aluminium) was measured using the Mehlich 3 soil extraction method, using 0.2 M 

CH3COOH, 0.25 M NH4NO3, 0.015 M NH4F, 0.013 M HNO3 and 0.001 M EDTA from 3 g 

soil and analysed via Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry  ICP-OES 

(Mehlich, 1984). 

Mineral N was extracted with 50 ml of 2 M KCl from 10 g fresh soil. Samples were shaken 

for one hour, and then filtered (Whatman No. 42 mm). NH4
+

, TON (total oxidisable nitrogen) 

and NO2
- concentrations were determined via colorimetric analysis (Aquakem 600A). NO3

- 

was calculated as TON minus NO2
- concentration (Mulvaney, 1996). 

Microbial biomass carbon (MBC), nitrogen (MBN) and phosphorus (MBP) were determined 

using the chloroform fumigation method (Brookes et al., 1982; Brookes et al., 1985; Vance 

et al., 1987). 

2.3.3. Statistical analysis 

Differences in initial soil properties (organic matter content, soil moisture, pH, total carbon 

and nitrogen, C:N, HWOC, HWN and total P, and log10 cumulative CO2 and N2O production 

were assessed using a two-way ANOVA. Data was checked for normality and where 
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necessary were log transformed prior to analysis. Cumulative N2O emissions were 

calculated. All assumptions of the analyses were met. A repeated-measures ANOVA was 

used to assess differences in log10 CO2 and N2O fluxes between phosphorus ± slurry with 

nitrogen and phosphorus ± glucose with nitrogen (second experiment only) treatments. 

Differences between pre and post-experimental mineral N, and MBC, MBN and MBP in the 

second experiment were assessed using a three-way ANOVA. In situ block was included 

within each model as a random factor. Statistical analyses were conducted in R studio 

(v1.0.153), and figures were produced using Sigma Plot 14.0. 
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Table 2-1.Initial soil properties for experiment (І) samples. Means ± one SE. (n = 4) (OM = organic matter content, HWOC = hot water extractable organic carbon, HWN = 
hot water extractable nitrogen, HWTC = hot water total carbon) properties displayed in mg kg−1 are per dry weight soil (DW).  

P-addition  
(kg P ha-1 yr-1) 

0 30 45 

Slurry  + - + - + - 

OM content (%) 6.29±0.13 6.42±0.17 6.06±0.15 6.14±0.18 6.54±0.38 6.12±8.9 

pH 6.49±0.05 6.3±0.07 6.59±0.1 6.44±0.07 6.51±0.06 6.49±0.1 

Total carbon (%) 2.45±0.09 2.86±0.29 2.57±0.1 2.73±0.24 2.41±0.08 2.65±0.36 

Total nitrogen 
(%) 

0.28±0.01 0.29±0.01 0.28±0.01 0.26±0 0.26±0.01 0.26±0.01 

HWOC mg kg-1 1319.87±74.05 1333.97±66.55 1236.77±67.7 1242.2±16.23 1265.18±40.67 1244.07±79.79 

HWN mg kg -1 162.43±7.05 153.54±9.84 145.6±9.03 136.65±2.77 145.48±4.61 139.13±10.86 

HWTC mg kg-1 1679.91±66.13 1636.34±91.33 1556.32±91.56 1567.23±25.93 1584.64±67.53 1552.93±84.62 

Morgan’s P mg 
kg-1 

1.49±0.09 1.26±0.14 2.27±0.27 2.06±0.08 4.62±0.43 3.8±0.51 

Total P mg kg-1 20.93±0.6 21.11±1.28 29.02±1.06 27.62±1.22 44.24±2.74 39.25±1.3 

Cu mg kg-1 2.39±0.23 2.23±0.26 2.39±0.24 2.39±0.25 2.32±0.19 2.14±0.08 

Fe mg kg-1 212.34±9.73 226.49±14.84 229.02±8.49 250.52±16.55 258.72±11.06 266.71±9.45 

Mg mg kg-1 72.3±2.83 62.2±5.09 71.09±6 59.55±3.2 78.6±6.94 62.95±4.88 

Mn mg kg-1 43.46±10.89 35.36±10.17 46.63±13.29 36.3±9.56 43.36±10.82 37.74±8.9 
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2.4. Results  

P-level and Morgan’s P, total P, and Iron (Fe) were positively correlated (R2 > 0.95) and all 

were significantly affected by P-level (p < 0.05, Table 2-1). There was also a significant 

effect of slurry on soil magnesium (Mg) (p <0.05). There were no other significant effects of 

treatment on soil properties. In experiment (І), there were no significant effects from slurry, 

P-level, or their interaction, on N2O (Fig 3-1 a, b, and e) or CO2 (Fig 3-1 c, d, and f) 

emissions.  The low emissions observed in experiment (I) below are thought to be a result 

of the C-input from two years of slurry application being insufficient to restore C-levels in 

this trial after more than 20-years of intensive harvesting with no C-return (Massey, 2012a). 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1. (a–b) N2O and (c–d) CO2 temporal fluxes (e). N2O and (f) CO2 cumulative fluxes, from 0, 30 and 45 
kg P ha−1 yr−1 treated soils with and without slurry, following KNO3 addition. Means ± one SE. (n = 4). 
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In experiment (II), N2O (Fig. 2-2 a, b, and e) significantly increased in the P0 C+N treatment 

(p<0.001). This shows a clear interaction between soil C, N, P on N2O emissions with high 

fluxes from low-P soils and low fluxes from high-P soils. While there were no significant 

differences for CO2 production (Fig 3-2 c, d, and f) between high and low P-levels (p>0.05), 

the CO2 emissions from the C+N treatments were significantly higher than those arising 

from the N only treatment (p>0.001), demonstrating a C-limitation effect.  

 

 

Figure 2-2. (a–b) Temporal N2O fluxes, (c–d) temporal CO2 fluxes, (e) cumulative N2O and (f) cumulative CO2 
from 0 kg P ha−1 yr−1 and 45 kg P ha−1 yr−1 treated soils following C + N or N addition. Means ± 1 SE. (n = 3). 

MBC did not vary significantly between high and low P soils (p > 0.05). Increased MBC only 

occurred in response to C+N addition to low P soils (p < 0.05), with no other soils 

responding to C+N or N addition (Fig. 2-3c). In contrast, MBN increased for all treatments 

following either C+N or N addition (p < 0.01), and there was a significant difference in MBN 

between P levels (p < 0.001), with greater MBN in high P soils (Fig. 2-3a). High P soils 

combined with C+N additions resulted in the highest incorporation of nitrogen in MBN (p < 

0.05). The response of MBP to C+N and N additions was variable, with a significant 

increase following C+N addition to low P soils and N addition in high P soils (p < 0.05). 
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Greatest MBP was measured following C+N addition to low P soils (202.6 mg P kg—1), 

with a four-fold increase compared to pre-addition measurements (48.1 mg P kg—1) (Fig. 

2-3b). 

 

 

Figure 2-3. (a) Microbial biomass nitrogen (MBN), (b) microbial biomass phosphorus (MBP), and (c) microbial 
biomass carbon (MBC) from 0 kg P ha−1 yr−1 and 45 kg P ha−1 yr−1 treated soils following C + N or N addition. 
Means ± 1 SE. (n = 3). 
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2.5. Discussion  

The variable N2O response could indicate that different microbial communities were present 

or active based on P-concentration. Previous research on this site has confirmed higher 

AMF colonisation at P0 sites and bacterial phoD, a P-mineralising gene, increasing in high-

P sites (Randall et al., 2019c, Massey, 2012a). This supports the hypothesis that fungal 

denitrification occurring at low-P could be responsible for increasing N2O, while bacterial 

denitrifiers with the potential capability to fully reduce N2O to N2 (Kuypers et al., 2018) could 

be dominant at high-P (Randall et al., 2019b; Chen, 2012b). MBC only significantly 

increased in the C+N addition to low-P soils (p<0.05), (Fig. 3-3b), which also supports our 

hypothesis as fungi are reported to have a higher microbial growth efficiency and biomass 

C-retention than bacteria (Cassman  et al., 2016; Six et al., 2006).  

In contrast, MBN increased across all treatments with or without glucose (p<0.01) (Fig. 3-3 

a), with the greatest MBN in glucose-amended, high-P soils showing an interaction between 

C, N, and P (p<0.05), most likely a result of greater microbial activity when relieved from 

nutrient limitations. MBP (Fig. 3-3 c) was greatest when glucose and N were added to low-

P soils (p<0.05). This could be a result of microbial P being recovered by fungal hyphae 

(Bolan, 1991). There was also a significant increase in MBP following N-addition to high-P 

soils which could be the result of microbial immobilisation of P due to release from N-

limitation. The importance of P-fertilisation on yield and microbial activity under rotational 

grazing conditions was recognised in a similar neighbouring field trial, which observed 

increasing microbial biomass C, N and P with increasing P supply (Massey, 2012a). This 

trial also measured significantly higher total carbon, dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and 

MBC compared to the cut site used in our experiments, highlighting the importance of 

carbon return via animal excreta (Randall, 2016).  

2.6. Conclusion 

Soil P was an important factor influencing N2O emissions under non C-limiting conditions. 

This process requires further understanding and inclusion in biogeochemical models such 

as the 15N isotope tracing model used by (Müller et al., 2014). The study suggests that 

controlling soil P in permanent grassland soils could help reduce N2O emissions. 
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Chapter 3 Assessing the impact of long-term soil phosphorus on 

N-transformation pathways using 15N labelling 
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3.1. Abstract 

A laboratory incubation study was conducted on a temperate grassland soil to quantify the 

main mineral nitrogen (N) transformation rates and pathways via a 15N tracing approach. 

Soil samples were taken from a long-term phosphorus (P) trial to investigate the effects on 

gross N transformations under high and low phosphorus amendment. The soils were 

incubated over a 2-week period and treated with ammonium-nitrate (NH4NO3) which was 

applied to the soil both with and without a glucose amendment and labelled with 15N either 

on the ammonium (NH4
+) or nitrate (NO3

-) moiety at 50% atom enrichment. The results 

showed immobilisation to greatly outweigh mineralisation and that NO3
- was predominantly 

produced via heterotrophic nitrification. Individual pathways for NO3
- production were 

quantified including oxidation of NH4
+, recalcitrant and labile organic N. Oxidation of labile 

organic N to NO3
-, a newly considered pathway, accounted for between 63-83% of total 

NO3
- production across the various treatments and P levels. This process was significantly 

higher in the low-P rather than the high-P soils (p<0.05), highlighting the effect of soil P on 

the microbial community.  

 

Keywords: 15N tracing, N transformations, heterotrophic nitrification, temperate 

grassland, carbon, phosphorus. 
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3.2. Introduction  

Nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are essential for biological proliferation and are the 

dominant rate-limiting nutrients in most natural systems, as such they are major 

constituents of agrochemical fertilisers (Stark and Richards, 2008; Guignard et al., 2017). 

Fertilisers were central to the 20th century ‘Green Revolution,’ which has resulted in about 

half the world’s land being converted to grazed grassland or cultivated crops (Kareiva et 

al., 2007). However, fertiliser application is notoriously wasteful and results in large nutrient 

losses to the environment (Guignard et al., 2017). Losses of N from the soil give rise to 

nitrate (NO3
-) leaching, and gaseous emissions especially those of ammonia (NH3) and the 

potent greenhouse gas (GHG) - nitrous oxide (N2O) with a global warming potential (GWP) 

298 times that of CO2 (IPCC, 2019). Meanwhile losses of P can reduce biodiversity and 

result in local extinctions via the dominance of a few competitive species. This in turn, 

influences plant and microbial community structure and function, ultimately reshaping 

ecosystem services by altering nutrient transfer and cycling (Guignard et al., 2017). 

Agricultural efforts are particularly focussed in reducing N losses and pollution e.g. via N2O 

mitigation efforts, as it is one of the dominant contributing sectors accounting for 60% of 

total global and 93% of total Irish N2O emissions (Duffy et al., 2020). Improved grassland 

ecosystems are a major contributor to N-pollution; comprising approximately 25% of the 

Earth’s terrestrial surface, they are intensively managed for grazing, which results in 

significant N-inputs via both animal excreta and inorganic fertiliser (Oenema et al., 2005, 

Saggar et al., 2013). These N-inputs undergo a series of transformations in the soil; the 

drivers and interactions of which are often unclear. Frequently the stores, fluxes and cycling 

of N and P have been examined separately, partly because of the relative ease of tracing 

N cycles compared with P, but these elements are intrinsically linked and need to be 

considered relative to one another (Guignard et al., 2017). At the organism level, N and P 

availability are known to underpin photosynthetic processes, cell growth, metabolism and 

protein biosynthesis, but how this extrapolates to span multiple organisational levels and 

scales is much less understood (Chapin et al., 2011b).  Often the interactions which exist 

between such nutrients, also have a greater impact on their overarching processes than 

their individual contributions (Davidson and Howarth, 2007).  

The mineralisation of organic to inorganic forms of N and P is completed primarily by 

microorganisms as they metabolise carbon (Spohn and Kuzyakov, 2013). N undergoes 

many transformations as it passes through the N cycle. The main pathways are those of 
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nitrification and denitrification; where N compounds (NH4
+, organic N) are oxidised to NO3

- 

which can then be reduced via denitrification to gaseous N compounds, such as N2O or to 

inert di-nitrogen (N2) (Signor and Cerri, 2013 ). Transformations from organic to inorganic 

forms of N via mineralisation make N available to plants and microbes (Signor and Cerri, 

2013 ). Microbes require this N to biosynthesise the alkaline phosphatase enzymes that 

release P. As organic N concentrations are higher than those of P, this investment is 

balanced by N availability and the corresponding gain in P (Guignard et al., 2017). In 

grassland systems, P cycling is closely linked to mycorrhizal fungi in plant roots that release 

extracellular phosphatases. If N is applied above a certain threshold, P cycles faster in 

response to the greater N availability for producing phosphatase enzymes. Higher 

concentrations of phosphatase enzymes in turn results in faster rates of P removal and 

increased P limitation (Vitousek et al., 2010).  

P is a key limiting nutrient as it is required in very small proportions relative to C and N, and 

as per Liebig’s law of the minimum, any deficiency of it can seriously impede the entire N-

cycle (Agren et al., 2012). Grasslands are frequently limited by P via depletion from biomass 

removal (harvesting), therefore they are frequently amended with P-fertiliser to boost 

herbage yield (Massey et al., 2016, Sheil et al., 2016). Previous research on the same soils 

sampled in this experiment demonstrated that soil P had a significant effect on N2O fluxes 

with higher emissions at lower P-concentrations indicating that P is an important driver 

behind N-cycling (O'Neill et al., 2020). 

Soil C, N, and P cycling maintain a certain degree of homeostasis with one another (Elser 

et al., 2007, Cleveland and Liptzin, 2007). Soil C, the energy substrate for microbial 

communities, drives microbial activity and thus nutrient cycling. Low C inputs can mask the 

roles of various micro-organisms by limiting their activity and restricting their access to other 

critical nutrients such as N and P (O'Neill et al., 2020). Under C-limited conditions they may 

also metabolise (esp. fungi) less available recalcitrant forms of carbon (Gougoulias et al., 

2014). Fungi are particularly well-adapted to accessing resources and are a major 

contributor to decomposition and nutrient cycling (Boswell et al., 2007). Due to their ability 

to thrive in a broad range of conditions especially in permanent and undisturbed grassland 

systems, fungi usually form at least half the microbial biomass in many soils and filamentous 

fungi often form the dominant component (Boswell et al., 2007). It has been suggested that 

as fungi, especially arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) have a higher C-demand and can 

be more tightly linked to plant growth than bacteria, they can outcompete many bacterial 

species for C, particularly that derived from root exudates (Griffiths et al., 2012; Cassman  
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et al., 2016). Whereas bacteria have been reported to be more constrained by nutrient 

stoichiometry, especially with mineral nutrients N and P in bacterial carbon use efficiency 

(CUE) (Nottingham et al., 2018; Keiblinger et al., 2010). As such, changes in available 

nutrients have the potential to alter the microbial community structure and/or activity 

pattern, soil productivity and subsequent nutrient cycling processes, all of which influence 

NUE and GHG emissions (Blagodatskiy et al., 2008; Blagodatsky and Richter, 1998). This 

emphasises the need for nutrient turnover studies quantifying individual gross 

transformation rates and drivers in the system.  

Since Kirkham and Bartholomew (1954) developed the isotope dilution theory to quantify 

gross soil N production and consumption rates, many studies have utilised and further 

developed their initial concept, most notably via the consideration of dilution and enrichment 

systems that are estimated simultaneously (Booth et al., 2005; Mary et al., 1998). Since 

some of the major assumptions of the Kirkham and Bartholomew model are oversimplified 

(e.g. that there is no significant recycling of labelled N into the substrate pool or constant 

rates) (Jansen-Willems et al., 2016), nowadays the isotope dilution-enrichment approach 

coupled with source-partitioning is mainly used (Mary et al., 1998; Müller  et al., 2004). As 

research in this area has progressed, recent studies have indicated a growing importance 

of previously unconsidered pathways such as heterotrophic nitrification (oxidation of 

organic N) (Zhang et al., 2015, Rütting  et al., 2010). This study evaluates the effect of soil 

P and C on N-cycling with a particular focus on pathways involved in nitrification, using a 

15N tracing tool that considers all targeted N-transformations and pathways (Müller et al., 

2007). The objective of this experiment was to investigate the interactive effect of soil P and 

C on N transformations in a temperate grassland soil, under the hypothesis that increasing 

P would increase N-transformation rates. As part of this study the Ntrace tool (Müller et al., 

2007) had to be further developed to explain the data by adding an additional nitrification 

pathway. 

3.3. Materials and methods 

3.3.1. Site description 

This incubation experiment was designed using soil sampled from a long-term cut 

grassland phosphorus trial established in 1995 at Johnstown Castle, County Wexford, 

Ireland (52°17′55″N, 6°29′47″W). The trial was established on a grass sward dominated by 

Lolium perenne (perennial ryegrass). Johnstown Castle has a temperate climate with 

monthly rainfall and temperature averaging 70.7 mm and 6.3C for February over the past 

30 years (Met.Eireann, 2010). The site is a fine loamy textured soil, classified as a 
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moderately drained brown earth (Sheil et al., 2016). The trial plots received either 0 (P0) or 

45 (P45) kg P ha-1 year-1 as 16% P superphosphate, applied once in February of each year 

since establishment, with four replicate plots measuring 20 m2, in a randomised block 

design. Aboveground plant material was harvested eight times per year to a height of 5 – 6 

cm using a plot harvester. After each harvest, all plots received 40 kg N ha-1 as calcium 

ammonium nitrate (CAN), and potassium was also applied as a muriate of potash (KCl) at 

a rate of 125 kg K ha-1 year-1 to compensate for potassium removal (Massey, 2012, Randall 

et al., 2019). The trial was reseeded in 2016 with Lolium perenne (Massey et al., 2016).  

3.3.2. Soil sampling and preparation 

Composite soil samples were taken with an auger to a depth of 10 cm randomly in a ‘W-

shaped’ pattern across the P0 and P45 plots in February 2019, before the annual P 

amendment. Samples were sieved and incubated in glass Weck © jars (750 mL) jars under 

the conditions of 15C and 70% humidity to represent average Irish springtime conditions. 

The fresh-weight equivalent of 100 g oven dried soil was packed into each jar, compacted 

to a soil bulk density of 1 g cm-3 and adjusted to 70% water-filled pore space (WFPS) (Haney 

and Haney, 2010).  Soils were treated with  15N-labelled ammonium-nitrate fertiliser (added 

in solution form using a syringe) with either the NH4
+ or NO3

- moiety labelled (15NH4NO3 or 

NH4
15NO3) to quantify N-transformations (Müller et al., 2007) as well as a +/-  glucose 

addition (shown below). The 15N enrichment was 50 atom % and was applied at field 

equivalent rate of 40 Kg N ha-1and the C was applied at a rate of 0.1 mg C g-1 to represent 

a relatively low daily addition rate for plant carbon inputs across a range of soil types (Girkin 

et al., 2018; Grayston and Campbell, 1996). The experiment was arranged as a randomised 

block design, with four replicates of each treatment combination (see below) and one set 

of microcosms (32 jars) prepared for each sampling time (3, 26, 74, 170, and 337 h) after 

application) to allow for destructive sampling.  

Treatment Levels:  

1. P0 + 15NH4-NO3/NH4-15NO3 -C (4 reps) 

2. P0 + 15NH4-NO3/NH4-15NO3 +C (4 reps) 

3. P45 + 15NH4-NO3/NH4-15NO3 -C (4 reps) 

4. P45 + 15NH4-NO3/NH4-15NO3 +C (4 reps) 

Treatments were applied evenly to the soil surface in the sample jars using a syringe with 

a side-port-needle. Jars were randomly allocated on a shelf within a climate-controlled 
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chamber (WP series Weisstechnik, walk-in test chamber).  Jars were covered with a pierced 

Parafilm (SigmaAldrich, USA) to prevent moisture loss but allow gaseous exchange. All jars 

were maintained at 70% WFPS and moisture loss was minimal.  

3.3.3. Soil mineral nitrogen and 15N analyses 

Mineral ammonium-N (NH4
+-N) (mg kg-1) and nitrate-N (NO3

--N) (mg kg-1) were 

characterised prior to fertilisation, on each sampling day and at the end of the incubation. 

The entire contents of the soil jars were extracted with 2M potassium chloride (KCl). 

Extractions took place on 5 occasions (3, 26, 74, 170, and 337 h) after the addition of 

treatments. The soil in the jars was transferred to a homogeniser (RW20 Janke & Kunkel 

IKA-WERV) with 2M KCl and blended for 1.5 min. The filtrates were centrifuged at 2000 

rotations per minute (rpm) (Sigma type 6-16) for 5 min. The supernatant was filtered 

sequentially through glass fibre filters (GF50 125 and GF50 090) (GF Healthcare Life 

Sciences Filter Unit Whatmann) and filtrates were stored at 4C prior to analysis.  

Soil NO3
- and NH4

+ concentrations were determined using an automated continuous flow 

wet chemistry analyser (SEAL AutoAnalyzer 3 HR, UK). 15N enrichment of the NH4
+ and 

NO3
- pools were determined by conversion to N2O (Stevens and Laughlin, 1994; 1998). 

Using this method the ratio differences between the normal and enriched N2O of the 

headspaces (taken from jar volume – soil volume) enable the mole fraction of the NO3 and 

NH4 and the fraction proportional to the amount of 15N-labelled N2O in the headspace to be 

calculated (Stevens and Laughlin, 1998).  

3.3.4. 15N tracing analysis  

A 15N tracing analysis tool, NtraceBasic was used to quantify the gross N transformation 

rates. The premise of this basic tool is to consider only the most essential N transformations 

needed to explain the dynamics of the measured data. The characteristics and properties 

of the soil in question are incorporated into the Ntrace, thus specifying it to our individual 

dataset (for full characteristics see (O’Neill et al., 2020). To obtain the best fit, a range of 

model scenarios are tested which includes the complexity of the model (i.e. how many N 

transformations are considered) and the kinetics of each N transformation. The selection of 

the most suitable setup is guided by the goodness of fit and Akaike’s Information Criteria 

(AIC), and the least number of parameters that can best explain the data to ensure a simple 

parsimonious model which does not suffer from poor predictive performance due to 

becoming over-parameterised (Cox et al., 2006).  No adequate fit could be obtained using 

the original model published in Müller et al. (2007), and the performance of the model was 
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only improved after including a new additional pathway of oxidation from labile N (ONlab) to 

NO3
-. All N transformations were described by zero or first-order kinetics. 

Thus, the model presented in this study is an extended version of the NtraceBasic and 

considers six pools and fourteen simultaneously occurring N transformations (Fig. 4-1). The 

N pools were; ammonium (NH4
+), adsorbed ammonium (NH4

+
ads), labile soil organic N 

(Nlab), recalcitrant soil organic N (Nrec), nitrate (NO3
-) and stored nitrate (NO3

-
sto) (see Table 

A-1 in Supplementary Material for full pathway abbreviations). The initial NO3
- and NH4

+
 

pool sizes were determined by extrapolating the first two extraction times back to time zero. 

The initial NH4
+
ads and NO3

-
sto pool sizes were based on the discrepancy between the 

added and the initial NH4
+ and NO3

- assuming that the initial NH4
+ and NO3

- already present 

in the soil had a 15N content the same as natural abundance (Müller  et al., 2004). The initial 

organic N (Nrec and Nlab) was based on previous published measurements taken from the 

site (Table 4-2 in Supplementary Material) (O'Neill et al., 2020). 

All modelled N-transformation rates are presented in µg g-1 day-1. Combined rates were 

calculated as follows. 

INH4_tot = INH4-Nlab + INH4-Nrec (total NH4
+ immobilisation)  

INO3_tot = INO3-Nlab + INO3-Nrec (total NO3
- immobilisation) 

Itot = INH4_tot + INO3_tot (total immobilisation from NH4-N and NO3-N)  

M_tot = MNlab + MNrec (total mineralisation)  

N_tot = ONH4 + ONlab + ONrec (total nitrification)  

 

3.3.5. Calculations and statistical analyses 

Analysis of least significant difference was conducted using Sigma Plot 14.0. to determine 

significant treatment and P level effects on pathways (Table 3-1). A simple effect 

comparison of pathways within treatment was carried out using the GLIMMIX procedure, 

using the Tukey method as an adjustment for multiple comparisons (SAS version 9.4). 

Significant differences between total autotrophic and heterotrophic nitrification processes 

were determined by comparing their confidence intervals, assuming a difference of at least 

p<0.05 if no overlapping occurred.  
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The inverse abundance approach (IAA) method  developed by (Stange et al., 2009) and 

the solver method (Rütting et al., 2010) calculates an analytical solution to the equation 

system which describes the relative fractions of NH4
+, NO3

− and Norg to a composite N 

source such as N2O. The solver method (Microsoft Excel 2019) calculates the N2O fractions 

associated with NH4
+ (n) and NO3

− (d) by minimization of the absolute difference between 

observed and calculated 15N enrichments of N2O according to the equation: 

αN2O = d * αd +  * α + (1 – d - ) * αo  

Where  and d are the fractions related to the NH4
+ and NO3

− pools respectively and αd, 

α n and αo represent the 15N abundance of the NO3
−, NH4

+ and Norg (assumed to be at 

natural abundance) respectively. 

  

Figure 3-1. Conceptual 15N tracing model used for the analysis of gross soil N transformation rates modified 

from (Müller et al., 2007) (see text and appendix for abbreviations and details). 
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3.4. Results 

3.4.1. Soil N transformation model performance 

The 15N tracing tool NtraceBasic used in this study was developed to consider the complex 

internal soil N cycle (Müller et al., 2007). Including the additional pathway added in this 

study, in total 14 parameters were simultaneously optimised with the aim to identify the 

parameters common to all steps with the least complex model. Initially the model run was 

carried out with the original NtraceBasic design, but this was unable to provide a suitable fit 

to the measured data. Therefore, the model was extended by an additional heterotrophic 

nitrification pathway from labile organic N to NO3
- (ONlab) which satisfactorily simulated the 

observed data.  In total, five optimised runs were carried out for the P0 -C, four runs for P0 

+C, six runs for P45 -C and nine runs for P45 +C. The best fits, as indicated by the lowest 

AIC for each treatment were run 5, run 4, run 4 and run 9 respectively.  There was good 

agreement between the optimum model fits and the observed data r2 = >0.99 for P0 -C, P0 

+C, and P45 -C and an r2 > 0.96 for P45 +C (Fig. 3-2). The modelled data represents the 

best fit to our datasets: the measured concentrations of NH4
+ and NO3

- and the 15N 

enrichments of NH4
+ and NO3

- pools.  
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Figure3-2. Observed (data points including standard deviation) and modelled (solid lines) concentrations of 
15NH4-NO3 (blue) and NH4-15NO3 (red) (a, c, e, g, i, k, m and o) and their respective 15N enrichments (b, d, f, 
h, j, l, n, and p) for each treatment (P0-C, P0+C, P45-C, P45+C). 

The 15NH4 atom % enrichment was maintained around 45% for the first two days before 

dropping gradually to its lowest value of around 3% on the last day of sampling, this change 

in atom % was significant with time (p= 1.98e-07) but not with C, P or their interaction (p 

>0.05). The 15N present in the 15NO3
- pool had its highest value of only 14% for the first two 

days and did not change significantly over the duration of the experiment or with treatments 

(p > 0.05). This is attributed to be a result of immediate 15NO3
-
 dilution due to a larger amount 

of natural abundance NO3
- being present in the soil initially (see NO3

- concentration at time 

zero). The unchanged enrichment over the duration of the experiment indicates that the 

NO3
- pool was not being diluted, hence no NO3

- at natural or lower abundance as the current 

enrichment of the NO3
- entered this pool (fig 3-2: d, h, l, and p).  
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3.4.2. N-transformation rates 

The combined modelled N-transformation rates are presented in Table 3-1 (see Table A-I 

in Appendix A for all pathways). These five main N-transformations were all significantly 

highest in the P45 +C treatment indicating that the interaction between P and C is greater 

than either on its own. The only significant effect of P, when no C was added, was on N_tot 

transformations. Whereas in P0 levels the only significant effect of C was on M_tot 

transformations. MNrec was much higher than MNlab in all treatments (see Table A-I in 

Appendix A) and showed a significant response to P and C treatments which was greatest 

in their interaction at P45+C. Whereas MNlab had no significant response to either treatment. 

M_tot rates were much lower than those of Itot, indicating that there is net immobilisation 

occurring in these soils.  

Itot, INH4_tot, and INO3_tot were significantly higher (p <0.05) in P45 compared to P0 in C 

supplemented treatments only.  

The rate of INH4_Nrec, (immobilisation of NH4-N to recalcitrant N) was much higher for all 

treatments than that of INH4_Nlab. Higher rates of INH4_Nlab were observed in the C-excluded 

treatments with no significant effect from P addition while INH4_Nrec displayed significant 

differences in terms of C level and a C*P interaction.  

INO3_tot rates of N-immobilisation were much lower than those from the NH4
+ pool (INH4_tot), 

but conversely the highest rates of INO3_tot   were observed for N immobilised into the labile 

pool (INO3_Nlab) compared to NO3
- immobilisation into the recalcitrant pool (INO3_Nrec). There 

was no significant difference between P0 +C and P45 +C on INO3_Nrec but significant 

differences were observed between P and C and their interaction on all other treatments, 

indicating that the organisms carrying out this N-transformation could have been saturated 

at the P45 +C treatment. INO3_Nlab on the other hand, showed its greatest significance at 

the P45 +C treatment showing a P*C interaction but did not show any significances 

regarding C and P individually. 
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Table 3-1. Total N-transformation rates in µg g-1 day-1, where; INH4_tot = total immobilisation of NH4
+ to the 

labile and recalcitrant N pools, INO3_tot = total immobilisation of NO3
- to the labile and recalcitrant N pools, 

Itot = total immobilised N from NH4-N labile N and recalcitrant N oxidised to the nitrate pool. Letters denote 
significant differences based on least significant difference (LSD) between P and C treatments as indicated by 

column headings.  

Total N-transformation rates  

(µg g-1 day-1) 

P0 -C P0 +C P45 -C P45 +C 

INH4_tot 2.758 a b c 2.885 a b c 2.870 a b c 3.858 d 

INO3_tot 0.058 a b c 0.136 a b c 0.272 a b c 1.804 d 

I_tot 2.816 a b c 3.021 a b c 3.142 a b c 5.661 d 

M_tot 0.015 a c 0.064 b 0.007 a c 0.240 d 

N_tot 3.085 a b 2.630 a b 3.832 c 4.863 d 

 

3.4.3. Heterotrophic and Autotrophic Nitrification 

The most surprising and interesting result were the ways how NO3
- was produced. The 

different nitrification pathways of the various source pools of NH4
+ (ONH4), labile (ONlab) and 

recalcitrant (ONrec) oxidation to NO3
- are presented in Table 4-2. Total heterotrophic 

nitrification (ONrec + ONlab)/ (ONrec + ONlab + ONH4) accounted for over 98% of all nitrification, 

with the majority arising from the ONlab pool. The highest ONlab rate was obtained in the P0 

-C treatment and these rates decreased significantly with increasing P. Conversely, the 

ONrec pool nitrification rates were higher at P45 (Table 3-2). Heterotrophic nitrification from 

the labile pool showed a significant response to C, while heterotrophic nitrification from the 

recalcitrant pool only showed a significant response to C in the high P soils. Regarding 

autotrophic nitrification, the highest rate was at the P45 -C treatment, followed by the P0 

+C treatment, and showed a significant response to both P and C treatments.  

Table 3-2. Rates of heterotrophic and autotrophic nitrification calculated from modelled pathways (Table 1) 
per treatment. Letters denote significant differences calculated from confidence intervals.  

Pathway Pathway/total 

nitrate (N_tot) 

P0 -C P0 +C P45 -C P45 +C 

Autotrophic Nitrification ONH4 / N_tot 0.2% a 1.1% b 1.6% c 0.7% d 

Heterotrophic Nitrification ONlab / N_tot  82.9% e 81.9% f 63% g 71% h 

Heterotrophic Nitrification ONrec / N_tot  17% ij 17% ij 35.5% k 28.4% l 
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3.5. Discussion  

We observed that P45 +C stimulated the greatest N transformation rates of all treatments 

(Table 4-1), indicating that the microorganisms involved in N-cycling were likely be co-

limited by P and C, which agrees with the findings of Randall et al., (2019) in a previous 

study carried out on the same soils. Interestingly the production of NO3
- was governed in 

all treatments by the oxidation of Nlab (heterotrophic nitrification) (Table 3-2). The ONlab/N_tot 

rates were highest in the P0 -/+C treatments. Although, autotrophic nitrification has been 

widely accepted to be the dominant form of nitrification in soils (Robertson and Groffman, 

2015; Barnard et al., 2005), this research found that heterotrophic nitrification vastly 

outweighed autotrophic nitrification, being responsible for 98% of all nitrification. This 

behaviour must be soil dependent because in other studies, using the same 15N-tracing 

approach, autotrophic nitrification was found to be dominant (Ernfors et al., 2014; Harty et 

al., 2017b; Zhang et al., 2015). Although some 15N tracing studies did find heterotrophic 

nitrification to be dominant over autotrophic (Müller et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2019), the 15N 

trace tool used in this study is the first to incorporate the pathway of the oxidation of labile 

organic N directly to NO3
- (ONlab) and found it to account for the majority of heterotrophic 

nitrification. This shows that the main route of NO3
- production in this soil occurs via the 

oxidation of labile organic N, which has not been included in Ntrace so far because oxidation 

of Nrec as a heterotrophic transformation pathway was sufficient to explain all previously 

published data (Müller et al., 2014). Using the Kirkham-Bartholomew pool dilution 

approach, it is not possible to distinguish NO3
- production into pool-specific pathways and 

it is likely that this pathway for NO3
- has been overlooked. Therefore, heterotrophic 

nitrification via oxidation of recalcitrant but also of labile organic N is most likely more 

widespread than previously thought.  

Autotrophic nitrification has been found to be dominant in studies conducted on C-rich soils 

in similar geographical regions (Harty et al., 2017b; Rex et al., 2018; Murphy et al., 2015). 

In contrast, comparable studies where autotrophic nitrification was inhibited showed similar 

levels to the (uninhibited) autotrophic nitrification found in this study (Harty et al., 2017b, 

Ernfors et al., 2014). The rates of heterotrophic nitrification from the recalcitrant pool (ONrec) 

were similar to those observed by Ernfors et al. (2014) and Harty et al. (2017). However, 

all autotrophic nitrification rates (ONH4) were almost 2 orders of magnitude lower (0.06 µg 

N g-1 soil d-1, compared to the uninhibited rates of 10.1 (Ernfors et al., 2014) and 11.64 µg 

N g-1 soil d-1 (Harty et al., 2017). Heterotrophic nitrification of organic N consumes reductant 

(in contrast to autotrophic nitrification) and may serve as a strategy to dissipate excess 

reductant generated during growth under conditions where reduced C sources predominate 
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(Wehrfritz et al., 1993). In addition, autotrophic nitrifiers derive their C from CO2 or 

carbonates, rather than from organic matter and therefore may not be responsive to the 

addition of glucose (Robertson and Kuenen, 1990b). Whereas heterotrophs have the 

capacity to oxidise NH4
+ but it is not necessarily coupled to energy conservation, but rather 

has been linked to re-oxidation of NAD(P)H under; hypoxic conditions in bacteria 

(Robertson and Kuenen, 1990a), endogenous respiration in fungi (Van Gool, 1973), and a 

form of defence against competing organisms in soil  (Robertson and Groffman, 2015, 

Stein, 2011, Verstraete, 1975). The low NH4
+ concentrations measured throughout this 

experiment could be representative of nitrification dominating over denitrification in the site 

from which these soils were taken, especially as the NO3
- concentrations remained very 

high, which is  typical in agricultural systems where nitrification is dominant (Subbarao et 

al., 2013, Raven et al., 1992).  

The variation between these N-transformations highlights that there are different 

microorganisms responding to the added treatments but also that they have different 

affinities to the type of N they transform. Recalcitrant N was the dominant form of N being 

transformed to and from NH4
+ whereas labile N was the dominant form of N being 

transformed (albeit at much lower rates) to and from NO3
-. Immobilisation of NH4

+ was the 

fastest N-transformation rate observed in this study. Although such fast adsorption is 

normally attributed to abiotic immobilisation, it has been demonstrated that biotic processes 

can often dominate NH4
+ immobilisation in particular (Fitzhugh et al., 2003). The dominance 

of biotic immobilisation of NH4
+ here is attributed to a fast response of the microbial 

community to the highly labile carbon (glucose) that was added. Comparable incubation 

studies saw similar results in that net N immobilisation was greater in soils treated with 

glucose than with more complex C compounds such as humic acid and that total C is 

positively correlated to N immobilisation (Magill and Aber, 2000; Accoe et al., 2004). Other 

studies have demonstrated that the composition of soil C plays different roles in regulating 

N cycling, through effects on microbial biomass and community composition (Booth et al., 

2005, Barrett et al., 2002). For instance, it has been shown that highly labile compounds 

increase biotic N immobilisation through stimulating microbial growth and subsequent 

microbial N demand for metabolism (Cheng et al., 2017). In contrast, soils with high 

recalcitrant organic compounds can facilitate the incorporation of inorganic N Into soil 

organic matter (SOM) through abiotic reactions (Chen et al., 2014). This demonstrates that 

C composition and availability rather than its concentration most likely has a more important 

effect on whether abiotic or biotic N immobilisation occurs (Barrett et al., 2002; Moritsuka 

et al., 2004).  
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All microorganisms need N to assemble necessary cellular constituents. Fungi have been 

suggested to prefer less mobile NH4
+ due to their filamentous growth, whereas oppositely, 

bacteria have a greater utilisation potential for NO3
- than fungi, especially in the absence of 

exogenous organic C (Cao et al., 2020). This supports the suggestion by Cao et al. (2020) 

that fungi are responsible for the fast NH4
+ immobilisation occurring in this incubation in 

response to glucose addition (Nottingham et al., 2018). In further support of this theory, the 

lifespan and functionality of AMF, which comprise a large proportion of the total soil fungal 

community (Chen et al., 2019), have been shown to be uncoupled from their hosts’ plant 

lifespan, indicating that extra-radical hyphae could have survived the disruption to their 

integrity during the soil sampling and sieving process (Pepe et al., 2018). In light of this, 

and in addition to AMF being able to outcompete other nitrifiers for NH4
+ and other nutrients 

(Storer et al., 2018), fungi could be responsible for the majority of N-transformations 

occurring in these soils. This theory is in line with research, such as that of Zhu et al. (2015) 

who showed that heterotrophic nitrification was more dominant than autotrophic nitrification 

in a subtropical forest soil of China, and that it was dominated by fungi rather than bacteria.  

Additionally, the higher rates of heterotrophic nitrification at the P45 compared to the P0 

treatments when originating from the recalcitrant pool could be attributed to a greater 

bacterial population present in high-P soils. This is further supported by findings from the 

same site, of increased abundance of bacterial phosphatase metabolising (PhoD) genes in 

the high-P soils compared to low-P soils (Randall et al., 2019b). When P is added, 

especially in combination with other nutrients, bacteria can out-compete fungi and become 

dominant (Nottingham et al., 2018). Bacteria could be responding to a priming effect from 

the added C and N , where this addition of exogenous substrate accelerates their activity 

(Hicks et al., 2019). The addition of glucose in alleviating microbial limitations to such an 

extent that previously inaccessible soil nutrient reserves are mobilised has been observed 

in another similar Irish grassland soil (Murphy et al., 2015). The soils used in this experiment 

originate from a long-term, cut, open system, where there has been continuous carbon 

removal via harvesting and very little carbon return to the plots (Sheil et al., 2016, Massey 

et al., 2016). Due to this, the microbial community has adapted to a low-energy environment 

(Randall et al., 2019), specialised in sourcing their carbon requirements from recalcitrant 

forms. This promotes conditions more sustainable for heterotrophs, which have been found 

to be superior at mobilising nutrient-poor organic matter (Booth et al., 2005, Paterson et al., 

2008). Future experiments should consider adding C substrates across a range of labilities 

(glucose to glucans to cellulose/lignin) as well as progressing further microcosm studies to 

include plants that would expect to further strengthen the findings of this research. Although 
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this incubation was conducted in the absence of plants and therefore could not account for 

plant-soil interactions and associated effects on N-cycling, the similar patterns observed 

both at a field scale and here reinforce the importance of the relationship between these 

three critical nutrients and their influence on N cycling. 

3.6. Conclusions 

The results of this study have supported the hypothesised P-effect on N-cycling in soils and 

the varying impact of this between the microbial immobilisation of recalcitrant and labile 

nutrients. The findings of this experiment reinforce this importance and show a key role 

from oxidation of labile organic N to NO3
-. This research identifies that NO3

- production can 

occur in at least three clearly identifiable pathways which has implications on management 

as the turnover of organic N be it labile or recalcitrant can be responsible for NO3
- build-up 

in soils. This is further evidence that management must be tailored to individual systems to 

apply nutrients in their optimum relative abundance which ensures maximum uptake with 

minimum build-up and loss. It also highlights that if the new ONlab pathway of NO3
- 

production outlined in this research is occurring, despite following a similar pathway from 

NH4
+ to organic N and then to NO3

-, it may not be inhibited by nitrification inhibitors and 

therefore requires different management options to avoid large N losses via leaching and 

gaseous emissions. This is particularly important for high organic matter soils such as 

permanent temperate grasslands, where these various organic N pools with differing 

metabolic abilities control the rates of N turnover in these soils. This pathway of labile N 

oxidation to NO3
- and its potential ability to dominate nitrification under certain conditions 

aids in the characterisation of soil N cycling. This study provides further insight into the 

processes governing N losses and particularly highlights the influence of C and P 

availability on soil N cycling. Further studies investigating microbial communities’ responses 

to their associated drivers and nutrient requirements will provide a clearer perspective and 

understanding of the N cycle. Determination of gross N dynamics is vital to gain a holistic 

understanding of nutrient turnover in soils, which is in many parts not fully understood due 

to the large range of influencing and interacting factors that must be considered 

simultaneously. Elucidation of the intricacies and organisation of such processes allow for 

management efficiency to be maximised and nutrient loss to be reduced.  
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Chapter 4 Linking long-term soil phosphorus management to 

nitrogen cycling microbial communities 
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4.1. Abstract 

While the importance of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) availability in terms of soil 

productivity is well documented, the interaction between these two essential nutrients and 

the impact of their relative stoichiometry on soil N-cycling and N-emissions is not clearly 

understood. This paper investigates the effect of high and low soil P additions on N-cycling 

communities from a temperate grassland soil. Two laboratory incubation experiments were 

carried out on soils collected from a long-term (est. 1995) field trial sampled in summer 

2018 (incubation 1) and winter 2019 (incubation 2). Incubations were treated with a typical 

field amendment rate of N fertiliser with and without a carbon (C) addition. Throughout both 

incubations, nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions were measured and soil subsamples were 

collected to quantify the abundance of bacteria (16S rRNA), fungi (ITS) and archaea (16S 

rRNA) as well as functional guilds of genes involved in nitrification (bacterial and archaeal 

amoA, and comammox) and denitrification (nirS, nirK, nosZ clade I and II) using quantitative 

PCR (qPCR). Our results show that long-term P-application influenced N2O emissions and 

N-cycling genes. Except for comammox, overall nitrifiers were most abundant in low P while 

the opposite trend was found for denitrifiers. C and N-amendments strongly influenced the 

abundance of most genes with changes observed as soon as 24 h after application. ITS 

was the only gene that correlated to N2O emissions in the low P soils while microbes were 

mostly correlated to emissions in high P, suggesting changes in the main organisms 

involved in N2O production. Micro-organisms are the key drivers of P and N cycling in 

terrestrial ecosystems. This study highlights the importance of long-term P addition on 

shaping microbial community structure and function, which in turn stimulates a direct impact 

on the subsequent N emissions that such a community has the capacity to evolve.  

 

Keywords: Functional genes, nitrifiers, denitrifiers, fungi, qPCR, phosphorous, nitrous 

oxide 
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4.2. Introduction  

Nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are limiting nutrients in most natural systems and the 

major constituents of agrochemical fertilisers (Guignard et al., 2017). Both N and P underpin 

photosynthetic processes, cell growth, metabolism and protein biosynthesis (Chapin et al., 

2011a). However, their natural sources and rates of supply are very different, with N being 

ubiquitous in the atmosphere, while P is considered a finite resource derived primarily from 

rock weathering that cannot be readily replenished (Schoumans, 2015). Plants require 

more N per unit biomass than any other nutrient, as such, N-fertiliser is increasingly used 

in agriculture to meet the food demand from a rapidly growing global population (Stark and 

Richards, 2008). However, N losses resulting from excess N application can lead to 

environmental issues such as nitrate (NO3
-) leaching, ammonia (NH3) and nitrous oxide 

(N2O) emissions – the latter of which is a greenhouse gas (GHG) and one of the most potent 

ozone-depleting agents in the stratosphere (Zhang et al., 2015). Agriculture is responsible 

for most of these emissions, accounting for 60% globally and over 90% of Irish N2O (Duffy 

et al., 2018b). In general, agricultural N-inputs via fertilisers and/or animal excreta are 

extremely inefficient with vast amounts of N being lost to the atmosphere or via leaching, 

and only 17% of added-N finally being consumed by humans (Reay et al., 2012). Due to 

these losses within agricultural systems there is often more N fertiliser applied than is 

required by plants, to compensate for that which will be lost before crop uptake or stored in 

soil organic matter (SOM) (Sylvester-Bradley, 1993).  

It is well established that soil biota are drivers of N-cycling and therefore vital to crop nutrient 

supply, but are concurrently also a major source of atmospheric N2O emissions 

(Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2013). The N-cycle can be considered to start and finish with inert 

di-nitrogen (N2) gas, which is fixed from the atmosphere and transformed primarily via 

nitrification; where organic N compounds and/or ammonium (NH4)  are oxidised to NO3
- 

which is then reduced during denitrification to gaseous N compounds, including N2O or N2 

(Signor and Cerri, 2013 ). However, some organisms do not fully complete this cycle. For 

example, approximately a third of characterised denitrifying bacteria (Philippot et al., 2011) 

and most fungi have been shown to lack the nosZ gene which completes the final reduction 

of N2O to N2, making them a key contributor to soil N2O emissions (Maeda et al., 2015b). 

As such, N-cycling microbes are potential mitigators to GHG emissions when able to fully 

complete the reduction of N2O to N2 (Hirsch and Mauchline, 2015). 

Frequently the N and P cycles have been considered separately, partly because of the 

relative ease of tracing N cycles compared with P and due to the fact that they are frequently 

linked in stoichiometric feedback loops, their full interactions are often not accounted for 
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(Gruner et al., 2008, Sterner, 1990, Randall et al., 2019a). At the organism level, this 

nutrient availability and relative abundance is known to have powerful influences on 

functional traits and growth rates, but we are only just beginning to understand this at the 

genomic level (Guignard et al., 2017). The fluxes, feedbacks and availability of N and P 

fundamentally impact biota at all levels from genes to genomes to ecosystems and 

ultimately ecosystem processes (Guignard et al., 2017). The way in which these cycles 

interact with each other, especially at the lowest levels of biological organisation is crucial 

in order to understand how nutrient management on agricultural soils should be optimised 

to improve nutrient use efficiency (NUE) and reduce GHG emissions.  

The relative availability of soil P to other key nutrients such as C and N, has been found to 

have contrasting effects on soil N2O emissions. This depends on whether P application 

stimulates N uptake by alleviating nutrient limitation, increasing immobilisation and thus 

reducing N2O (Mori et al., 2014), or when added-P stimulates respiration further promoting 

the development of anaerobic conditions, which enhance denitrification and N2O emissions 

(Mehnaz et al., 2018, Mori et al., 2013b). Whether or not N loss or N uptake occurs can be 

explained by CNP stoichiometry and nutrient limitation relief to nitrifiers and denitrifiers, 

which explains why similar studies observe conflicting results depending on the soil’s 

nutrient status. There has been very little research carried out on long-term (>20 years) P 

fertilisation regimes (Chen et al., 2019; Korevaar and Geerts, 2015) with none relating to 

such P management to N-cycling microbial communities and N2O emissions. 

As the nutrient requirements of the soil microbial community can vary dramatically between 

species, changes in the ratios between available nutrients have the potential to alter the 

microbial community structure and function (Blagodatskiy et al., 2008). The effect of P 

addition has been widely reported for bacteria and fungi. Mycorrhizal fungi are known to be 

associated with decreasing P-availability (Bolan, 1991; Antunes et al., 2012), while bacteria 

have been reported to be more constrained by nutrient stoichiometry (Nottingham et al., 

2018). However, little is known of how such shifts in nutrient availability may be related to 

specific changes in the underlying soil N-cycling communities, which is crucial to 

understand the potential feedback on N2O emissions. Several studies have reported the 

dual application of N and P to suppress nitrification (Ning et al., 2021), and to reduce nitrifier 

abundance (Wei et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2016). Others found that increasing P-

concentration reduced N2O emissions and was due to reduced N2O yield by heterotrophic 

denitrification (Jia et al., 2013), the dual application of C and P increased microbial biomass 

P (Xu et al., 2020b), and mixed application of N and manure increased nosZ clade II 

abundance and reduced fungal dominance (Xu et al., 2020a). This highlights that the 
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abundance of nutrients relative to one another is often the most important factor in net 

primary productivity (NPP), stimulating communities which can complete the N-cycle and 

that such conditions required to achieve this are highly dynamic (Vitousek et al., 2010; Elser 

et al., 2007). 

In light of this research gap, we studied N-cycling functional communities from soils 

collected from a long-term grassland P-trial. Our previous research on this experimental 

site demonstrated that N2O emissions from low P soils in incubation 1 were nearly 70 times 

those from high P soils (O'Neill et al., 2020). Incubation 2 also recorded N2O emissions and 

based on a 15N tracing isotope label, it was observed that NO3
-
 was predominantly produced 

through heterotrophic nitrification via a newly described pathway of oxidation of labile 

organic N directly to NO3
- (O'Neill et al., 2021). However, interestingly the N2O emissions 

from incubation 2 showed no significant difference between P concentrations. This 

suggests that such varying trends may be driven by N-cycling communities responding 

differently to long term P-addition. To test this, soils collected at the two different dates at 

this site were incubated and we evaluated N-cycling gene abundance before and after 

application of C- and N-amendments. We also related these to measured N2O emissions 

following C- and N-fertiliser addition based on the hypotheses that: (1) The abundance of 

functional communities involved in N cycling would differ according to long-term P 

management, with higher abundance expected in high-P soils, (2) the abundance of N-

cycling communities would respond to N-fertiliser addition, and that this response would 

differ between P-levels, and (3) the abundance of N-cycling microbial communities would 

reflect the N2O emissions.  

4.3. Materials and methods 

4.3.1. Site description  

All soil samples were taken from a long-term, cut, grassland phosphorus trial established 

on a grass sward dominated by Lolium perenne (perennial ryegrass) in 1995 at Johnstown 

Castle, County Wexford, Ireland (52°17′55″N, 6°29′47″W). Johnstown Castle has a 

temperate climate with monthly rainfall and temperature averaging 75.45 mm and 10.6C 

over the past 30 years (Met.Eireann, 2010). The site is a fine loamy textured soil, classified 

as a moderately drained brown earth (Sheil et al., 2016). Plots received one of two P 

application rates, 0 (low P), and 45 (high P) kg P ha-1 year-1 of 16% superphosphate as a 

treatment, applied once in February of each year. Aboveground plant material was 

harvested eight times per year to a height of 5 – 6 cm using a plot harvester. After each 

harvest, all plots received 40 kg N ha-1 as calcium ammonium nitrate (CAN), and potassium 
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was also applied as a muriate of potash (KCL) at a rate of 125 kg K ha-1 year-1 to 

compensate for potassium removal (Massey, 2012b, Randall et al., 2019a).  

4.3.2. Soil sampling and incubation conditions 

Soils were collected from a long-term P-trial on two occasions: in August 2018 (incubation 

1) and February 2019 (incubation 2). Sample collection and incubations are described in 

O’Neill et al. (2020) and O’Neill et al. (2021) but briefly, composite soil samples were 

collected with an auger to a depth of 10 cm from high P and low P plots arranged in a 

randomised field block design. Soil samples were incubated in glass Kilner jars under the 

conditions of 15C, 70% humidity to represent mean annual Irish conditions as described 

in O’Neill et al. (2020) for incubation 1 and O’Neill et al. (2021) for incubation 2. Both 

incubations received total N applied at a field equivalent rate of 40 Kg N ha-1 and glucose 

(C-source) applied at a rate of 0.1 mg C g-1 to represent a relatively low daily addition rate 

for plant carbon inputs across a range of soil types (Grayston and Campbell, 1996 Girkin 

et al., 2018). N2O emissions were measured throughout the course of both incubations on 

days 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 10 and on days 0, 1, 3, 7, and 9 for incubation 1 and 2, respectively. 

Fluxes were calculated assuming the linear accumulation of the headspace gases and 

according to the ideal gas law (de Klein and Harvey, 2012). During the course of these 

incubations, subsamples of the soils were collected on the same days as N2O measurement 

and stored at -80°C to determine the associated fungal, microbial and N-cycling genes 

abundance.  

4.3.3. Soil analyses 

Mineral ammonium-N (NH4
+-N) (mg kg-1) and nitrate-N (NO3

--N) (mg kg-1) were 

characterised for both incubations via 2 M potassium chloride (KCl) extraction (Table C-IV). 

In incubation 1, mineral N was extracted before treatment application (Day 0), on the day 

of the N2O emissions peak (Day 1), and at the end (Day 10) of the incubation as described 

in O’Neill et al., (2020). In incubation 2, extractions took place on 6 occasions, prior to 

treatment addition and on days 0, 1, 3, 7, and 14 throughout the incubation as described 

by (Müller et al., 2014, O'Neill et al., 2021). Physicochemical properties of the site were 

previously characterised using subsamples collected from within each plot (Table B-I) 

(O’Neill et al., 2020).  

4.3.4. DNA extraction and quantitative-PCR 

DNA extractions were undertaken on soil subsamples (total sample size ~10 g) from both 

incubations: subsamples from incubation 1 were taken prior to fertiliser application (day 0), 

24 hours (day 1) after treatment application, and on the final day (day 10) of the incubation 

and subsamples from incubation 2 were taken with each gas sampling event (days 0, 1, 3, 
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7, 14). Total nucleic acids were extracted from the frozen soil samples using DNeasy 

Powersoil DNA isolation kit (Qiagen, Ireland) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Briefly, 0.25 g soil was weighed into the bead beating tube and 60 µl solution c1 was added. 

The mixture was bead- beaten for 15 seconds at 5 m/s using the Fastprep-24 (MP 

Biomedicals, Ireland). DNA was eluted in 100 µl elution buffer and frozen at -80°C until 

further analysis.  DNA was quantified using the dsDNA BR Assay Kit Qubit fluorometer 

(Invitrogen Qubit 4, Thermo Fisher Scientific).  

To evaluate the abundance of the overall communities and of genes involved in N-cycling 

pathways, quantitative polymerase chain-reaction (qPCR) targeting specific genes or 

genetic regions was used with the CFX384 Touch™ Real-Time PCR Detection System 

(Biorad, Ireland). The archaea, bacterial and fungal communities were targeted via the 

phylogenetic 16S rRNA bacterial, 16S rRNA archaea and ITS gene primers, respectively. 

The functional N-cycling genes targeted were nirS, nirK, nosZ clade I, nosZ clade II 

targeting the denitrification pathway and the amoA gene for nitrifying archaea (AOA), 

bacteria (AOB) and Nitrospira (comammox). Prior to quantifying the genes of interest each 

sample was tested for inhibitors. Briefly, 1 x 108 gene copies of plasmid DNA (pGEM®-T) 

were spiked into each sample and the plasmid concentration was quantified using T7F and 

M13R plasmid specific primers (Table B-1). Samples were considered to contain inhibitors 

when the plasmid did not amplify to the same extent as the spike in the absence of the 

samples (i.e. plasmid plus water). The addition of bovine serum albumin (BSA) (200 μg/ml) 

(Biosciences, Ireland) removed the inhibitory effects on the amplification and this was 

added to each qPCR reaction mixture. Amplifications were performed in 10 µl reaction 

volumes consisting of 5 µl Takyon™ Low ROX SYBR® 2X MasterMix dTTP Blue Mastermix 

(Eurogentec, Europe), reverse and forward primers (concentrations in Table B-1), 2 ng 

template DNA and molecular biology grade water. qPCR standards for each molecular 

target were obtained using a 1 in 10 serial dilution of appropriate standard over an 8 point 

range from 108 to 101 gene copied per µl. Standard curve template DNA and the no template 

control (negative) were amplified in triplicate (and did not amplify above the level of 

detection), in the same plate as the environmental samples. The efficiency of the qPCR 

was above 80% for all genes with the majority of runs over 90%. Full details and 

amplification conditions are provided in the Appendices section (Table C-1 and C-II). 

4.3.5. Statistical analyses 

All analyses were conducted separately for incubation 1 and 2. Two-way Analysis Of 

Variance (ANOVA) was used to test the effect of P-treatment and time after N- and C-

fertilisation on N-cycling gene abundance. If significant effects were detected, a Tukey post-
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hoc (HSD) test was used to reveal the significance of the differences between class pairs 

(Blaud et al., 2018). Prior analyses, all data was log transformed, except for N2O fluxes 

from incubation 2, which had to be normalised using a box-cox transformation, to satisfy 

the conditions of the normality and homoscedasticity of the variances. To evaluate the 

relationships between gene abundance and associated daily N2O emissions at each P 

level, we performed separate Pearson correlation tests for each gene and N2O fluxes within 

each P level using ‘corr.test()’ in “psych” package in RStudio (Revelle, 2021). All statistical 

analyses were performed using R v4.0.3 (R- core Team, 2020) and a significance level of 

p < 0.05 was used throughout, significances denoted as; (. = p<0.1, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01, 

and *** = p<0.001). All gene copy numbers are presented on a per gram of dry soil basis.  
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4.4. Results  

 

 

Figure 4-1. Cumulative N2O (µg N2O-N g-1) and standard error according to the P-levels for incubation 1 
(fertiliser KNO3+C) (means +/- SEM (n=3)) and incubation 2 (fertiliser NH4NO3+C) (means +/- SEM (n=4)). *** 
denote significant differences (p < 0.05) of N2O concentration between P levels of each incubation. 

 

4.4.1. Effects of P on cumulative N2O emissions 

Cumulative N2O emissions were different between incubation 1 and incubation 2 (Fig. 5-1). 

In incubation 2, N2O was approximately 13 times lower in low P and nearly 12 times higher 

in high P soils compared to N2O emissions from incubation 1. In addition, the effect of P-

levels differed between the two incubations. In incubation 1, N2O emissions were 

significantly higher, approximately 70 times greater in low P than in high P (ANOVA; F-

value ddf = 1, 79 = 36.97, p <0.001). This trend was not observed in incubation 2, where N2O 

was not significantly different between P-levels (ANOVA; F-value ddf = 1, 183 = 0.47, p = 0.49).  
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Figure 4-2. Phylogenetic Gene Abundance according to the P-level and the time of sampling prior and after 
fertiliser application from Incubation 1 (left (means +/- SEM (n=6))) and incubation 2 (right (means +/- SEM 
(n=8))). Letters denote significant difference in total gene abundance between time points for both P levels 
and * denote significant interactions between P level and time. Fertiliser was applied on Day 0 after soil 
sampling and N2O peaks were observed on Day 1 for both incubations. Overall significance between total 
gene abundance and P level shown as P =,S, not significant with P level shown as P = NS.  

P0
P45
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4.4.2. Gene abundance  
Overall, incubation 1 (Fig. 4-2 (a-c), Fig. 4-3. (h-j), Fig. 4-4 (n-q)), showed a higher average 

abundance of most genes, across both P-levels, by at least one order of magnitude, 

compared to incubation 2 (Fig. 4-2 (d-f), Fig. 4-3 (k-m), Fig. 4-4 (r-u)). Total bacteria (16S 

rRNA) however, were largely constrained across both incubations with all copy numbers 

being in the 107 range, with the lowest abundance seen in high P incubation 2 soils 

(2.21×107gene copy number g-1) and the highest observed in high P incubation 1 soils 

(4.67×107 gene copy numbers g-1). Total nitrifier abundance in incubation 2 was lower by 

one order of magnitude in both P levels than that of incubation 1, whereas total denitrifier 

abundance was greater by one order of magnitude (Table C-VI). 

Incubation 1: soils collected in August 2018 

The effects of P on the abundance of bacteria, crenarchaea and fungi differed. The 

abundance of crenarchaeal 16S rRNA was significantly higher in P45, and we found no 

evidence that this effect varied depending on the time prior or after application of fertiliser 

(Fig. 4-2b, Interaction P*Time in Table C-VII). A similar trend was observed in bacterial 16S 

rRNA, but the effect of P-level was only marginally non-significant (Fig. 4-2a, Table C-VII). 

For ITS, the effects of P varied depending on the sampling time. Prior to fertilisation at Day 

0, ITS was more abundant in P45, while after 24h no significant differences were observed 

between the two P-levels. At Day 10, we observed the same trend as before fertilisation 

(Day 0) where high P showed a more abundant ITS genes community than low P (Fig. 4-

2c, Table C-VII). In addition, only ITS abundance showed positive correlation with daily N2O 

flux in the low P soils, while both 16S rRNA bacteria and crenarchaea showed a positive 

correlation with N2O flux in the high P soils (Table 4-1). 

We found differing trends in nitrifying gene abundance. The abundance of AOB (Fig. 4-3 i) 

was significantly influenced by long term P-levels, being more abundant in low P by 30 % 

on average. Overall, comammox abundance was on average 1.5 times higher in high P 

soils (Fig. 4-3h), although there was no evidence to suggest this was significant. These 

results were observed regardless of the time of sampling as we found no evidence of an 

interaction between P-levels and time after fertiliser application (Fig. 4-3h, i, Table C-VII). 

These effects were not observed for AOA, as this gene abundance was not influenced by 

P-levels and did not vary over time (Fig. 4-3j). Out of the nitrifiers, AOA and comammox 

both were positively correlated with N2O flux (Table 4-1).  

Except for nosZ clade I, all other denitrifier genes were influenced by the P-levels (Fig. -4n-

q, Table C-VII). The abundance of nirS and nosZ clade II were on average 50 % and 43 % 

higher in high P than in low P, respectively (Table C-VI). We found no evidence that their 
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abundance varied according to the sampling time (Table C-VII). In contrast, for nirK, the 

effect of the P-levels varied according to sampling time. Prior to fertilisation at Day 0, gene 

abundance was significantly higher at P45, and significant differences were not detected at 

Day 1 or Day 10 (Fig.4-4q). In addition, the relative abundance of N2O-producers nirS and 

nirK to the N2O-reducers nosZ clade I and II was influenced by P-levels, being on average 

25 % higher in high P than low P (Table C-VI).Out of the denitrifiers, only nirK was not 

positively correlated with N2O flux. The nir:nosZ (total nirS and nirK: total nosZ clade I and 

II) ratio was significantly higher in high P soils in incubation 1, but did not show any 

significance with time or N2O flux (Table C-VII; Fig C-1, Table 4-1).  

Incubation 2: soils collected in February 2019 

When evaluating bacterial, crenarchaeal and fungal genes, only the abundance of ITS was 

significantly affected by P level, being consistently higher in low P. We found no evidence 

that this effect varied depending on the time prior or after application of fertiliser (Fig. 4-2f, 

Interaction P*Time in Table C-VIII). No significant effects of P level on 16S rRNA 

crenarchaea or bacteria were observed (Fig. 4-2d, e, Table C-VIII). All structural gene 

abundance significantly increased over time with 16S rRNA bacteria showing a marginally 

significant (p < 0.1) peak in low P on Day 7, as well as ITS showing a strongly significant 

peak (p < 0. 01) again in low P at this same time, although 16S rRNA crenarchaea also 

shows a visual peak in abundance on Day 7, we found no evidence to suggest this was 

significant (Fig. 4-2e). On Day 10, we observed the trends in all structural gene abundance 

returning to their prior fertilisation levels (Day 0) (Fig. 4-2d, e, f). In addition, none showed 

positive correlation with N2O flux (Table 5-1). 

Among the nitrifiers, the abundance of both AOA and AOB were significantly influenced by 

long term P-levels, being consistently higher in low P soils than in high P soils by 46% and 

15% respectively (Table C-VI). This effect was consistent regardless of the time prior or 

after fertiliser application (Fig. 4-3, m Table C-VIII). These effects of P were not observed 

for comammox, as this gene abundance was not influenced by P-levels nor was there any 

interaction with time (Fig. 4-3k; Table C-VIII). There were no significant correlations 

between any nitrifier gene abundance and N2O flux (Table 5-1). 

The only denitrifier genes which showed a response to P were nosZ clade II and nirS. There 

was a significant interaction between P and time for nosZ clade II (Fig 5-4. s), with gene 

abundance being significantly higher (P < 0.001) in low P soils prior to fertilisation on Day 

0 but increased by up to 66% (p < 0.05) in high P soils by the end of the incubation on Day 

10. The abundance of nirS was significantly on average approximately 10 % higher in high 

P and we found no evidence that this trend varied before and after fertiliser application (Fig 
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4-4 t, Table C-VI & C-VIII). Regarding the relationship between N2O emissions and genes 

abundance, only nosZ clade II showed a significant correlation to N2O flux in the high P 

soils (Table 4-1). The relative abundance of N2O-producers nirS and nirK to the N2O-

reducers nosZ clade I and II (nir:nosZ ratio) showed a positive correlation with N2O at high 

P (Table 4-1). There was also an interaction between P level and time, with this ratio being 

highest in high P soils prior to fertilisation, but showed no significant difference between P 

levels after this time (Table C_VIII; Fig C-1). 
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Figure 4-3. Nitrifying Genes Abundance according to the P-level and the time of sampling prior and after 
fertiliser application from Incubation 1 (left (means +/- SEM (n=6))) and incubation 2 (right (means +/- SEM 
(n=8))). Letters denote significant difference in total gene abundance between time points for both P levels 
and * denote significant interactions between P level and time. Fertiliser was applied on Day 0 after soil 
sampling and N2O peaks were observed on Day 1 for both incubations. Overall significance between total 
gene abundance and P level shown as P = S, not significant with P level shown as P = NS.  
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Figure 4-4. Denitrifying Genes Abundance according to the P-level and the time of sampling prior and after 
fertiliser application from Incubation 1 (left (means +/- SEM (n=6))) and incubation 2 (right (means +/- SEM 
(n=8))). Letters denote significant difference in total gene abundance between time points for both P levels 
and * denote significant interactions between P level and time. Fertiliser was applied on Day 0 after soil 
sampling and N2O peaks were observed on Day 1 for both incubations. Overall significance between total 

gene abundance and P level shown as P = S, not significant with P level shown as P = NS.  
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Table 4-1. Relationship between functional gene abundance and N2O emissions for Incubation 1 (n = 9) and 
Incubation 2 (n = 40). This table reports pairwise correlations based on Pearson's test and shows the 
correlation coefficient (r), the confidence interval (lower and upper r) and the P value. 

 

Experim
ent 

Gene 

Low P level High P level 

 
Confidence interval 

  
Confidence interval 

 

r lower r upper r P-value r lower r upper r P-value 

In
c

u
b

a
tio

n
 1

 

16S rRNA 
bacteria 

-
0.43 

-0.85 0.32 0.24 
0.73 0.13 0.94 0.02 

16S rRNA 
crenarchaea 

-
0.09 

-0.71 0.61 0.81 
0.74 0.14 0.94 0.02 

ITS 0.74 0.16 0.94 0.02 0.42 -0.34 0.85 0.26 

nosZ clade II -
0.63 

-0.91 0.07 0.07 
0.76 0.18 0.95 0.02 

nosZ clade I -
0.06 

-0.7 0.63 0.87 
0.67 0.01 0.92 0.05 

nirS -
0.06 

-0.7 0.63 0.88 
0.75 0.18 0.94 0.02 

nirK 0.51 -0.23 0.88 0.16 0.21 -0.53 0.77 0.59 

nir:nosZ 0.02 -0.66 0.67 0.97 0.16 -0.57 0.74 0.68 

COMAMMOX 0.23 -0.51 0.77 0.56 0.66 -0.01 0.92 0.05 

AOB 0.41 -0.35 0.84 0.28 0.56 -0.16 0.89 0.12 

AOA 0 -0.67 0.66 1 0.73 0.14 0.94 0.02 

In
c

u
b

a
tio

n
 2

 

16S rRNA 
bacteria 

-0.1 -0.4 0.22 0.54 -0.08 -0.38 0.24 0.64 

16S rRNA 
crenarchaea 

-
0.01 

-0.32 0.3 0.95 0.06 -0.26 0.37 0.71 

ITS -
0.06 

-0.36 0.26 0.73 0.03 -0.29 0.34 0.87 

nosZ clade II -
0.14 

-0.44 0.18 0.38 -0.45 -0.67 -0.17 0 

nosZ clade I 0.03 -0.29 0.34 0.87 0.28 -0.03 0.55 0.08 

nirS 0.02 -0.3 0.33 0.92 0.02 -0.29 0.33 0.88 

nirK -
0.03 

-0.34 0.29 0.87 0.02 -0.3 0.33 0.92 

nir:nosZ 0.25 -0.06 0.52 0.12 0.58 0.33 0.75 0 

COMAMMOX -
0.07 

-0.37 0.25 0.68 0.11 -0.21 0.41 0.49 

AOB -
0.01 

-0.32 0.3 0.93 0.07 -0.25 0.37 0.67 

AOA -
0.01 

-0.32 0.31 0.97 -0.01 -0.32 0.31 0.97 
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4.5. Discussion 

4.5.1. Soil phosphorus on N-cycling genes 

Overall, except for comammox genes which were not influenced by P-levels, we found 

reduced nitrifier AOA and AOB abundance in high P soils. In both incubations, AOB was 

consistently more abundant in low P soils and we also found that AOA was most abundant 

in low P than high P in incubation 2, with no evidence supporting this effect of P in incubation 

1. Similar results were observed in other P and N fertiliser experiments, suggesting that P 

addition inhibited the growth of AOB and retarded nitrification (Tang et al., 2016; Wei et al., 

2017; Ning et al., 2021). Such decrease in nitrifier abundance under P fertilisation was 

unexpected, because P-availability stimulates N-mineralisation, thus potentially stimulating 

ammonia oxidation. However, immobilisation was previously found to greatly outweigh 

mineralisation in these soils, suggesting that these N-cycling communities are still nutrient-

limited despite fertiliser amendment (O'Neill et al., 2021). Due to the cut and harvested 

management of this field trial, it has been reported to be nutrient limited (Randall, 2016; 

Massey, 2012b). Under such combined key nutrient limitations of C, N and P, nitrifier 

abundance would be reduced and may be outcompeted by other soil organisms, such as 

fungi, which have been reported to dominate heterotrophic nitrification and to be superior 

at resource acquisition in nutrient poor environments (Zhu et al., 2015; Cassman  et al., 

2016; Boswell et al., 2007; Griffiths et al., 2012). 

In contrast with the nitrifiers response, all denitrification genes (except for nosZ clade I) 

were in general more abundant in high P soils. Such findings suggest that at our site, N 

was more limiting for nitrifiers while P appeared to be more limiting for denitrifiers. This is 

in accordance with the drivers of nitrification and denitrification varying, such that 

denitrification has previously been found to be correlated to P concentration but nitrification 

was not (White and Reddy, 2003). Similarly, other studies found that P addition increased 

denitrifying gene abundance and suggested this was due to P-induced shifts between soil 

C:P and N:P ratios which resulted in limited ammonia oxidation but enhanced P-availability 

for denitrification (Wei et al., 2017; Cui et al., 2020). As P is required in the smallest 

proportion relative to nutrients, such as C and N, it is often the limiting nutrient and can 

inhibit microbial activity through P-deficiency or saturation due to the subsequent effect on 

CNP stoichiometric homeostasis (Agren et al., 2012; Cleveland and Liptzin, 2007; Chapin 

et al., 2011a). 

Although nosZ clade II appeared to be sensitive to P-levels, nosZ clade I was not. Others 

have found that available P was an important driver of nosZ (Wang et al., 2017). However, 
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as the separation of nosZ between nosZ clade I and II has only recently been distinguished, 

uncertainty remains regarding their varying response to soil P (Jones et al., 2013; Hallin et 

al., 2018). Despite this, several studies have demonstrated that, in agreement with our 

results, nosZ clade II is more responsive to environmental conditions, including soil 

properties and fertilisation practices (Xu et al., 2020a; Domeignoz-Horta et al., 2016; 

Domeignoz-Horta et al., 2018; Yoon et al., 2016). Our results further support the hypothesis 

that, similar to nirS and nirK harbouring bacteria, the two nosZ also vary in their niche (Tang 

et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2013). 

N fertiliser application, as part of the incubation studies, strongly influenced the abundance 

of most genes, regardless of P level, and in some cases such changes were observed as 

soon as 24h after application. As N-availability is the main driver of N-cycling, elevated 

abundance of both nitrifying and denitrifying genes in response to N-application is well 

documented (Ouyang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018a). 

Interestingly, only ITS (incubation 1), nirK (incubation 1 and_2) and nosZ clade II 

(incubation 2), showed a difference in abundance with initial P level prior to fertiliser 

application, whereas the influence of P level on other genes only became evident post 

fertiliser addition. This further highlights the different nutrient requirements between the 

microbes, suggesting that nutrient imbalance may inhibit the ability of certain microbes to 

further access and utilise available P (Tang et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2020a). For example, 

nirK was initially more abundant in high P soils, but decreased post N-application while this 

pattern was not observed for nirS, which was responding to a relief from N-limitation 

regardless of P-level. In addition, it is interesting to note that even in the high P treatment, 

our results show that P levels remained low according to the P classification of the soil index 

system (Table B-1) (Teagasc, 2017c), possibly further contributing in shaping the microbial 

communities and their response to fertilisers. This emphasises the importance of 

considering ‘the law of the minimum’ when determining nutrient management, as 

productivity responds to the resource in shortest supply, even if all others are present in 

abundance (Davidson and Howarth, 2007). 

 

4.5.2. N-cycling gene abundance and N2O emissions 

In incubation 1, we found that cumulative N2O was much higher in low P than in P45. When 

evaluating the relationship between gene abundance and the daily emissions, we found 

that ITS was the only gene positively correlated with N2O in the low P while in high P soils 

the emissions were positively correlated to the abundance of 16S rRNA bacteria, 
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crenarchaea, both nosZ clades, nirS and AOA. Our findings suggest that fungi may be the 

main drivers of N2O emissions under low P. Fungi are well-known contributors to N2O 

emissions due to their lack of nosZ (Maeda et al., 2015b, Okiobe et al., 2019, Mothapo et 

al., 2015, Laughlin and Stevens, 2002), as well as being superior competitors to bacteria in 

nutrient poor environments (e.g. low P soils) (Bolan, 1991, Nottingham et al., 2018, Antunes 

et al., 2012, Shigyo et al., 2019). 

In contrast, in the high P soils, the low N2O emissions but higher abundance of bacterial 

denitrifcation genes (nirS and nosZ clade II), could indicate that a different N-cycling 

community is active. Such functional genes are critical precursors for N2O, but nosZ are 

also responsible for its reduction into the environmentally benign N2 (Jones et al., 2013). 

Hence, in P45, N2O may have been converted directly to N2 resulting in low N2O emissions. 

This is further reinforced by the fact that total nosZ abundance is highest in the high P soils, 

being between 1.4 - 2 times that of total nir abundance.  

In incubation 2, N2O emissions were much lower than during the first incubation and we 

found no differences between P-levels. When we evaluated the relationship between genes 

and N2O emissions, we found no relationship in low P, but the ratio between total nir and 

nosZ was positively associated with N2O emissions in high P soils. Despite lower activity in 

this incubation, N2O-producing potential is still very high as total nir is over 16 times greater 

than total nosZ across both P levels, as well as total denitrifier abundance (nir + nosZ) being 

over 20 times that of incubation 1 (Table C-VI, Fig C-1). This further supports our findings 

in incubation 1 that in high P, the microbial communities may be driving such emissions 

and possibly completing full denitrification, thus explaining the negligible N2O observed. 

Confirming such observations would require measuring N2 emissions which remains a 

technically challenging task, with much controversy over the most reliable methodology, 

due to high probability of background N2 skewing results (Groffman et al., 2006). 

Interestingly, we found some differences in the responses of the functional N-cycling genes 

between incubation 1 and incubation 2. Total abundance of nir and nosZ was consistently 

higher (across both P levels) in incubation 2, while nitrification amoA genes; comammox, 

AOB and AOA were consistently higher in the incubation 1. This contrasting abundance 

may be reflective of the differences between the total N2O emissions and time of sampling, 

inferring that there might be a legacy effect on the community representing the seasonal 

conditions from which they were taken. This effect may be somewhat linked with the 

difference of seasonal supply of C exudate from grass roots, which could be reflected by 

the varying CO2 emissions observed between these incubations (Table C-V). It is well 
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known that fungal and microbial communities are highly dynamic, often undergoing 

complete turnovers between seasons (Jung et al., 2012; Shigyo et al., 2019; Luo et al., 

2019; Schmidt et al., 2007). Soils collected in winter may have been more severely nutrient 

limited than the summer soils, such that microbes were unable to access P due to co-

limitation of several nutrients. Wetter, more anaerobic winter conditions might also have 

facilitated the greater denitrifier gene abundance (Dobbie et al., 1999). Our previous study 

on soils collected in winter showed that N immobilisation greatly outweighed N 

mineralisation (O'Neill et al., 2021), further suggesting that microbes were more severely 

nutrient limited than in soils collected in summer, and may have required a higher 

fertilisation rate to promote activity.  

Although the effectiveness of using gene abundance as a proxy for N-cycling may be 

influenced by factors such as; detected genes might originate from lytic/dormant cells and 

different enzymes might have different expression and functional efficiency (Zhang et al., 

2013), it has been found that among all chemical/physical and biological indexes (e.g. pH, 

mineral N concentrations, water content), gene abundance was the best predictor of soil N-

cycling rates as this index integrated the information of recent environmental conditions and 

activity (Petersen et al., 2012). Our results provide an avenue that calls for further 

exploration with additional experimental approaches to elucidate this effect of P on the 

relative role of fungi versus other microorganisms on N2O emissions. Inoculation or 

fungal/bacterial inhibitory microcosm experiments coupled with an isotopic label has proven 

to be a reliable indicator (Rex et al., 2018; 2019). Future investigations could also be 

directed to investigate legacy seasonal aerobic/anaerobic conditions over a range of 

fertiliser inputs to establish optimum levels of nutrient addition for year-round management 

of N2O-reducing communities. This will not only identify the main drivers of N2O emissions 

but also provide evidence of how P-levels may be influencing their relative 

contributions. Ultimately this research suggests that by sustaining a healthy nutrient 

balance between C, N and P, denitrifier genes which have the capacity to complete the N-

cycle are better facilitated (Dendooven and Anderson, 1995), which is vital for soil fertility 

as well as reducing N-emissions. 
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4.6. Conclusions 

Long term P-application influences N-cycling microbial communities and consequently the 

N2O emissions evolved. Such effects of P differed according to the functional N-cycling 

group, with P being more limiting for denitrifiers than nitrifiers. In addition, our results show 

that only fungal abundance was related to N2O emissions in low P soils while in high P soils 

it was rather the bacterial and archaeal N-cycling genes that were related to such 

emissions, suggesting that P appears to influence the relative role of fungi and other 

microbes in determining N2O flux. The addition of C and N fertiliser exhibited further varying 

responses of N-cycling genes to P-level which also differed between incubations. This 

highlights that nutrient limitation masks the effect of P on N-cycling, and that this P effect 

may fluctuate with seasonal changes in nutrient availability. This research shows the value 

of maintaining healthy P concentrations relative to other key nutrients in soils as a potential 

way to mitigate N2O emissions as well as promoting soil fertility and yield.  
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Chapter 5 The effect of long-term soil phosphorus on N2O 

emissions from a grazed pasture 
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5.1. Abstract 

The effect of long-term phosphorus concentrations on in situ N2O emissions from a 

temperate grassland soil is lacking research. Grasslands typically receive large nitrogen 

(N) inputs both from animal deposition and fertiliser application, with the majority of this N 

being lost to the environment. Understanding optimum nutrient stoichiometry and applying 

such nutrients in this relative balance will help to reduce N losses by enabling maximum N-

uptake by plants and microbes. This study investigates the N2O response from soils of long-

term high and low phosphorus (P) management receiving three forms of applied N; a 

nitrate-based fertiliser (KNO3), an ammonium-based fertiliser (NH4)2 SO4 and a synthetic 

urine. Low soil P significantly increased N2O emissions from KNO3 and (NH4)2 SO4fertilisers 

and numerically increased N2O from urine. This resulted from reduce N uptake in the grass 

and potential effects on the soil microbial community. High P soils had a potential 

nitrification rate nearly three times those of low P soils with no significant difference between 

potential denitrification rates. Low P soils receiving synthetic urine treatment experienced 

an increase in pH of 20% immediately post-application, and dropped by over 41 % by the 

end of the experiment. High P soils increased in pH by 2 % immediately post synthetic urine 

application and dropped by 44 % compared to their starting level. Plant N-uptake was 

greatest under the synthetic urine in the high P soils, N-uptake also significantly increased 

under KNO3 treatment. There was no significant difference in N-uptake between any 

treatment and the control in the low P soils. The results from this study highlight the 

importance of nutrients applied in synergy relative to one another as a deficiency of one, 

such as P in this case, is detrimental to the system as a whole. Low P inhibited N-uptake 

and resulted in greater N2O lost to the environment. 
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5.2. Introduction 

The cycles of the key nutrients nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) have been massively 

altered by anthropogenic activities, the majority of which are a result of increasing 

agricultural intensification since the ‘Green Revolution’ (Elser et al., 2007). The use of these 

nutrients in agriculture is infamously ‘leaky’ with much loss and wastage to the environment 

via emissions, run-off, leaching and volatilisation (Selbie, 2014a). This is a large problem in 

Ireland where agriculture accounts for 64 % of total land area and is the source of the 

majority of P and N pollution both to the atmosphere and to water quality (Humphreys, 2008, 

DAFM, 2020). This is largely attributable to permanent grassland, which accounts for over 

80 % of total agricultural land and receives excess nutrient inputs through the addition of 

manures, fertilisers and animal excreta (Harty et al., 2016). However, only a small 

proportion of the N (<15 %) consumed by grazing animals is converted to milk or live weight 

gain, meaning that more than 85 % is lost to the environment, mainly through leaching and 

gaseous emissions particularly in the form of N2O (Bolan et al., 2004). The large spatial and 

temporal variability of N2O emissions and their drivers provides predictive and mitigation 

challenges (Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2013). Although N dynamics have been extensively 

studied especially in managed grasslands (Saggar et al., 2009; Saggar et al., 2013; Bolan 

et al., 2004), this high degree of heterogeneity in N2O emissions makes individual 

quantification from each source pathway very difficult (Harty et al., 2016).  

N and P cycles interact with one another with numerous processes often occurring 

simultaneously (Guignard et al., 2017). The drivers of these two nutrient cycles are 

predominantly microbial and thus respond to varying availability of resources and conditions 

(Wang et al., 2014). N2O emissions in temperate grasslands are mainly associated with the 

application of organic or inorganic N-inputs stimulating microbial N2O production (IPCC, 

2021). Such inputs increase the size of ammonium (NH4-N), and nitrate (NO3-N) pools in 

the soil, which then undergo a variety of transformations resulting in greater N2O emissions 

(Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2013). The majority of these transformations occur through 

nitrification (the oxidation of NH4
+ to NO2

- and NO3
-) and denitrification (reduction of NO3

- to 

NO, N2O and N2). Owing to these multiple levels of interactions and dynamic influence of 

abiotic and biotic factors, there is still a large amount of research required to fully elucidate 

N2O production if accurate predictive models and management techniques are to be 

developed.  

P is essential for both plant and microbial N-uptake being a critical component of amino 

and nucleic acids as well as the energy currency adenosine triphosphate -‘ATP’ (Dunn and 

Grider, 2021; Raffaella et al., 2016a). However, as P is required in smaller amounts relative 
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to N by plants and microorganisms (Cleveland and Liptzin, 2007), if they are P-limited this 

results in a lack of immobilisation of applied N into biomass as they are unable to assimilate 

it and this can further exacerbate N-losses via emission, leaching and run-off. (Rafique et 

al., 2011; Agren et al., 2012) 

Grassland N2O emissions are generally characterised by a distribution of ‘hot spots’ given 

the high degree of spatial and temporal heterogeneity of nutrients (Harty et al., 2017a). In 

grasslands soils, increasing levels of microbial activity stimulated by high C and N inputs, 

from biomass decomposition, nutrient application, animal excreta, and especially the high 

N-loading rate present in urine patches, are most likely the main cause for high N2O 

(Schaufler et al., 2010). However, often such nutrients can be distributed inefficiently. In 

terrestrial ecosystems, the availability and quality of C often limit heterotrophic microbial 

growth, but this C limitation can be further exacerbated by the limitation of P, especially as 

it is required in such small amounts relative to C and N (Mehnaz et al., 2018; Cleveland 

and Liptzin, 2007; Griffiths et al., 2012). Plant growth and microbial proliferation require a 

stoichiometric supply of C, N and P, but microbial C:N:P ratios are often smaller than those 

of plants, meaning that application inefficiencies can be overlooked (Cleveland and Liptzin, 

2007; Mehnaz et al., 2018). This also means that such limitation can shift between nutrients 

as plant and microbial requirements change in response to other complex mechanisms 

including the availability and subsequent co-limitation of other nutrients as well as external 

conditions such as season, moisture content etc. (Chen et al., 2020; Peixoto et al., 2021). 

Molar ratios of C:N:P tend to be homeostatic despite large changes in soil nutrient ratios, 

meaning that microbial communities in particular are hugely impacted by the nutrient 

availability of their surrounding soil, and that this has a direct effect on their species 

composition (Griffiths et al., 2012). This can often result in the success of fungi which have 

the capacity to dominate under nutrient poor conditions, and often form the major 

component of microbial biomass in the soil (Boswell et al., 2007; Antunes et al., 2012, 

Nottingham et al., 2018). This has major implications for N2O mitigation as fungi lack the 

gene (nosZ) which encodes the enzyme N2O reductase responsible for N2O to N2 reduction, 

and are therefore major contributors to N2O emissions (Maeda et al., 2015b). 

This study focuses on the impact of long-term P addition to a temperate grazed grassland 

soil under varying forms of N-addition. Research on long-term sites such as this is 

uncommon and is a precious resource to build on existing knowledge and to investigate 

long term trends. Similar research on grassland N2O emissions has found that replacing 

calcium ammonium nitrate (CAN) with urea reduced N2O emissions on average by 80 %, 

emphasising the importance of the form of N applied with regard to reducing emissions but 
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retaining yield (Harty et al., 2016, Krol et al., 2020). Previous research on this site has 

highlighted co-limitation of nutrients to be critical in grassland productivity either through 

supply deficiency or a saturation of one nutrient in particular (Griffiths et al., 2012; Massey, 

2012a; Randall et al., 2019a). Further research on this site has also found increasing P 

levels to decrease arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) colonisation, thus having a direct 

effect on microbial community composition (King-Salter, 2008, Chen, 2012a).  

Previous incubation studies carried out on another long-term cut phosphorus trial observed 

greater N2O emissions and N-cycling from P0 soils (O'Neill et al., 2020, O'Neill et al., 2021). 

It is vital to supplement laboratory studies with in situ research to account for field conditions 

(Harty et al., 2017b). The effect of long-term contrasting P concentration on N2O emission 

has not been investigated in a grazed grassland. As such, this paper aims to assess the in 

situ effect of the response of varying levels of soil P to N-inputs on N2O emissions from a 

grazed grassland, and to investigate if this effect is constrained under varying 

environmental conditions and plant presence. This research investigates if observations 

made in laboratory studies (chapter 2) are in line with those observed at the field scale, with 

the hypothesis being the same in expecting greater N2O emissions from low P soils. The 

overall aim of this research is to establish an optimum C:N:P ratio for efficient management 

that promotes both productivity and the reduction of N2O emissions simultaneously. These 

complex cycles and largely unknown microbial community driving them makes this an area 

with room for investigation. This work further builds on ongoing research which has been 

established for over 50 years and investigates the interaction of N and P at the field scale.  

5.3. Materials and methods 

5.3.1. Site description and experimental design 

This experiment was carried out on an ongoing long-term grazed P trial (5.67 ha) located 

at Teagasc, Johnstown Castle in Wexford (52° 18’N, 6° 30W). Johnstown Castle has an 

annual rainfall of 1037 mm and a mean annual temperature of 10.4°C (Met.Eireann, 1981-

2010). The average rainfall was 102 mm and the average temperature was 11.1 °C for the 

duration of the experiment (Met.Eireann, 2020), which is very similar to the corresponding 

30-year averages of 11.6 and 95 mm over the same time period (September, October, 

November) (Met.Eireann, 1981-2010). The pasture is dominated by perennial ryegrass 

(Lolium perenne) and is established on a temperate, moderately drained sandy loam soil. 

This trial was first set up in 1968 (hereafter referred to as the ‘Cowlands’ trial) (Culleton et 

al., 2002; Tunney et al., 2010)  and was originally established to determine the optimum 

application rate of P fertiliser required for grazing pasture by beef cattle. This initial trial 
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consisted of three rates of P application of 0, 15 and 30 Kg P ha-1 (P0, P15 and P30) in the 

form of calcium superphosphate with 12 replicates of each. Each treatment plot was 

approximately 0.45ha and was under a grazing regime of either a high or low stocking level 

(2200 and 3300 Kg stock ha-1) of beef cattle, which was altered in 1999 such that all plots 

received the same high stocking rate of 3300 Kg stock ha-1 (approximately six-eight 

livestock units per ha-1).  

 

This study investigates soils receiving P0 and P30 treatments. Animals were excluded from 

the sites for six weeks prior to the commencement of the experiment. The study design 

consisted of N2O gas and soil sampling carried out over the course of three months on the 

P0 and P30 plots. Gas sampling was carried out using the static chamber technique (de 

Klein and Harvey, 2012) from steel chambers which received five replicates of four 

treatments; synthetic urine, ammonium sulphate ((NH4)2 SO4), potassium nitrate (KNO3) 

and an untreated control. All plots were cut prior to chamber installation. Stainless steel  

collars (0.16 m2) were inserted into the ground at a depth of approximately 10 cm one week 

prior to treatment application, to ensure sufficient headspace volume was allowed for N2O 

accumulation within the duration of the enclosure and sufficient height for pasture trimming 

(Selbie, 2014a). 

5.2.2. Treatments 

Treatments were applied in August 2020, to the chamber area of 0.16 m2, (headspace 

volume was 0.025m3 post chamber instalment) as well as to a 1.2 m2 area outside the 

chamber so as to enable soil sample collection to continue without disturbing the microcosm 

conditions of the chamber through creating excess porosity etc. 

Synthetic urine was prepared in the laboratory according to the method in (de Klein et al., 

2014), and was applied at a rate of 750 Kg N ha-1 at a volume of 2 L per chamber area 

(0.16 m2) and 15 L per outside area (1.2 m2). Ammonium sulphate ((NH4)2 SO4) and KNO3 

was applied to the chambers at a rate of 40 Kg N ha-1. All fertiliser application was applied 

approximately 6 h before the first gas sampling event commenced. Synthetic urine at a rate 

of 750 kg ha-1 which contained 25 g urea per chamber area (1.7g urea per g soil or 0.79 g 

urea-N per g soil). 
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Figure 5-1. Map of the Cowlands Trial, showing the layout of the six replicate plots for each of the six P 
treatments. P0, P15, and P30 were originally high-stock plots and have had constant P application and 
stocking rates since 1968. Treatments P0-30, P30-0, P15 5 were originally low-stock plots; P application rates 

were changed in 1999 and stocking was increased to the high-stock level. Circles indicate sampled plots. 

5.2.3. N2O sampling and analysis 

N2O sampling was carried out as per the technique outlined by de Klein and Harvey (2012). 

To account for the spatial heterogeneity of the site and the number of treatments, 40 collars 

were installed to account for the spatial and temporal heterogeneity (Chadwick et al., 2014). 

The use of stainless steel chambers is optimal for maintaining a similar temperature 

between the outside and inside of the chamber (Chadwick et al., 2014). Airtight lids were 

placed on to each collar during sampling events and gas samples were taken by inserting 

a 12 ml syringe into a rubber septa at the top of the lid and withdrawing a 10 ml gas sample 

injected into a pre-evacuated, helium-flushed 7 ml glass vial (Labco Ltd, UK). Sampling was 

carried out over the course of 50 min, at T0, T25 and T50, between the hours of 10 am and 

12 pm for the duration of the sampling campaign which ran from September to November. 

Background gas samples were taken on two occasions before treatment application. 

Intensive measurements were taken for the first month after treatment application. Initial 

gas samples were taken 6 h post treatment application, then daily for the next 2 weeks, 

then 2-3 times a week for the next eight weeks and once a week for the concluding two 

weeks of the experiment. N2O was sampled a total of 36 times including the 2 background 

sampling events and was concluded when emissions returned to background levels. N2O 

concentrations were analysed using a gas chromatograph (Bruker Scion 456, USA) 

connected to a Combi-Pal auto-sampler (CTC Analysis, Switzerland). N2O fluxes were 
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calculated assuming the linear accumulation of headspace gases and according to the ideal 

gas law (de Klein and Harvey, 2012) using Eq (1) below. Daily fluxes (F (daily) in µg N2O-

N Kg1 d−1) were calculated for each treatment from the increase in headspace concentration 

from the initial N2O chamber concentration (T0) to the final N2O chamber concentration 

(taken at T50 min after enclosure) following Eq. (1).   

 

Equation 1:  

F(daily) = (ΔC/Δt) × ((M × P)/(R × T)) × (V/A) 

 

Where: ΔC/Δt is the slope of the line of the change in N2O concentration from T0 to T50 

(Saggar et al., 2007), ΔC is the change in gas concentration in the chamber headspace 

during the enclosure period in ppbv, Δt is the enclosure period expressed in minutes, M the 

molar mass of N2O-N(28 g mol−1), P and T the atmospheric pressure (Pa) and temperature 

(K) (maintained in the growth chamber at 15C), R the ideal gas constant (8.314 J K−1 

mol−1), V the headspace volume of the closed chamber (m3) and A the area covered by the 

base of the chamber (m2). This flux per chamber area was extrapolated to flux on a Kg−1 N 

ha-1 d−1 basis. 

 

5.2.4. Soil property analyses 

Physicochemical properties were characterised from samples taken from 10 cm soil depth 

of random areas of each plot. Soil water content (GWC) and water holding capacity (WHC) 

percentage were determined gravimetrically by overnight drying of fresh and water-

saturated soils at 105°C (Jones et al., 2014). 

Soil samples for mineral nitrogen analysis was taken prior to treatment application, Day 2, 

Day 4, and Day 6 post treatment application then weekly until the completion of the 

experiment. Mineral nitrogen was extracted with 50 ml of 2 M KCl from 10 g fresh soil. 

Samples were shaken for one hour, and then filtered through a filter paper (Whatman No. 

42 mm). Ammonium (NH4
+), TON (total oxidisable nitrogen) and combined NO2

- NO3
- 

(analysed as NO2
-) concentrations were determined via colorimetric analysis (Aquakem 

600A). NO3
- was calculated as TON minus NO2

- concentration (Mulvaney, 1996). 
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Dried soil was ball-milled and 0.2 g was used to determine organic matter (OM), C and N 

content as the mass lost after ignition for 7 h at 550 °C. The pH was measured in a 1:5 ratio 

soil to de-ionised water solution using a WTW pH 526 pH meter (Labsource, US). Total 

carbon (TC) and total nitrogen (TN) were measured using a TrueSpec C/N analyser (LECO, 

USA). 

Hot water extractable organic carbon (HWC) and nitrogen (HWN), indicating labile pools, 

were extracted with 30 ml deionised water from 6 g dried soil incubated for 16 hours in a 

water-bath (85 °C). Samples were shaken for one hour, centrifuged, filtered (Whatman No. 

42), before total organic carbon (TOC) and nitrogen (TN) were measured using a Shimadzu 

TOC–V analyser (Ghani et al., 2003).  

Plant available P was measured using the Morgan’s P method. P was extracted from 5 g 

dry soil using 15 ml 0.62 M NaOH and 1.25 M CH3COOH, adjusted to pH 4.8. The extract 

was shaken for 30 minutes, filtered, and quantified using a spectrophotometer (Camspec 

UK).  

Total soil P and metal availability (Copper, Iron, Magnesium, Manganese, and Aluminium) 

was measured using the Mehlich 3 soil extraction method, using 0.2 M CH3COOH, 0.25 M 

NH4NO3, 0.015 M NH4F, 0.013 M HNO3 and 0.001 M EDTA from 3 g of dried soil and 

analysed via Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry  ICP-OES 

(Mehlich, 1984). 

Soil bulk density (0-10 cm) was measured at the end of the sampling period using the core 

method (USDA, 1998) in order to calculate the volumetric moisture content and water-filled 

pore space (WFPS).  

5.2.5. Microbial biomass analyses 

Microbial biomass carbon (MBC), nitrogen (MBN) and phosphorus (MBP) were determined 

from a fresh sample using the chloroform fumigation method (Brookes et al., 1985; Vance 

et al., 1987). MBC and MBN were determined as the difference in TOC and TN from 10 g 

soil fumigated for 24 hours, versus un-fumigated soils. Soils were extracted using 40 ml 0.5 

M K2SO4 and shaken for 30 minutes. TOC and TN were measured using a Shimadzu TOC–

V analyser. MBC was calculated using the equation of Vance et al. (1987), using a 

correction factor of 0.45. Similarly, MBN was determined using a correction factor of 0.56 

(Brookes et al., 1985).  

MBP was determined following a separate fumigation and extraction (Brookes et al., 1982). 

Phosphorus was extracted from 3 g fumigated and un-fumigated samples using 39 ml 0.5 
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M NaHCO3 (pH 8.5) and 1 ml deionised water. A third sub-sample was used to correct for 

P adsorption following fumigation. This soil was spiked using 1 ml 250 µg P ml-1 (KH2PO4) 

and extracted as above. All samples were mixed for 30 minutes, filtered and acidified using 

2.2 ml 2M CH3COOH. Orthophosphate concentrations were then quantified using the 

ammonium molybdate-ascorbic acid method. MBP was calculated following the P spike 

correction equation (Massey, 2012a). 

5.2.6. Potential denitrification and nitrification and total respiration 

 

Potential denitrification  

Soil denitrification potential was measured using the acetylene (C2H2) inhibition method 

(Yoshinari et al., 1977; Shrewsbury et al., 2016; Kou et al., 2019; Smith and Tiedje, 1979; 

Pell et al., 1996). Soils were brought to 70% WHC using de-ionised water, 20 g of soil was 

placed into a flask and headspace was flushed and then filled with helium three times to 

maintain anoxic conditions. Background samples (T0) were taken before replacing 10 % of 

the flask’s headspace with C2H2, followed by the injection of 2 ml from a 100 ml stock 

solution made up of 75 mM potassium nitrate (KNO3), 37.5 mM Na-succinate (C4H5NaO4), 

25 mM glucose (C6H12O6) and 75 mM Na-acetate (C2H3NaO2). Flasks were then incubated 

at 15°C for 5 hours, with gas samples taken once every hour, by inserting a syringe through 

the septa, flushing the headspace three times before withdrawing a 10 ml sample to be 

inserted at overpressure into a 7 ml exetainers. Gas samples were analysed for N2O using 

a gas chromatography (GC - 2 Bruker Scion 456, USA) connected to a Combi-Pal 

autosampler (CTC Analysis, Switzerland). N2O was measured on an electron capture 

detector (ECD). N2O fluxes were calculated from the slope of the linear regression line of 

N2O concentration versus time as shown in Eq. 1. N2O; measurements received in parts 

per million (ppm) were converted to ng N2O-N g-1 dry soil min-1.  

 

Potential nitrification  

Potential nitrification was determined on the basis of the long-term NO3
- production rate 

from soils under optimal nitrification conditions (Hart, 1994). A nitrifying liquid medium was 

made up of 0.2 M potassium monobasic phosphate (KH2PO4), 0.2 M potassium dibasic 

phosphate (K2HPO4), 50 mM ammonium chloride (NH4CL) and distilled water. 100 ml of 

this medium was added to a flask containing 15 g of fresh soil. Once all contents were 

added, flasks were shaken at 175 rpm (Orbital Shaker OS20, Biosan) at 15°C for 24 h. The 

flasks were sampled four times during this 24 h period at 2, 6, 20 and 24 h with a 15 min 

soil settling time between sampling. Between 15-20 ml of filtrate was collected at each 
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sampling time (Whatman filter paper no. 2) and was analysed for NH4
+, NO2

- and NO3
- (Kony 

auto-analyser). The rate of N production (mg N kg-1 day-1) was calculated as: 

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 (𝑚𝑔 𝑁𝐿 − 1ℎ − 1) ∗ 100 𝑚𝑙 + 𝑉𝑤) 𝑥 24ℎ𝑑𝑎𝑦 − 1𝑋1𝐿1000𝑚𝑙 − 1𝑋1000𝑔𝐾𝑔 − 1

𝑀𝑠
 

Ms dry mass (g) soil (Ms=15g)/(1+gwc/100%); 

Vw is the volume of water (mL contained in the 15g of moist soil (Vw = Mw/Dw) 

The density of water (Dw) @20°C is 0.9982 g ml-1 

Mw= Ms*(gwc/100%) 

 

Substrate induced respiration (SIR) 

Total respiration was measured using the substrate induced respiration technique to 

stimulate microbial activity using a readily available carbon source (glucose) resulting in 

enhanced respiration (Anderson and Domsch, 1973). This method operates on the principal 

that the initial rate of CO2 production following substrate addition is directly proportional to 

the microbial biomass within the sample. Soils were added to a volumetric airtight flask 

topped with a rubber septa and incubated at 20°C overnight. An initial 10 ml (T0) gas 

sample was taken after 24 h of incubation prior to glucose addition and 10 ml of CO2 free 

air was added to the flask to replace the sample which was taken. Substrate was added in 

the form of a glucose and distilled water solution at a rate of 0.05 g glucose per g dry soil 

and adjusted the final water holding capacity of the soil samples to 60% once added. Flasks 

were shaken to mix the solution thoroughly, and incubated at 20°C for a further 4 hours. 

Gas samples were taken at 2 h and 4 h post substrate application calculate the rate of CO2 

evolution in response to added substrate to be measured i.e. SIR rate. The rate of CO2 

evolved is calculated at T0, T2, and T4 according to the following equation:  

RCO2-C (μg CO2–C g-1 h-1) = (V0 *12 / (22.4 * t * msd))*1000 

where RCO2-C represents rate of CO2-C formation on a soil dry mass basis (μg CO2-C g-1 

h-1), V0 is enrichment volume of CO2 under standard temperature and pressure conditions 

(ml), 12 is molar mass of CO2-C (g mol-1), 22.4 is molar volume of CO2 under standard 

conditions, t is incubation time (hours) and msd is mass of dry soil (g).The average 

background CO2 concentration is subtracted to take atmospheric input into account. The 

final induced rate is calculated by subtracting the RCO2-C value obtained at T2 from that 

obtained at T4. 
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5.2.7. Grass yield and nitrogen uptake 

Grass was harvested from each plot to a height of 4 cm at 4 weeks after treatment 

application using grass shears (Art. 8885, Gardena Accu Shears, Gardena, Ulm, Germany). 

The fresh grass cut from each plot was weighed and oven dried at 70°C for dry matter 

determination (by dividing dry weight by the fresh weight). Grass dry matter yield (DMY) 

was expressed as Kg ha-1 and was computed using fresh weight from the collar area and 

the dry matter content (Gebremichael et al., 2021). Nitrogen use efficiency (NUE %) was 

calculated by dividing the N-uptake (obtained by analysing the N-content of the harvested 

dry matter) by the applied rate of N and expressing as a percentage:  

NUE (%) = ((Dry matter yield * N content)/ (N fertiliser rate)) * 100 

N-uptake was calculated by multiplying the dry matter yield by the N content of the dry 

matter sample: 

 

N uptake (Kg ha-1) = dry matter yield * N content (%) 
 

5.2.8. Statistical analysis 

A repeated measure ANOVA using lme4 package was used to test for the main effects of 

fertilizer addition (synthetic urine, (NH4)2 SO4, KNO3, and control), P addition (P0 and P30), 

time of measurement (days), and their interactions on the temporal and cumulative N2O 

emissions and mineral N. Plots were entered as a random effect in the model. Cumulative 

N2O data was corrected by removing negative values and analysing each fertiliser 

treatment individually to avoid bias and to keep the models as robust as possible. A similar 

model was used to test for fertilizer application, P treatment and their interaction on 

cumulative N2O emissions. One-way ANOVA was used to test the effect of P treatments on 

the soil biophysicochemical characteristics such as microbial C, N, and P, potential 

denitrification and nitrification, soil C, N, P, K, Mg, soil pH. Pair-wise comparisons of the 

significant differences were conducted using Tukey’s HSD tests. Significant differences 

were identified when p < 0.05. Data were log-transformed when deviations of normality and 

homoscedasticity were detected. All statistical analyses were conducted using R, version 

4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2021).  
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5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Soil physicochemical properties 

As would be expected both Total P and Morgan’s test P were significantly influenced by P 

level (p < 0.0001). Total nitrogen and Morgan’s test magnesium (Mg) was also significantly 

influenced by P level (p < 0.0001, p< 0.05). P level significantly affects pH (p = 0.0017) 

being most acidic in P0 soils at an average pH of 5.12, while P30 soils averaged 5.42. 

Bulk density also showed a significant effect with both treatment and phosphorus level but 

no interaction (Treatment; p = 0.0045, P; p =0.035, and P*Treatment; p = 0.14) respectively. 

P0 was on average a BD of 0.95 while P30 soils were 0.835. The only significant difference 

between treatments including the control plots was between KNO3 and (NH4)2 SO4 (p = 

0.0205). 

Total and organic carbon were not significantly influenced by P level (p > 0.05). Morgan’s 

test potassium (K) was not significantly influenced by P level (p = 0.45). Organic matter was 

not significantly influenced by P level (p = 0.23). Lime requirement was not significantly 

influenced by P level (p = 0.08). Hot water extractable carbon and nitrogen was also not 

significantly affected by P level (p > 0.05). 

Table 5-1. Soil properties (mean ± standard error, n = 5) at 0-10 cm soil depth sampling at the start of the 
experiment. Different letters within each parameter indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) between long-
term phosphorus treatments. 

Parameters P0 P30 

Carbon (%) 4.07±0.11a 4.15±0.11a 

Organic carbon (mg g-1) 3.17±0.16a 3.55±0.11a 

Nitrogen (%) 0.42±0.01a 0.44±0.01a 

Phosphorus (mg g-1) 494.06±19.37a 1023.48±37.12b 

Organic matter (%) 8.79±0.21a 9.48±0.21a 

Morgan phosphorus (mg g-1) 1.33±0.16a 12.10±1.09b 

Morgan magnesium (mg g-1) 97.40±7.00a 141.7±7.07b 

Morgan potassium (mg g-1) 84.75±7.53a 72.10±6.17a 

Lime requirement (mg g-1) 9.30±0.33a 8.13±0.17a 

pH 5.12±0.04a 5.42±0.02b 
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Bulk density (g cm-3) 0.95±0.02a 0.83±0.01b 

Hot-water extractable carbon (mg g-1) 6.34±0.23a 6.86±0.28a 

Hot-water extractable nitrogen (mg g-1) 0.42±0.09a 0.55±0.02a 

 

 

5.3.2. pH  

 

Figure 5-2. (a) pH under Synthetic Urine Treatment taken from KCL extracts, (b) average pH from soil test pH 
for all treatments (P0 = Black, P30 = White) (n = 5, means = -/+ std dev). 

There was no interaction between treatment/control and P level (Treatment*P level, p > 

0.05) when analysing soil pH. All samples were significantly more acidic in P0 than P30 

using soil test pH values and analysing treatments individually. However, pH under 

synthetic urine treatment showed a significant drop in pH over time. Initially, there was no 

significant difference between P0 and P30 soils but after Day 25 the pH in both began to 

drop significantly (P * Date interaction; p = 0.0155).  
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5.3.3. Mineral N  

There was a significant interaction between the synthetic urine treatment and P level 

(Treatment * P, p < 0.05), and significantly higher NH4 concentrations than in all other 

treatments in both P levels, being highest overall in the P0 soils. NH4 concentrations under 

(NH4)2 SO4 treatments was also significantly higher in P0 soils than in P30 (p = 0.0076), 

and was again expectedly greater than NH4 concentrations receiving KNO3. KNO3 did not 

have a significant effect on NH4 concentration, which did not differ significantly from control 

levels under this treatment at either P level.  

 

NH4-N 

 

Figure 5-3. NH4-N levels in (a) synthetic urine plots and (b), KNO3, NH42SO4 and control plots in P0 (Black) 
and P30 (White) soils (n = 5, means = -/+ std dev)  

 

All treatments significantly affected NO3
- concentration although there was no observed 

interaction between treatment and P level. Synthetic urine resulted in the highest NO3
- 

levels compared to any other treatment. NO3
- was highest in P30 plots receiving synthetic 

urine treatment until the 8th October (Day 25) when NO3 in P0 peaked. NO3
- was significantly 

and expectedly higher in KNO3 treatments than in (NH4)2 SO4 with no significant difference 

between P0 and P30.  
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NO3-N 

 

Figure 5-4.NO3-N levels in (a) synthetic urine plots, and (b) KNO3, (NH4)2 SO4 and control plots in P0 (Black) 
and P30 (White) soils (n = 5, means = -/+ std dev). 

 

5.3.4. Grass yield and N-uptake 
 

 

Figure 5-5.(a) Dry Matter Yield from each treatment (Kg DM ha-1). (b) Nitrogen Uptake (Kg N ha-1). 
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Table 5-2. Nitrogen Use efficiency (%) 

NUE (%) (NH4)2 SO4 KNO3 Synthetic Urine 

P0 29.7±23.3 23.4±11 0.8±1.92 

P30 48.4±5.3 60±8.9 12.8±11.3 

 

DM yield (DMY) (Fig. 5-5a) was significantly affected by an interaction between treatment 

and P level (p < 0.0001). DM yield under synthetic urine was higher than all other treatments 

in the P30 soils, KNO3 also resulted in significantly greater yield compared only to the 

control in these soils (p = 0.0022). There was no significant difference in yield under (NH4)2 

SO4 and the controls in P30 soils. There was no significant increase in yield under any 

treatment compared to the control in P0 soils.  

N-uptake was significantly highest in P30 soils under KNO3 (p < 0.05) and Syn. Urine (p < 

0.01) treatments (Fig. 5-5b). N-uptake under synthetic urine treatment was over four times 

higher (p < 0.0001) in the P30 soils than the P0 and at least twice as high as any other 

treatment.  N-uptake under P0 treatments did not differ significantly from each other nor 

from the control plots at (p > 0.05). The only treatment which did not differ significantly from 

the control plots in the P30 soils was (NH4)2 SO4, which concurrently did not differ from the 

P0 (NH4)2 SO4 and KNO3 treatments either.  

NUE was highest in P30 soils across all treatments but this was only significant in P30 soils 

under KNO3 (p = 0.0326) and Syn. Urine (p = 0.0008) treatments. NUE under synthetic 

urine treatments was nearly three times lower (p < 0.0001) than that under KNO3 and (NH4)2 

SO4 treatments, with these treatments not differing significantly from each other under 

either P level (p > 0.05). 

5.3.5. Microbial Analyses  

There was no significant effect of P level on PDA (p = 0.44), however there was a significant 

effect of P level on PNA (p = 0.0166), where nitrification potential was 5.4 N2O-N kg-1 day-1 

in P0 soils compared to an average of 13.4 N2O-N kg-1 day-1 in P30 soils.  

Neither MBC, MBN, nor MBP was significantly affected by P level (p > 0.05). Substrate 

induced respiration was also not significantly affected by P level (p=> 0.05) (Table 5-3).  
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Table 5-3. Soil biological properties (mean ± standard error, n = 5) at 0-10 cm soil depth sampling at the start 
of the experiment. Different letters within each parameter indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) between 
long-term phosphorus treatments. 

Parameters P0 P30 

Microbial biomass carbon (mg kg-1) 855.99±70.20a 993.99±57.75a 

Microbial biomass nitrogen (mg kg-1) 155.34±15.71a 178.49±11.14a 

Microbial biomass phosphorus (mg kg-1) 20.85±2.97a 26.88±5.93a 

Potential denitrification (ng N g-1day-1) 4.03±0.28a 4.37±0.31a 

Potential nitrification (mg N kg day-1) 5.40±1.18a 13.39±2.37b 

Substrate induced respiration (CO2-C mg Kg-1) 
9.55±09.46 a 11.32±1.49 a 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6. Potential nitrification rate assay (PNA) (Black) and denitrification rate assay (PDA) (grey) from 

composite samples from untreated soil from P0 and P30 control plots (Rate of N evolved mg N2O-N Kg-1 day-

1) 
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5.3.6. N2O emissions  

 

Figure 5-7. (a) Temporal N2O emissions (g N2O-N ha-1 day-1) from synthetic urine treatment. (b) (NH4)2 SO4, 
(c) Control and (d) KNO3.  P0 = Black, P30 = White. 
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Figure 5-8. (a, b) Cumulative N2O (Kg N ha-1) under KNO3, and (NH4)2 SO4 addition; and (c, d) under 

synthetic urine addition (n = 5, means = -/+ std dev). 

 

Cumulative N2O emissions were significantly decreased with increasing soil P level in soils 

receiving (NH4)2 SO4 (Fig. 5-8 a, b) (ANOVA; F-value ddf = 1, 5 = 7.7, p = 0.0391) and KNO3 (A

NOVA; F-value ddf = 1, 4 = 12.377, p = 0.0245) treatments, while synthetic urine (Fig. 6-8 c, d

) did not significantly differ between P levels (ANOVA; F-value ddf = 1, 5 = 1.934, P = 0.223). 

 

KNO3 and NH4SO4 

There was a significant interaction between treatment and time, as well as P level and time 

on temporal N2O flux under both KNO3 and (NH4)2 SO4 treatments. However there was no 

significant interaction between treatment and P level. Cumulative N2O emissions from P30 

soils receiving the KNO3 treatment were initially significantly higher during the first week 

(Fig. 5-8 a), than all other treatment combinations (KNO3 + P0, (NH4)2 SO4 + P0, (NH4)2 

SO4 + P30) which did not show significant difference between one another until after Day 7 

(Fig. 5-8b). Thereafter, N2O emissions from P0 soils remained consistently higher than 

those from P30 soils for the duration of the sampling period with N2O from P0 receiving 
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(NH4)2 SO4 being significantly highest out of all treatment combinations (Fig. 6-8a). By then 

end of the experiment, P0 soils receiving KNO3 and (NH4)2 SO4 treatments emitted 

significantly greater cumulative N2O than P30 soils. There was no significant difference 

between cumulative N2O emissions between KNO3 and (NH4)2 SO4 treatments at either P 

level.  

Synthetic Urine 

A similar trend of initial higher emissions from P30 soils but a later peak in emissions from 

P0 soils, was observed under the synthetic urine treatment, although this effect was not in 

the same timeframe as was observed for the fertiliser additions. There was a significant 

interaction between P level and time, where N2O originating from P30 soils was significantly 

higher than P0 until Day 35, but N2O from P0 increased and remained significantly higher 

than N2O from P30 soils for the remaining duration of the experiment.  

 

5.4. Discussion  

 5.4.1. N2O emissions pathways 

KNO3 and NH42SO4 

Cumulative N2O was significantly greater in P0 soils receiving KNO3 and (NH4)2 SO4 

treatments than in P30 soils. N2O emissions have frequently been reported to be higher 

from nitrate-containing fertilisers compared to urea or ammonium fertilisers due to the 

immediate availability of the nitrate substrate for denitrification in wet temperate grassland 

soils (Krol et al., 2020; Rahman et al., 2021; Cowan et al., 2020; Gebremichael et al., 2021; 

Harty et al., 2016). Interestingly, although this study was carried out under comparable 

conditions, our results were contrasting with these studies, with the ammonium treatment 

((NH4)2 SO4) yielding numerically (although not significant) greater levels of N2O than the 

nitrate treatment (KNO3) (Fig. 5-8 a, b)). 

Despite no significant difference in N2O emissions between soils receiving the ammonium 

or nitrate fertilisers at either P level, the PNA for these soils showed the nitrification potential 

to be over three times greater in the P30 soils (Fig. 5-6). The denitrification potential was 

low with no significant difference between P0 and P30, suggesting that nitrification may be 

the dominant process occurring in these soils and that P-limitation may severely impede 

this. This is in agreement with a previous N tracing study carried out on another similar 

long-term P trial which found, using an N-transformation model, that heterotrophic 

nitrification was the dominant process rather than denitrification (O'Neill et al., 2021). There 

have been mixed results from other comparable studies with some finding nitrification to 
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dominate over denitrification in N2O production (Ambus, 1998; Liu et al., 2016), whereas 

others found the opposite (Krol et al., 2020; Harty et al., 2016; Rahman et al., 2021). Such 

studies were conducted on similar soil types, acidities and with C:N ratios in the 10:1 range. 

Without any further notable differences in soil type, temperature or moisture conditions 

evident, processes driving this variation in nitrification and denitrification dominance are 

most likely related to nutrient-availability, other than C and N, determining N-cycling 

community structure and function. This is reinforced by the effect of P on N-cycling with P-

limitation found to increase N2O emissions when not limited by carbon, but no significant 

difference between high and low P levels without carbon amendments (O'Neill et al., 2020). 

As per the law of the minimum with P required in least quantities compared to C:N, it is a 

common limiting factor in most ecosystems (Xu et al., 2013; Cleveland and Liptzin, 2007; 

Tessier and Raynal, 2003). P-limitation could therefore be a large cause of N-loss to the 

environment via lack of N-uptake from nutrient-deficient organisms as well as promoting 

the dominance of fungal communities more orientated to N2O rather than N2 production and 

which are more successful in nutrient poor conditions (Maeda et al., 2015b; Antunes et al., 

2012). 

 

Synthetic urine 

Urine N deposition may provide the optimal conditions for co-denitrification, due to urine 

patches containing high inputs of N (mainly urea-N), and because urine increases the 

supply and turnover of labile soil organic N and C (Clough et al., 2003). Co-denitrification is 

the production of hybrid N2 and N2O products, when during sequential binding, a side 

reaction occurs between the initial electrophilic enzyme/N species complex and a 

nucleophile (Spott et al., 2011b), i.e. N2/N2O molecules that are formed with one N atom of 

NO/NO2 derived from an inorganic N source and the other from a co-substrate (Selbie et 

al., 2015b, Baggs, 2011, Shoun et al., 1992b). In a similar study, the formation of both 

hybrid N2 and N2O has been shown to be promoted by increases in pH as well as observing 

similar trends to this study in NO3
- production (Selbie et al., 2015b). Such delays in NO3

- 

production, while pH remains elevated, suggest a substantial loss of N during this period, 

due to inhibited uptake, either through N2O emissions, run off, or NH3 volatilisation (Selbie 

et al., 2015a; Schwab, 2008; Rahman et al., 2021; Saggar et al., 2013). 

Selbie et al., (2015b) also found that inhibiting nitrification chemically (dicyandiamide – 

DCD) resulted in a 55% reduction in hybrid N2 emissions, but no change in ‘true’ N2 

emissions, highlighting that nitrification can be a major source process for co-denitrification. 

Several studies have found heterotrophic nitrification to be dominant, and to be driven by 
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fungi rather than bacteria (Zhu et al., 2015; Li et al., 2018). This is further supported by work 

where fungal inhibition majorly reduced N2O flux, with fungi proposed to be the principal 

microbial source of N-emissions arising from co-denitrification (Laughlin and Stevens, 2002; 

Long et al., 2013; Rex et al., 2018; Rex et al., 2019).  

Fungi are resilient and thrive in harsher conditions than bacteria (e.g. low nutrient 

environments, lower pH) (Nottingham et al., 2018; Antunes et al., 2012; Kawahara et al., 

2016). They make up the dominant biomass in most soil systems, especially AMF, which 

concurrently are widely linked to soil P via their symbiotic relationship with the plant 

rhizosphere (Laughlin and Stevens, 2002; Boswell et al., 2007; Cosme et al., 2018). 

Previous research carried out on this site has found evidence suggesting fungal abundance 

to be greater in the low P soils (Massey, 2012a; King-Salter, 2008; Randall et al., 2019a; 

Chen, 2012a). Fungi are well known to lack N2O reductase and to be major contributors to 

N2O as a result (Maeda et al., 2015b). However, they have also been reported to be the 

principal microbial source of N2 emissions during co-denitrification (Laughlin and Stevens, 

2002, Long et al., 2013). With co-denitrification suggested to have a much greater role than 

previously estimated, the role of fungi within this process is a key area to focus research on 

in the endeavour to promote N2 production over N2O.  

5.4.2. Dry matter yield and N-uptake  

While the P0 soils had the lowest DMY with no significant difference between any treatment 

from each other nor from the control, DMY was highest in P30 synthetic urine, which support 

previous findings of P–limitation reducing herbage yield at this site (Sheil et al., 2016). Both 

P0 and P30 soils concurrently showed over 3 times lower NUE from the synthetic urine 

treatment compared to KNO3 and (NH4)2 SO4 treatments. This highlights the disparity 

between yield and efficiency, showing the difference in N-uptake from soils receiving 

synthetic urine treatment compared to those receiving lower rates of N in the KNO3 and 

(NH4)2 SO4 treatments.  

This also demonstrates the variation between P and N saturation, such that P0 soils from 

all treatments were saturated by N and subsequently resulted in the greatest cumulative 

N2O emissions and the lowest DMY and NUE. Whereas, P30 soils receiving a typical rate 

of 40 kg N ha-1 in the form of KNO3 or (NH4)2 SO4 had the greatest NUE with no significant 

difference in their yield as well as the lowest cumulative N2O losses. The N-loading rate of 

the synthetic urine treatment similarly demonstrates N-saturation resulting in the lowest 

NUE. 
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The lack of increase in grass growth between P0 soils receiving N and the control plots is 

a classic sign of Liebig’s law of the minimum, such that a system is limited by that which is 

in least supply, which in this case is being limited by P, that none of the applied N is able to 

be incorporated into growth and productivity (Agren et al., 2012; Davidson and Howarth, 

2007). However, surprisingly, low productivity was also seen in P30 soils receiving (NH4)2 

SO4, which were not significantly different from the control plots or from any of the P0 soils. 

This could be a result of the nitrification potential being so much greater in the P30 soils 

with microbes nitrifying the applied ammonium before it could be taken up by plants, as 

plants are ‘poor competitors for available soil N relative to microbes’ (Schimel and Bennett, 

2004). This is reinforced by the very low levels of ammonium observed in the P30 soils 

receiving (NH4)2 SO4, compared to the levels of ammonium observed in the P0 soils under 

this same treatment (Fig. 5-4). Furthermore, in P30 soils the drop in ammonium levels 

corresponds to the same time (Day 9) a peak can be observed in N2O emissions (Fig. 5-8 

a), which, with regard to the lack of nitrate being produced under this treatment (Fig. 5-5), 

most likely are arising from contributions to N2O either from heterotrophic nitrification, or 

codenitrification pathways, in agreement with that which was reported by Selbie et al. 

(2014). Previous findings by O’Neill et al. (2021), reported the rate of NH4
+ immobilisation 

to be over five times greater than the rate of NO3
- immobilisation, and over 95 % higher than 

mineralisation rates, in a similar soil type. This could be a result of positively charged NH4
+ 

being easier to absorb to negatively charged soil colloids than nitrate making it more 

available to micro-organisms (Zhang et al., 2017), and is known to be the preferred N 

source for the soil microbial community (Reay et al., 2019). Equally, this may offer an 

explanation as to why the plant N-uptake was greater under the KNO3 treatment in the P30 

soils, as there may have been less competition by microbes and may have been absorbed 

quickly by ‘rapid mass flow’ in the plants rhizosphere (Boudsocq et al., 2012; Hachiya and 

Sakakibara, 2017).  

 

5.4.3. The effect of soil pH on synthetic urine N2O emissions 

The soil pH of the experimental site was on average ~ 5.12 in P0 soils and 5.42 in P30 soils 

(Table 5-1) which is below optimum for productive agricultural grassland (Wall and Plunkett, 

2016). Such acidity could disrupt N2O reductase thereby increasing N2O production in both 

P levels (Stevens et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2018b; Zurovec et al., 2021). Cumulative N2O 

from soils receiving synthetic urine although numerically higher from P0 soils, was not 

significantly different between P levels. However, the temporal trend of these emissions 

varied greatly between P levels. The peak in N2O emissions from synthetic urine application 
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occurred (approximately around the same time as peaks observed from the KNO3 and 

(NH4)2 SO4 treatments) on Day 10 from the P30 soils but not until Day 32 in the P0 soils.  

Urea deposition via urine/fertilisers has been observed to result in elevated pH (due to 

hydrolysis reactions) and inorganic N concentrations, which can stimulate the microbial 

community and drive N losses (Monaghan and Barraclough, 1993). This elevated pH and 

high ammonia concentrations which occur after urine deposition can inhibit the second 

stage of nitrification (oxidation of NO2 to NO3
-) (Clough et al., 2003; Ali et al., 2013; 

Monaghan and Barraclough; 1992, Li et al., 2018).This may explain the contrasting 

response between P levels. P0 soils, which were already significantly more acidic prior to 

urine amendment than the P30 (Table 5-1), experienced a large significant increase in pH 

(p < 0.0001) immediately post application (Day 1), as opposed to the P30 soils which did 

not increase from the control plots in pH (p = 0.11) (Fig. 5-2). The pH of both P30 and P0 

soils dropped two orders of magnitude from a maximum pH of ~5.5 to low of pH ~3 by Day 

50, which was consequently 41 % and 44 % lower the pre-treatment values in the P0 and 

P30 soils respectively. The beginning of this drop in pH coincided with the point of crossover 

in N2O emissions from synthetic urine plots (Fig. 5-2 & Fig. 5-7), where at this point, and 

P0 emissions overtook those arising from P30 soils on Day 32 of the trial. Thus, this 

contrasting response between P0 and P30 soils may be explained more by the change in 

pH than the pH itself, with the P0 microbial community adapted to their slightly more acidic 

pH levels, and experiencing more severe inhibition due to the sudden change in conditions, 

with activity (N2O emissions) increasing once pH levels returned to pre-application levels.  

The maximum increase in pH to ~ 5.5 (approx. 20% increase for P0 soils and 2% increase 

for P30 soils from pre-treatment levels) was still below typical levels caused by urea 

hydrolysis which usually reach pH values of 7-8 (Clough et al., 2020a). Soil organic matter 

(SOM) can buffer changes in soil pH (Buckthought et al., 2015). Given the nutrient rich 

nature of the P30 soils, the N-content in the synthetic urine may have been cycled very 

efficiently with high plant and microbial N-uptake, due to no limitation from P thus increasing 

N transformations such as mineralisation and nitrification (Mehnaz et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, if nitrification was continuing in the P30 soils N2O emissions may have begun 

dropping as a result of more forms of N (NH4
+ and NO3

-) being available for plant uptake 

(Bernhard, 2010b). This shows that the N:P ratio as well as the pH of soils can be a key 

factor influencing nitrification and emissions (Ning et al., 2021, He and Dijkstra, 2015).  

The lack of increase in pH observed post synthetic urine amendment in the P30 soils 

compared to the P0 soils further suggests that nitrification was not inhibited, which is 
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supported by the mineral N trends (Fig. 5-2, 5-3). There was a delay in NO3
- production 

between Days 1-30 in the P0 soils, while in the P30 there was a peak in NO3
- concentration 

observed on Day 10 (Fig. 5-4). This is likely also due to P limitation occurring, with the P0 

soils being saturated by the high N-loading rate in the urine to a greater extent than the P30 

soils (Fig. 5-2, Table 5-1).  

Some comparable studies even found urea application to a grassland soil to increase 

nitrification with different responses observed within the nitrifying community such that 

bacterial nitrifiers (ammonia oxidising bacteria - AOB), increased with in increasing pH, but 

archaeal nitrifiers (AOA) decreased (Di et al., 2014, Ning et al., 2021). It has also been 

reported that AOA as well as fungi made a greater contribution to nitrification under a wider 

range of acidic grassland and cultivated soils, and that this dominance was prevalent at 

low-NH4
+ availability (Li et al., 2018), with the fungal community suggested to be better 

suited to utilising NO3
- compared to the bacterial community (Reay et al., 2019). Another 

study found that arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) communities from lower pH soils were 

subsets of those in higher pH soils and this nestedness pattern was observed along the pH 

gradient (Kawahara et al., 2016). This suggests that fungi in acidic soils are pH generalists 

and occur in a wide range of soils, but also may represent a small proportion of the 

community (Kawahara et al., 2016). The PNA results of this study demonstrate that the 

potential for nitrification is over three times greater in the P30 soils than in the P0 (Fig. 5-

6). This infers that P30 soils may harbour a larger, more bacterial-dominated nitrifying 

community and that community composition may be more fungal-dominated in the nutrient-

poor low P soils. In further support of this is the mirrored trend of P30 soils producing N2O 

earlier than P0 soils. Bacteria have been reported to have a quicker N-turnover than fungi, 

with fungal N-fluxes increasing in significance later in similar studies such as carried out by 

Reay et al., (2019). 

Although, it was previously assumed that nitrification in acidic soils was relatively low (De 

Boer and Kowalchuk, 2001; Robertson and Groffman, 2007; Robertson, 1989), many 

recent studies have suggested that nitrification can occur at pH values as low as 3.0 (Norton 

and Stark, 2011; Li et al., 2018) and that rates of nitrification based on mineralised organic 

nitrogen can be equal or even greater than that typically found in neutral pH soils (Booth et 

al., 2005). These breakthroughs come from advances using isotope tracing to identify net 

nitrification estimates to be much lower than potential gross rates (Stark and Hart, 1997) 

and molecular advances identifying the contribution from various microbial communities, 

most notably the newly discovered role of archaea in nitrification (Konneke et al., 2005; Li 
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et al., 2018). Recent work on a similar soil type, has found that nitrification if not dominant 

is frequently at least an equal contributor to N2O fluxes (Bracken et al., 2021). 

We suggest that the more acidic and low-nutrient content of the low P soils is directing N-

cycling community composition towards being more fungal-dominated with a greater ability 

to access less available nutrients and to thrive in harsher environments (Antunes et al., 

2012; Zhang and Elser, 2017). The negative effect of high P levels on AMF colonisation is 

well known and is supported by many experiments under both lab and field conditions 

(Treseder, 2004). Previous research carried out on the Cowlands has supported this, 

observing greater AMF colonisation in soils receiving lower rates of P fertilisation (King-

Salter, 2008). Thus, the N2O:N2 ratio from P0 may be greater as a result of fungal driven N-

cycling, which is known to frequently lack N2O reductase (Maeda et al., 2015b), as well as 

a larger N-supply due to limited plant uptake. Whereas although N2O was also observed 

from the P30 plots, the lower and earlier peaks suggest that most of the N lost from P30 

was arising at a later date as N2 which may be driven by a microbial community more 

orientated to complete N2O to N2 reduction, i.e. a more bacteria-dominated community 

(Balaine et al., 2016; Zistl-Schlingmann et al., 2019). However, due to the low PDA results 

measured from both levels, the N2 production pathway may not be arising from ‘true’ 

denitrification, and as was found in a similar previous study might be mainly attributable to 

‘codenitrification’ (Selbie et al., 2015b). 

The trends observed in this study were over a short period of time on one soil type. Future 

studies should investigate processes over long time periods and multiple soil types. The 

effect of CNP cycling on soil microbial processes and functions should be investigated 

further through more in-depth analysis using techniques such as rRNA and sequencing 

analysis to identify the ‘active’ component of the DNA and classify it to a more detailed 

phylogenetic level.   

 

5.5. Conclusion  

This study found that low soil P increased N2O emissions from nitrate and ammonia based 

fertilisers and numerically increased N2O from urine. This increase was a result of reduced 

plant N-uptake and potential effects on the soil microbial community. With less N being 

incorporated into grass growth under the low P treatments, this enables greater N-

availability to N-cycling communities, however the lack of P could be altering the structure 

and function of such communities by inhibiting their ability to fully uptake N. There was 

higher plant N-uptake from the nitrate fertiliser than from the ammonium fertiliser indicating 
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less ammonium availability to plants, suggested to be due to greater ammonium 

immobilisation and nitrification by soil microbes.  
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Chapter 6 General Discussion and Future Research Possibilities  

6.1. Evaluation of hypotheses 

 

Hypothesis #1: Phosphorus-deficient soils would result in increased N2O emissions 

from a temperate, permanent grassland soil.  

The results of this thesis show that N2O emissions from P-limited soils greatly exceed those 

of a higher P concentration regardless of form or rate of added-N. This was observed at 

both the field and the laboratory scale, confirming the first and foremost hypothesis #1, that 

soil P has an effect on N2O emissions. 

The laboratory incubation experiments (Ch. 3, 4, and 5) were carried out on soils receiving 

no phosphorus and soils receiving 45 Kg P ha-1 yr-1 collected from a long-term, cut 

grassland P trial, first established in 1995. Each experiment was incubated under the same 

climate conditions (15 °C, 70% humidity, 70% WFPS) and treated with an N-fertiliser (40 

Kg N ha-1 yr-1) with and without an additional C amendment in the form of glucose, and 

consisted of four replicates of each treatment. Across each laboratory incubations, all 

microcosms which did not receive glucose revealed that carbon limitation reduced overall 

activity to negligible levels, with no significant difference in N2O emissions between high 

and low P soils, masking the effect of P on N-cycling processes. 

However, in the field study carried out on the grazed grassland field trial (Ch. 6) no carbon 

was added under the assumption that the grazed regime would be supplementing the soil 

with carbon via ruminant excrement. Results showed the constrained P–effect, with higher 

N2O emissions from low P soils, highlighting the productivity implications between nutrient 

regimes on grazed and cut grassland soils.  

 

Hypothesis #2: There would be an interactive effect of soil phosphorus with soil 

carbon and nitrogen on nitrogen transformations in a temperate, permanent 

grassland soil.   

Following the clear contrast between high N2O emissions from low P soils, and low N2O 

emissions from high P soils in Incubation 1, Incubation 2 further investigated this by using 

a 15N isotope label to identify which N-transformation processes were dominating this N2O 
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production. The use of isotopic labelling in Incubation 2 (Ch. 4) revealed autotrophic 

nitrification to account for less than 2 % of nitrate production whereas heterotrophic 

nitrification was found to be the dominant NO3
- producing pathway arising from a newly 

considered route of labile N oxidation. This process was found to be the dominant N-

transformation pathway occurring in soils of both P levels, when amended with C, with the 

highest rates occurring in the low P soils. Furthermore, N-immobilisation was shown to 

greatly outweigh mineralisation and all total N-transformation rates ((Itot, INH4_tot, 

INO3_tot, I_tot, M-tot, N-tot) (Table 4-1)) were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in P45 

compared to P0 in C supplemented treatments only. This shows that increasing soil P 

stimulates mineralisation and immobilisation turnover (MIT), thus, confirming hypothesis 

#2, that there is an interactive effect of soil P with soil C and N on N-transformations in this 

permanent grassland soil. The co-limitation of nutrients C and P, could explain why this 

pathway has not been previously demonstrated as most studies explore nutrient-rich soils 

when investigating N-transformation processes (Müller et al., 2014, Jansen-Willems et al., 

2016, Liu et al., 2019).  

In agreement with the findings from Ch.4, results from the field trial (Ch. 6), showed lower 

N2O emissions in the high P soils which suggest greater N-immobilisation from the plant 

and microbial community under more nutrient rich conditions.  

Interestingly, the results from this thesis point towards nitrification being dominant over 

denitrification, despite denitrification being previously reported to be the primary N2O-

producing pathways from temperate, grassland soils (Saggar et al., 2009, Mosier et al., 

1998, Smith, 1990). The dominance of nitrification found in P0 soils from the cut trial in Ch. 

4 and in the PNA (potential nitrification rate assay) results being greatest in the P30 soils 

from the grazed trial in Ch. 6 is likely a result of relative nutrient availability differences 

between the two sites. The constant harvesting of the cut trial has left it severely carbon 

limited, such that these soils are co-limited by not only P, but C as well (Massey, 2012b). 

Whereas the grazed regime ensures constant nutrient return from C and N deposition in 

ruminant excrement (Krol, 2020). Relevant to note is while the rate of heterotrophic 

nitrification was found to be dominant in P0 soils in Ch.4, overall levels of total NO3
- 

production were still greatest in the high P soils. The faster rate is possibly due to a shift in 

community composition with species better adapted to nutrient-poor environments 

dominating heterotrophic nitrification in low P soils. Such a community could prosper further 

due to a lack of competition for nutrients from plants, as results in Chapter 6 observed that 

the plant N-uptake response did not vary between the control and treatments, regardless 

of the rate of N applied. This variation in nutrient availability is likely directly influencing the 
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microbial community composition, with a suggested fungal dominance in the P0, C-limited 

soils of the cut trial contributing to heterotrophic nitrification. This suggestion is supported 

by the findings of Ch. 5 which showed a positive correlation between fungal gene 

abundance with N2O as well as greater nitrifier abundance in low P soils compared to high 

P. Given the greater carbon availability (nearly 20 % higher total carbon in the grazed site 

compared to the cut site table 6-1 and table 3-1 respectively) of the grazed trial, nitrification 

may be bacteria-driven in the high P soils, as bacteria have been reported to be superior 

competitors to fungi under high nutrient availability (Nottingham et al., 2018). 

 

Hypothesis #3: There would be an interactive effect of soil phosphorus with soil 

carbon and nitrogen on the abundance of functional N-cycling genes, and that this 

abundance would reflect the nitrous oxide emissions observed from a temperate, 

permanent grassland soil.   

The results were obtained from soils collected from the cut P trial, and were subsampled 

from the incubations described in chapters 3 and 4. Soils were incubated under the same 

climate conditions in both incubations and were treated with an N-fertiliser with and without 

a C-amendment. N2O gas samples were taken over the course of the incubations with a 

subsample of soil extracted from each microcosm on sampling day.  

Results showed that long-term P-application influenced N2O emissions and N-cycling 

genes. Except for comammox, overall nitrifiers were most abundant in low P while the 

opposite trend was found for denitrifiers, suggesting direct effect of high and low P levels 

on drivers of N-transformation pathways as was found in Ch. 4 (Hypothesis #2). C and N-

amendments strongly influenced the abundance of most genes with changes observed as 

soon as 24 h after application. The internal-transcribed spacer gene (ITS), commonly 

referred to as the DNA barcode for fungi (Bellemain et al., 2010), was the only gene 

correlated to N2O emissions in the low P soils while bacterial genes were mostly correlated 

to emissions in the high P soils, suggesting changes in the main organisms involved in N2O 

production. This supports hypothesis #3, as well as adding evidence to the proposed 

explanation outlined in hypothesis #2 suggesting a link between fungal contributions to N2O 

produced via heterotrophic nitrification in low P soils. In support of the findings in this thesis, 

one similar study which combined both 15N isotope labelling with investigation into bacterial 

and fungal assimilation of applied N observed fungal communities to be more robust and 

to perform different rates of nutrient turnover to bacterial communities (Reay et al., 2019). 
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CO2 emissions were not affected by soil P and N, only increasing following C amendment, 

which indicates the role of P in shaping N-cycling microbial communities.  

 

Hypothesis #4: (a).The effect of soil phosphorus on N2O emissions from in situ field 

conditions would support the observations from the laboratory incubations. 

Hypothesis #4: (b). The N2O response to different forms of applied N would vary 

between high and low phosphorus soils.  

The final hypothesis was investigated by way of a field trial carried out on soils receiving a 

high and low phosphorus management regime since 1968 under grazed conditions. The 

N2O flux experiment was set up using the static chamber technique, with three forms of N 

being applied as well as a control to soils receiving no phosphorus and soils receiving 30 

Kg P ha-1 yr-1. The experimental design consisted of five replicates of each treatment. The 

forms of N applied were potassium nitrate (KNO3), ammonium sulphate ((NH4)2 SO4) and 

synthetic urine, applied at a rate of 40 Kg ha-1 yr-1, and 750 Kg N ha-1 yr-1, respectively.   

The N2O response observed from this field trial to the three different forms of applied 

nitrogen, varied between high and low P levels. Overall, there were greater cumulative N2O 

emissions from P0 soils under all treatments (significantly greater for KNO3 and NH42SO4 

(p < 0.05), and numerically greater under synthetic urine treatment (p = 0.223). Temporal 

N2O flux trends and concentrations varied between fertiliser type. There was no significant 

effect of fertiliser type (KNO3 or (NH4)2 SO4) on cumulative N2O emissions arising from 

KNO3 and (NH4)2 SO4 treatments at either P level. Cumulative N2O emissions from soils of 

both P levels, receiving synthetic urine treatment were predictably greatest in concentration 

at approximately 40 times the magnitude than those from the other treatments. This 

confirms hypothesis #4 that (a) low soil P results in higher N2O emissions as was observed 

in the laboratory incubations. 

Nitrogen uptake was highest in the high P soils with the greatest grass yield observed under 

the synthetic urine treatment, however this treatment concurrently resulted in the lowest 

nitrogen use efficiency in both P levels, highlighting the N-saturation effect of the urine. 

There was no significant difference in N-uptake and grass yield observed between any 

treatment and the control plots in the low P soils, which is suggested to be one cause for 

the higher N2O emissions observed from these soils and highlights the agronomic effect of 

P on N utilisation. Furthermore, while KNO3 increased plant N-uptake in the high P soils, 

soils receiving the (NH4)2 SO4 treatment did not differ to the control plots at either P level 
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nor to any of the low P treatments. This could be a result of stimulated microbial activity 

leading to greater ammonium immobilisation, which is known to be the preferred N source 

for the soil microbial community due to its easy absorption, and therefore outcompeting 

plants for NH4
+  (Reay et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2017; Schimel and Bennett, 2004). This is 

in agreement with the results described in Ch. 4 (hypothesis #2), that microbial NH4
+ 

immobilisation rates outweighed NO3
- immobilisation rates and were approximately 96 % 

greater than mineralisation rates in nutrient rich soils. The lack of response in plant N-

uptake between treatments and the control in the low P soils, demonstrates the P-limitation 

and law of the minimum in operation (Davidson and Howarth, 2007), halting productivity 

regardless of the form or rate of N added or the C-content of these soils. This reduced plant 

N-uptake observed in the low P soils is likely to be a cause for the greater levels of N2O 

emitted compared to the high P soils. Reduced N-uptake by plants and microbes due to 

their P-limitation results in more N being available to be lost to other pathways such as NH3 

volatilisation, N2O emissions and leaching.  

Furthermore, there was a delay in NO3
- production in the low P soils receiving synthetic 

urine treatment which concurrently resulted in the highest cumulative N2O emissions. This 

infers the second stage of nitrification was inhibited by the increase in pH which can be a 

result of urea hydrolysis. This supports the finding of nitrification being the dominant N-

transformation pathway and that inhibition of this (due to P-limitation preventing N-uptake) 

may result in hybrid N2O formed through the applied N-atoms binding with co-substrates as 

has been previously observed in similar studies (Selbie et al., 2015b; Rex et al., 2018). It 

could also be a result of nitrifier-denitrification or hydroxylamine oxidation carried out via 

biological processes (Wunderlin et al., 2012). The recognition of nitrification as an 

increasingly important source of N2O has grown in recent years, with studies such as Liu et 

al. (2016), demonstrating that nitrification contributed from 70 – 96.7% of N2O emissions in 

acidic soils, being potentially inhibited by increasing pH in alkaline soils (Liu et al., 2016). 

This supports suggested explanations behind results observed in this field trial and 

highlights an important area of research to continue progressing. 

This variation in response to added N between the P levels both in N2O emissions and 

grassland productivity, supports part (b) of our 4th hypothesis, that the concentration of P in 

soils influences their response to added N fertiliser with P-limited plants and microbes being 

unable to uptake added N, regardless of rate of application.  
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6.2. Implications of research  

This research is in line with goals such as those outlined in the EU Soil Strategy as part of 

the EU Green Deal and the EC Soil Health and Food Mission, whose aims are to protect 

soil fertility, identify what constitutes a ‘good ecological status’, and to ensure that 75% of 

soils are healthy by 2030 (Research_and_innovation, 2020). 

Incorporating and expanding such research under these international project goals 

facilitates a cohesive and standardised approach to build large scale meta-databases to 

facilitate a comprehensive understanding of multiple factors. Armed with this knowledge, 

legislation can be drafted to protect soils/ensure soil security across varying land uses, soil 

types and management practices ‘to ensure all soils are able to provide essential 

ecosystem services’, such as the provision of food and other biomass, supporting 

biodiversity, protecting, storing and regulating the flow of water, or mitigating the effects of 

climate change (Research_and_innovation, 2020). 

This research focuses the simultaneous necessity of promoting grassland productivity while 

reducing N2O emissions. This is essential to be considered in the context of the 

environment, in meeting human needs and maintaining functional biodiversity to underpin 

the delivery of essential ecosystem services (Guignard et al., 2017). This work has been 

carried out on some of the most common agricultural soil types found in Ireland (Creamer 

et al., 2020). The trials used also received management which is applicable to that which is 

ongoing on approximately 84 % of Irish agricultural land area which is devoted to grass 

(CSO, 2016). This research seeks to improve fertiliser application management by helping 

to contribute information that aids efficient nutrient spreading and avoids applying fertilsers 

in excess or in incorrect formulations for the requirements of the specific area.  

Gaining a thorough understanding of ecosystems enables us to identify management 

practices to maximise and optimise the services farmers and society can benefit from. To 

do this effectively technological advances must go hand in hand with the evolving research 

and implementation schemes. For example, the research in this thesis could be 

complemented with quicker nutrient measurement tools such as is being developed in the 

new SARMENTI probe (Lesecq et al., 2019). This probe is a smart multisensory embedded 

system which aims to make soil nutrient and gaseous monitoring quicker and easier, that 

can ‘measure in situ, high temporal resolution soil nutrient concentration that a farmer or 

advisor will interpret to implement fertiliser management strategies’ (Lesecq et al., 2019). 

The more accessible such monitoring becomes the more efficient management can be, as 

it can be adopted and utilised by a wider range of land managers.  
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6.3. Advantages and limitations  

Some of the key advantages of this research include: 

1. Long-term trials – cut est. 1995, grazed est. 1968.  

2. This research spans from the soil core level to the plot scale and shows consistency 

in findings between laboratory incubations and the field trial. 

3. Multidisciplinary approaches were used to supplement N2O flux data with soil 

property and microbial information, two management practices (grazed and cut), 

rate-modelling and genetic abundance provides a broad context for the results 

obtained. 

4. The applicability of this research has potential cost-saving benefits to land 

managers. 

5. This research shows a direct N2O reduction mitigation potential that could be 

adopted immediately. 

Some of the key limitations of this research include:  

1. Small range of conditions (soil type, climate, geographic location) investigated.  

a. The conditions for the field trial were as follows; average rainfall was 102 

mm and the average temperature was 11.1 °C for the duration of the 

experiment (Met.Eireann, 2020), which is very similar to the corresponding 

30-year averages of 11.6 °C  and 95 mm over the same time period 

(September, October, November).  

b. Ireland in general has a mild year-round climate with 30-year average 

temperatures ranging from 6.5 °C – 15.7 °C and average rainfall ranging 

from 49.9 mm – 109.3 mm. The hottest months were July, August, 

September and the driest were May, June, July (Met.Eireann, 1981-2010).  

2. Experiments were conduction over a short period of time (maximum three months). 

Longer field trials running for a whole year would benefit by capturing seasonal 

trends.  

3. A more detailed investigation of the microbial community would have provided a 

clearer picture of the community structure involved in N-cycling especially 

expanding on DNA extractions to rRNA extractions to provide the ‘active’ genetic 

component.  
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6.4. Conclusions and future research suggestions  

This research has investigated the long-term dynamics of soil P on N2O emissions in a 

temperate grassland at both the microcosm and field scale. The main conclusions 

described in this thesis are;  

1. Increasing soil P levels reduced N2O emissions.  

2. Increasing soil P levels increased microbial activity (MIT). 

3. Increasing soil P levels changes microbial community structure and function, 

suggested to shift from fungal-dominated in low P to bacteria dominated. 

4. Management can affect the available carbon of the soil, masking the true effect of 

other nutrients. 

 

This work builds on decades of existing knowledge by utilising long-term trials thus 

strengthening the robustness of the obtained results. Managed grasslands have a high 

demand for N to support plant growth. Intensively managed pasture systems can often 

reach N saturation when plants and microbes are no longer able to assimilate or retain 

excess N. This can be subsequently lost to from the system, causing environmental 

damage (Saggar et al., 2013).  Applying only N that can be utilised for productivity reduces 

N-loss via runoff, emissions and volatilisation, all of which pose threats to water, air and 

ecosystem quality. Thus, maximising N-use efficiency is key not only for environmental 

mitigation but also for financial and resource viability, as it reduces costs of excess 

nutrients. This means understanding N processes and transformations and how they 

interact with other key soil minerals and conditions to achieve multi-nutrient use efficiency 

is key as one nutrient cannot be used efficiently if others are not as well. Globally grassland 

covers 31-43% of the earth’s land surface (Gibson, 2009). A large-scale meta-analysis also 

showed that P-limitation is equally strong across freshwater, marine and terrestrial 

ecosystems and that N and P limitation are equivalent in both freshwater and terrestrial 

(Elser et al., 2007). This further emphasises the broader value in elucidating these complex 

relationships being high for a multiplicity of resource management factors While the CNP 

requirements between lifeforms and ecosystems may vary (Fig.6-1), the relative ratio within 

each, tends to remain constant which is critical to maintain for total nutrient efficiency and 

minimum loss. Future work would benefit from testing the findings of this project for more 

management practices, e.g. crop production, more soil types and in different climate 

scenarios. It would be particularly interesting to investigate mitigation potential of this 

research mixed with other strategies e.g. mixed species swards. Further un-depth analysis 

of the microbial community and particularly the active component and how to stimulate a 
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community aligned to N2 more than N2O production would harness the poorly understood 

goldmine which is living in our soil. Future research might even look to inoculation and 

biological strategies of improving fertility, thus moving more away from applied chemicals. 

The microbiome represents the most difficult aspect of these nutrient cycles to understand 

and will be a slow and steady pace for research. However, gaseous and nutrient research 

can be advanced quickly and would allow for faster uptake of more efficient nutrient 

management to be adopted on farms.  

 

Figure 6-1. CNP ratio in context 

Across all lifeforms, P in required in the lowest amounts relative to other macronutrients, 

and thus will limit the entire system if supply is limited (Agren et al., 2012; Davidson and 

Howarth, 2007; Cleveland and Liptzin, 2007). This research has demonstrated that 

increasing the P level in soils can aid the utilisation of more N both through microbial and 

plant N-uptake, thus reducing the N2O-producing potential of such soils. It has also provided 

further avenues of investigation, especially through the suggestion that microbial 
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communities living in more nutrient limited environments may be fungal dominated and 

result in the in the promotion of N2O emissions over N2.  

Management regimes have a huge effect on relative nutrient availability and it is critical to 

understand what is already present before establishing a fertiliser application regime. This 

thesis demonstrates that understanding the relative homeostasis of essential CNP nutrients 

and how this may change under different management practices/soil conditions is critical 

to tailor nutrient applications accordingly such that efficiency may be maintained year-long.  

This research generated new scientific data which addressed knowledge gaps and added 

significantly to the scientific literature surrounding grassland nutrient management and N2O 

mitigation. Further information on the interactions between the soil biota and nutrient 

availability in relation to the surrounding physicochemical environment is needed to 

advance this understanding. While the current study provides new scientific results on the 

effect of soil P on N2O, this science needs to be expanded to further assess the CNP 

interactions on a range of processes, such as; 

1. A more in-depth microbial analysis of community composition through fungal and 

bacterial inhibition techniques to establish relative contributions to N2O as well as 

comparing such relationships over multiple time points throughout changing 

seasonal conditions, different soils and land use.  

2. More in depth microbial analysis could be extrapolated to a species composition 

level via, sequencing, metatranscriptomics (mRNA) and metaproteomics.  

3. Seasonal sampling to establish yearly trends in emissions and nutrient availability.  

4. Carrying out similar studies on a broader range of soil types and land uses.  

5. What are the main nutrient requirements of a microbial community best established 

to promote N2 over N2O? 

6. What role does codenitrification play in the C:N:P ratio and does this encourage the 

facilitation of fungal N-cycling or should bacterial ‘true’ denitrification be the priority?  

7. The effect of P on the carbon cycle and C-sequestration potential of soils.  

8. Inclusions of CNP in biogeochemical models  
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Appendix A  
Appendix A consists of supplementary information from the published manuscript adapted 

in Chapter 4. This supplementary information provides details about the Ntrace model 

used for this analysis. 

N-transformation rates 

Table A-I. Model parameters, their description, kinetics (0 = zero order kinetics; 1 = first 

order kinetics) and mean modelled N rates in (µg/g/day) ± standard deviations per 

treatment. Letters denote significant differences based on least significant difference 

N-transformation rates  

(µg/g/day) 

Kine

tics 

P0 - C ± SD P0 + 

C 

± SD P45 - 

C 

± SD P45 + 

C 

± SD 

Mineralisation of recalcitrant organic N to 

NH4
+ (MNrec) 

 

0 0.014 a 0.002 0.061 b 0.013 0.004 c 0.004 0.239 d 0.034 

Immobilisation of NH4
+ to recalcitrant 

organic N (INH4-Nrec) 

 

1 1.976 a 

c 

0.100 2.714 b 0.067 2.074 a 

c 

0.127 3.679 d 0.098 

Mineralisation of labile organic N to NH4
+ 

(MNlab)  

 

1 0.001 a 

d 

0.001 0.003 b 

c 

0.002 0.003 b 

c 

0.001 0.001 a 

d 

0.001 

Immobilisation of NH4
+ to labile organic N 

(INH4-Nlab) 

 

1 0.782 a 

c 

0.103 0.171 b 

d 

0.058 0.796 a 

c 

0.142 0.179 b 

d 

0.070 

Oxidation of recalcitrant organic N to NO3
- 

(ONrec) 

 

0 0.523 a 

b 

0.054 0.448 a 

b 

0.070 1.359 c 

d 

0.113 1.383 c 

d 

0.097 

Immobilisation of recalcitrant NO3
- (INO3-Nrec) 

 

1 0.003 a 0.001 0.012 b 

d 

0.006 0.023 c 0.004 0.014 b 

d 

0.003 

Oxidation of labile organic N to NO3
- (ONlab) 

 

1 2.555 a 

c 

0.138 2.153 b 0.119 2.414 a 

c 

0.286 3.449 d 0.299 

Immobilisation of labile NO3
- (INO3-Nlab) 

 

1 0.055 a 0.011 0.124 b 0.091 0.249 c 0.231 1.789 d 0.341 

Oxidation of NH4
+ to NO3

- (ONH4) 

 

1 0.007 a 0.001 0.030 b 

d 

0.016 0.060 c 0.035 0.032 b 

d 

0.019 

Dissimilatory reduction of NH4
+ to NO3

- 

(DNO3-) 

 

1 1.390 a 0.024 1.450 b 

c 

0.045 1.532 b 

c 

0.025 2.347 d 0.062 

Adsorption of NH4
+ on cation exchange sites 

(ANH4) 

 

1 0.605 a 0.176 0.103 b 

c d 

0.087 0.061 b 

c d 

0.038 0.025 b 

c d 

0.019 

Release of adsorbed NH4
+ (RNH4a) 

 

1 1.108 a 0.100 0.610 b 

c d 

0.070 0.656 b 

c d 

0.031 0.584 b 

c d 

0.075 

Adsorption of NO3
- on cation exchange sites 

(ANO3) 

 

1 0.027 a 

b 

0.002 0.023 a 

b 

0.018 0.059 c 0.035 0.040 d 0.023 

Release of adsorbed NO3
- (RNO3sto) 1 0.224 a 0.024 0.312 b 0.072 0.306 b 

c d 

0.166 0.335 b 

c d 

0.052 

TOTALS:  

M_tot (MNrec_+ MNlab)  0.015 a 

c 

0.002 0.064 b 0.015 0.007 a 

c 

0.005 0.240 d 0.034 

INH4_tot (INH4-Nlab+ INH4-Nrec)  2.758 a 

b c 

0.203 2.885 a 

b c 

0.125 2.870 a 

b c 

0.269 3.858 d 0.168 

N_tot (ONH4 + ONlab + ONrec)  3.085 a 

b 

0.193 2.630 a 

b 

0.205 3.832 c 0.434 4.863 d 0.415 

INO3_tot (INO3-Nlab + INO3-Nrec)   0.058 a 

b c 

0.013 0.136 a 

b c 

0.097 0.272 a 

b c 

0.235 1.804 d 0.344 

Itot (INH4 + INO3)  2.816 a 

b c 

0.216 3.021 a 

b c 

0.222 3.142 a 

b c 

0.504 5.661 d 0.512 
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Appendix B  
 

Appendix B consists of supplementary information included in the submitted manuscript 

adapted in Chapter 5. This appendix comprises of the table of soil properties for soils 

described in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.  

 

Soil properties from cut grassland P trial 

Table B-I. Initial soil properties for incubation one samples. Means ± one SE. (n = 4) (OM 

= organic matter content, HWOC = hot water extractable carbon, HWN = hot water 

extractable nitrogen, HWTC = hot water total carbon) properties displayed in mg kg-1 are 

per g dry soil. 

P-addition  

(kg P ha-1 yr-1) 

P0 P45 

OM content (%) 6.42±0.17 6.12±8.9 

pH 6.3±0.07 6.49±0.1 

Total carbon (%) 2.86±0.29 2.65±0.36 

Total nitrogen (%) 0.29±0.01 0.26±0.01 

HWOC mg kg-1 1333.97±66.55 1244.07±79.79 

HWN mg kg -1 153.54±9.84 139.13±10.86 

HWTC mg kg-1 1636.34±91.33 1552.93±84.62 

Morgan’s P mg kg-1 1.26±0.14 3.8±0.51 

Total P mg kg-1 21.11±1.28 39.25±1.3 

Cu mg kg-1 2.23±0.26 2.14±0.08 

Fe mg kg-1 226.49±14.84 266.71±9.45 

Mg mg kg-1 62.2±5.09 62.95±4.88 

Mn mg kg-1 35.36±10.17 37.74±8.9 
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Appendix C  
Appendix C focusses on the molecular analysis described in the submitted manuscript 

adapted in Chapter 5. This information consists of qPCR settings and run details as well 

as information on genetic primers used, further data used for statistical analysis.  

Molecular qPCR run information  

Table C-I. Primers used for qPCR. 

Gene name Primer 

Name 

Sequence (5' - 3')  Reference Efficiency 

Inc. 1  

Efficiency 

Inc. 2 

16SrRNA (archaea) 

 

771F  

957R 

ACGGTGAGGGATGAAAGCT 

CGGCGTTGACTCCAATTG 

(Ochsenreiter et al., 

2003) 
95.6% 94% 

16SrRNA (bacteria) 

 

341f  

785r 

CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG 

GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC 

(Klindworth et al., 

2013) 
86% 95% 

amoA Archaea 

 

crenamoA23f 

crenamoA616r 

ATGGTCTGGCTWAGACG 

GCCATCCATCTGTATGTCCA 
(Tourna et al., 2008) 89% 118.5% 

amoA Bacteria 

 

Bac amoA1F  

Bac amoA2R 

GGGGTTTCTACTGGTGGT 

CCCCTCBGSAAAVCCTTCTTC 

(Rotthauwe et al., 

1997) 
102% 114.7% 

amoA comammox 

 

Ntsp_amoA_162F 

Ntsp_amoA_359R 

GGA-TTT-CTG-GNT-SGA-TTG-GA 

WAG-TTN-GAC-CAC-CAS-TAC-

CA 

(Fowler et al., 2018) 96.9% 92.2% 

ITS 

 

ITS86F 

ITS4R 

TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC 

GTGAATCATCGAATCTTTGAA 

(De Beeck et al., 

2014) 
89.9% 111.7% 

nirK 

 

Nirk876F 

nirk1040R 

GCC TCG ATC AGR TTR TGG TT 

ATY GGC GGV CAY GGC GA 
(Hallin et al., 2009) 94.9% 90.7% 

nirS 

 

cd3AF 

R3cd 

GTSAACGTSAAGGARACSGG 

GAS TTC GGR TGS GTC TTG A 

(Throback et al., 

2004) 
96.6% 91% 

nosZ clade I 

 

nosZ2F 

nosZ2R 

WCS YTG TTC MTC GAC AGC 

CAG 

ATG TCG ATC ARC TGU KCR TTY 

TC 

(Henry et al., 2006) 86% 95% 

nosZ clade II 
nosZ II F 

nosZ II R 

CTI GGI CCI YTK CAY AC  

GCI GAR CAR AAI TCB GTR C 
(Jones et al., 2013) 94.5% 82% 
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Table C-II. Slope, intercept and R2 values for each qPCR run.  

Gene Slope 

Inc. 1  

Y-

intercept 

Inc. 1  

R2 

Inc. 

1 

Slope 

Inc. 2 

Y-

intercept 

Inc.2 

R2 

Inc. 2 

Primer 

conc.(um) 

Inc. 1 

16SrRNA(archaea) 3.433 42.763 0.999 3.47 38.742 0.997 0.2 

16SrRNA 

(bacteria) 

3.714 39.665 0.996 3.717 40.237 0.998 1.5 

amoA Archaea 3.533 36.185 0.941 2.947 32.485 0.999 0.2 

amoA Bacteria 3.268 36.003 0.976 3.014 34.15 0.996 1 

amoA Comammox 3.399 37.142 0.998 3.526 39.215 0.998 1 

ITS 3.592 39.334 0.999 3.173 36.248 0.993 0.2 

nirK 3.45 36.011 0.998 3.566 40.214 0.999 0.2 

nirS 3.407 35.119 0.995 3.559 36.837 0.999 1 

nosZ clade I 3.711 30.127 0.997 3.444 26.296 0.99 0.2 

nosZ clade II 3.461 34.849 0.998 3.838 42.071 0.999 0.5 
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Table C-III. qPCR settings 

Gene: Run info:  Enzyme Encoded: 

16SrRNA 

(archaea) 

95C for 5min, 39 × (95C for 30s, 54C for 1 min, 72C 

for 1min, 82C for 3s), Melt curve 65°C to 95°C, 

increment 0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read 

Total archaea abundance  

16SrRNA 

(bacteria) 

95C for 5, 39 × (95C for 40s, 55.6C for 1, 72C for 30s, 

80C for 3s), Melt curve 65°C to 95°C, increment 

0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read 

Total bacterial abundance 

amoA 

Archaea 

95C for 5min, 39 × (95C for 30s, 55.6C for 40s, 72C 

for 1min, 78C for 2s), Melt curve 65°C to 95°C, 

increment 0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read 

Archaea ammonia monoxegenase 

amoA 

Bacteria 

noBSA 94C for 5 min, 39 × (94C for 30s, 55C for 45s, 

72C for 45s, 82C for 2s), Melt curve 65°C to 95°C, 

increment 0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read 

Bacteria ammonia monoxegenase 

amoA 

comammox 

95C for 5 min, 39 × (95C for 30s, 56C for 30s, 72C for 

45s, 82C for 2s), Melt curve 65°C to 95°C, increment 

0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read 

Complete ammonia monoxegenase 

ITS 95C for 2min, 39 × (95C for 30s, 54C for 30s, 72C for 

30s),Melt curve 65 - 95C increment 0.5C for 5s.  

Fungal Internal transcribed spacer 

nirK 95C for 10 min, 39 × (95C for 10s, 60C for 30s, 72C 

for 10s, 85C for 2 s) Melt curve 65°C to 95°C, 

increment 0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read 

Nitrate reductase 

nirS 95C for 10min, 40 × (95C for 10s, 66C for 20s, 72C 

for 20s, 82C for 2s (80C for 2 for inc.2)), Melt curve 

65°C to 95°C, increment 0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read 

Nitrate reductase 

nosZ clade I 95C for 15min, 6 × (95C for 15s, decrement 

temperature by -1C per cycle, 72C for 1 min), 29 

x(95C for 15s, 60C for 30s, 72C for 1 min), Melt curve 

65°C to 95°C, increment 0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read 

N2O reductase  

nosZ clade II 95C for 15 min, 40× (95C for 15s, 60C for 30s, 72C 

for 30s, 80C for 30s), Melt curve 65°C to 95°C, 

increment 0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read 

N2O reductase  
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Vector 

primers 

(m13F, T7R) 

95C for 5 min, 39 X (95C for 30s, 57C for 30s, 72C for 

30s and 85C for 1s) Melt curve 65°C to 95°C, 

increment 0.5°C, 0:05 + plate read  

 

 

 

 

 

Table C-IV. Mineral N mg N Kg-1 comparisons between pre (before treatment added) and 

post (end of incubation) from incubation 1 and 2.  

Experiment Low P High P 

Incubation 1 NH4 (mg Kg-1) pre  fertiliser application 8.3 ± 4.2 1.4 ± 0.0 

Incubation 1 NH4 (mg Kg-1) post fertiliser application 8.1 ± 5.1 11.7 ± 2.0 

Incubation 1  NO3 (mg Kg-1) pre fertiliser application 78.0 ± 11.1 29.0 ± 3.1 

Incubation 1 NO3 (mg Kg-1) post fertiliser application 729.2 ± 377.8 604.7 ± 129.1 

   

Incubation 2 NH4 (mg Kg-1) pre fertiliser application 13.3 ± 0.2 12.4 ± 0.3 

Incubation 2 NH4 (mg Kg-1) post fertiliser application 2.2 ± 0.0 2.4 ± 0.0 

Incubation 2  NO3 (mg Kg-1) pre fertiliser application 56.9 ± 0.8 55.7 ± 1.2 

Incubation 2 NO3 (mg Kg-1) post fertiliser application 77.8 ± 0.9 76.4 ± 1.5 
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Table C-V. Cumulative N2O (µg N2O-N g-1) and standard error according to the P-levels 

for incubation 1 (fertiliser KNO3+C) (means +/- SEM (n=3)) and incubation 2 (fertiliser 

NH4NO3+C) (means =/- SEM (n=4)). 

Treatment: 

KNO3 +C 

(40Kg N ha-1) 

(reps of 3)  

Incubation 1:  

N2O µg N2O-N 

g-1 

Incubation 1:  

CO2 mg CO2-

C g-1 

Treatment: 

NH4NO3 +C 

(40Kg N ha-1) 

(reps of 8) 

Incubation 2:  

N2O µg N2O-N 

g-1  

 Incubation 

2:  

CO2 mg CO2-

C g-1 

Low P 3260.08 ± 842.23 255.54 ± 23.82 

 

Low P 240.65 ± 32.73  99.07 ± 1.88 

High P  47.09 ± 29.67 198.64 ± 2.56 High P 548.85 ± 102.14 119.17 ± 4.48 

 

Table C-VI. Comparison of total average gene abundance between incubations. 

Gene copy no. per g dry soil 

Incubation 1 Incubation 2 

Low P High P Low P High P 

16S bac 3.39E+07 4.67E+07 2.70E+07 2.21E+07 

16Scren 2.90E+05 5.46E+05 1.07E+04 9.65E+03 

ITS 6.34E+05 8.70E+05 2.56E+04 1.58E+04 

nosZ2 5.37E+02 9.41E+02 4.02E+04 4.09E+04 

nosZ1 1.61E+04 2.09E+04 3.58E+03 3.25E+03 

nirS 4.88E+03 9.80E+03 2.53E+03 2.80E+03 

nirK 3.42E+03 5.29E+03 7.17E+05 7.17E+05 

(nirK + S)/NosZ1 + 2 5.31E-01 7.04E-01 1.59E+01 1.76E+01 

Comammox 4.27E+05 6.40E+05 2.17E+04 2.18E+04 

AOB 1.12E+04 7.78E+03 5.25E+02 4.46E+02 

AOA 

 

9.32E+02 1.26E+03 8.21E+02 4.47E+02 
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Table C-VII. ANOVA results testing the effect of P-level, time of sampling and their 

interaction in incubation 1.  

Gene copy no. per g dry soil P P*Time Time 

16S rRNA bacteria .(0.06)  * 

16S rRNA crenarchaea *  *** 

ITS   **  

nosZ2  *  

nosZ1   ** 

nirS ***   

nirK  **  

(nirK + nirS)/NosZ I+ II **   

Comammox  .(0.054)  *** 

AOB *   

AOA    
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Table C-VIII. ANOVA results testing the effect of P-level, time of sampling and their 

interaction in incubation 2.  

 

Gene copy no. per g dry soil P P*Time Time 

16S rRNA bacteria   ** 

16S rRNA crenarchaea   * 

ITS *  ** 

nosZ2  ***  

nosZ1   ** 

nirS **  * 

nirK    

(nirK + nirS)/NosZ I+ II  ***  

Comammox   ** 

AOB ***  *** 

AOA **   
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Figure C-I. Nir:nosZ ratio according to the P-level and the time of sampling from Incubation 

1 (left (means +/- SEM (n=6))) and incubation 2 (right (means +/- SEM (n=8))). Letters 

denote significant difference in total gene abundance between time points for both P levels 

and * denote significant interactions between P level and time). Fertiliser was applied on 

Day 0 after soil sampling, and N2O peaks were observed on Day 1 for both incubations. 

Overall significance between total gene abundance and P level shown as P = S, not 

significant with P level shown as P =NS 
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Appendix D  
Appendix D consists of experimental photos depicting the injection of 15N labelled NH4NO3 

into the soil microcosms as described in Chapter 4. Also shown is the field trial site 

described in Chapter 6 and collar installation.  

Experimental Photos 

 

 

Figure D-1. Applying 15N-labelled ammonium and nitrate fertilisers to incubation (Ch.4). 
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Figure D-2. 15N-labelling incubation set up (Ch.4) 

 

Figure D-3. Map of the ‘Cowlands’ Trial and steel chamber technique superimposed. 
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Figure D-4.Collar installation. 
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Appendix E  
 

 

Figure E-1. Soil Map of Ireland taken from Creamer et al., 2020. 

 

 


